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Going for go ld  
Terrace's sensational 
teenaged curlers aiming 
high at the Canada Winter 
GamesXSPORTS B7 
Overpass oops 
The latest tipover of a 
logging truck rekindles 
an old debate over 
industrial traffic\NEWS A3 
Creative sword play 
Actors duel with kitchen 
utensils in a new high 
school play 
\COMMUNITY B3  :, 
$1.00 PLUS 7¢ GST 
($1 .10  p lus  8¢  GST 
outside of the Terrace area) 
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WaI-Mart strikes deal for city land 
, move animal shelter 
sional Management Inc. - Wal-Mart's 
preferred landdeveloper and the same 
firm that paid for geotechnical drilling 
on the land in early February. 
First Professional calls itself Cana- 
da's largest retail developer, opening a 
new shopping centre every four weeks 
tinder its First Pro Shopping Centres 
City to get river trail 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE CITY will give up its animal 
shelter and surrounding parkland to 
make way for expected development 
of a WaI-Mart store southwest of the 
new bridge. 
The tentative deal merges the city 
land with Glen Saunders' riverside 
property to create a roughly 10.5-acre 
'L ' -shaped properly east o f  Pacific 
Northern Gas and the Kinsmen base- 
ball diamond. 
In exchange for giving up 2.5 acres 
of land, the city will get money plus a 
1.5-acre 15-metre wide strip of park- 
land along the river for a riverside 
trail, city development services direc- 
tor David Trawin said Friday. 
"They will give us $397,000 so we 
can rebuild the animal shelter in an- 
other location," Trawin said. 
City council gave first readings to 
bylaws Monday night to rezone the 
animal shelter and city park land to 
service commercial, i 
The developer is listed as:a num- 
bered company in city records, but the 
Standard  has learned it is First Profes- 
Pool 
Trawin said developers want' rules 
relaxed that ban development within 
60 metres of the edge of the riverbank. 
The goal is to get Victoria's appro- 
val to reduce that setback to about 20 
metres, Trawin sa id ,  based on mea- 
~;urements hat show the erosion' rate 
/there is less than six:inches per year. 
"Based on that the: building could be 
there for 360 years,,Trawin oted. 
name. The  firm runs 110 First Pro Environmentalapproval is sis0 nee- 
: ded to build on ttie City land because 
"They will give us 
$397,000 so we can rebuild 
the animal shelter M an- 
other location." 
shopping cent'res in' Canada, most of 
old underground'fuel tanks there are 
considered a soil contamination threat. 
In addition, the city will change the 
Official Community Plan designation, 
triggering a March 10 public hearing. 
. There's no firm site plan yet or de- 
velopment permit Submitted, although 
Trawin expects an application soon. 
them anchored by Wai-Mart stores. Stakes marked "building corner" 
.The land swap is a condition 0 f the .  areplanted near the southern edge of 
rezoning - even if theproject fails o r  the city and Saunders properties, close 
is delayed for other re~isons. :, :..  :.to homes on a section of Kerr St. just 
And Trawin said there's still much ' north of Haugland Ave. " 
uncertainty. , : ' i ! ..' ~ '  . ,' , Trawin says the land  could fit. a 
Construction depends On approval m~ikimumstore.sj'z'e of  aboui 100,000 
of the transportation ministry, which square feet i f  developers get a reduced 
controls highway access, and the setback from fhe river. That's about 
water land and air protection ministry, double the size of Canadian Tire or 
# 
STAKES mark corners of the plan- 
ned store south of Hwy16. 
the Real Canadian Wholesale Club. 
Trawin said it's worthwhile for the 
city because commercial use in that 
area makes sen§~i~: and "because it 
achiei, es the city's riverside trail goal. 
The developer must pay to build the 
1.8-metre wide gravel walkway to city 
standards and replace trees along it to 
achieve a natural ook, Trawin said. 
"Even if nothing happens there, the 
benefit of securing that land for public 
purposes along the river justifies this," 
Trawin said. 
City council overrode Saunders' ob- 
jections last year when it approved a 
plan for an eventual riverside trail al- 
lowing the c i ty to  insist it be built 
when development happens there. 
Pacific Northern Gas operations 
manager Russell Wintersgill said Wal- 
Mart reps also approached PNG, but 
the gas utility wasn't interested. 
Trawin said the proposal involves 
only the city and Saunders property. 
Meanwhile, WaI-Mart spokesman 
Andrew Pelletier continued to deny 
any immediate mov e tO place a Wal- 
Mart store here. 
"There is not a confirmed store 
planned as of yet," he said last week. 
.Announcements 'of First Professio- 
nal-led WaI-Mart developments in 
some Canadian cities have come just 
weeks after denials by Wal-Mart. 
Q 
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roof f,x timber cut THE ROOF of Terrace's 
aquatic centre leaks and , .  
must be fixed. 
"The whole roof.has to By JEFF NAGEL taking away most of the 
be replaced," public works NEW SKEENA Forest company's annual cut in 
director Herb Dusdal told Products boss Dan Veniez each future year. 
city councillors last week. is surrendering to the pro- The province is also 
The ent i re  project vince timber the company seeking a f ive per cent 
would cost about $ 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 . ,  .:. : ~ .....: failed to log over the past timber takeback of all the 
to $300,000, hesa id .But  ~il ~ ,  several years, Skeena forest licences triggered by 
Dusdal said he ii~:"~? 'i.., ~ 1 MLA Roger Harris says. the Sale of  the company, 
The so-called undercut Harris said. plans to start this year by :;. , .... ;, ~,~.,?, 
re-roofing a test strip at a :' !~:'~: I is 2.7 million cubic metres And ;there's a l so  a 
cost of $60,000. i: i ,  (!i ~::I:~!! ii ; : of timber Skeena Cellu- broader review planned to 
'1 want tO try to see if it i:i i::'~ lose was supposed to log assess how much Crown 
works before we do the ' hole thing," he said. !ii but didn't over the past timber the company needs 
-, five years. Veniez had said to supply its mills. 
~eaking because of the , : . . . . . .  ::i~ he'd seek approval to add The province has also 
metal roof design plus ~,,::.,:.. , .%. it to the future cut, holding begun a court-ordered 
condensation from inside !i,:i'~ 'i'. .,~ :' ~:::.,~!;.:,:;!~:i::::i i,:: ~ out the promiseof drama- drive to i'econsult area 
is causing the east wall of . . . . . . .  i~ :'::~: : : J~ ~'i!i:i'6i;: tically increased logging aboriginal groups on the 
the pool to rot, he added. .': ,. ~ ~:.,. :~ for contractors here. company sale. 
, : '  g';'~;":;";"~"~'~:' But Harris said Veniez T imber taken  away Councillors David Hull ,~ ~,.., ~ ...... :-...",,. , . ' . .  
~.; a .. :,~,,., : . ...... . . .,; , ,v.: : indicated he won't fight f rom Skeenacou ld  go 'to and Rich McDaniel said a . : . . . .  ~.: .~ .  . . . . . .  ,.. . . . .  
full engineering study of ' , ' . - , , ' "  : ...... ~ : '  : " the province's move to' community forests, abori- 
..... :~,~.'.~ .... :..% take back the timber and ginal groups and various the problem should come .,. .. . . . .  ..... .~ ..... '~ .; ' " "  ,:.:: 
ahead of spending money i "  "~" ~ :' ""~:'";:~:"~"~"" ...... ~": ........ ' : '  distribute it to other users, smaller.scale timber users, 
. . . . .  ~. ... :, ~:'~,'~ ~:~i~i',~ "~: "My understanding is Harris added. that may be wasted. ~ . ~  ~,~b.~ ,' . ~  . . . .  ' "  
"We have to take a ,.~q,~.~,,,~l[~! : ; ~  he's not going to contest "There's a need within 
',"1_i,t ~ ," .' ~ ~,3~:.:¢~;~'~: : " i  ",: ' • . . . . . .  good look at it before we "'~" ~:~'"  ~ ' ::~'~'~ . . . . . . . . . .  the takeback of the under- the community to develop 
• - -  ~ ; : j  : ,~ p;.p; 
risk losing another $60,000 ~ . . . . . .  ~..:,. ~, ~ .,,~. ., .. ;:~i! ;'.::: cut," Harris said. a timber basket," he said. 
in taxpayers' money," Mc- ~ ' ~'  "~"~ '~ ' .... "~' . . . . .  It puts that volume New Skeena officials 
" "  :,~;..~' "~.i~.~,..:~' "''" ! [ ci:,tt~ .~ .  . . . . .  ..... ::';i:~= back in the hands of.gov- also warned last Weeka  Daniel said. e~¢:~ ,-'~;~',',; . . . . .  ~ ::.::~ 
But council lor Stew ~"*'d ''~-~' '~ ' : "~" '  '~ ernment." scheduled May siartup of 
" :: i '  ;:,i !,,;:. ~,:!::' :.:: Up in the air is to what the Prince Rupert: ,pulp 
Christensen, who used to ' ',~ " ~';"':" ~ r~'! ~':::' C:~:':~'::i:i:" .: extent Victoria will exer- mill may not bepossible if 
have Dusdal's job, backs . .  ;:i .:.,. ,* ~ : 
the plan. ,, . i :  ~ ~.¢ .... ,:~"".. . . .  ,. . . . .  : !~  ..,.~ cise its power to punish elusive financing doesn,t 
The  high humidity at ' • . "' t. i . : ~ ~: ;~ ~ # ' r ~ '~ ~' ' . . . . . . . . .  ~ ';': 2'!; ' the pbol; high tempera- , , ; . . . . . . . .  ....... ,~,.i..,,~ the company for fai l ingto come together, 
" . meet its duty to Cut a t  "It is dependent On fi- I No fun like: fu least 90 per cent of  its an- nancing," chief financial 
tures and roo f  s t ructure  s n o w  n nual cut over five years ,  officer Martin Hope told combine to  create special 
problems there, he said. FOUR YOUNG pals took advantage of Friday's day off school to play human sleds on a pile of snow Penalties could range the Prince Rupert Dai!y 
Dusdal said he'd come ; dumped in a corner of an unpaved downtown parking lot. Enjoying the day were Nic Anenson (left), from zero to the full News last week, adding 
amount of the undercut New Skeena is looking for 
back to council for final Kameron Thomas, Owen Schulmeister and Bradley Kuchener. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO approval. - potentially permanently $40 to $50 million. 
Heartlands pledge rolls out old road cash 
By JEFF NAGEL transportation ministry spokesman 
MUCH OF the $609 million Victoria Shawn Robins. 
is promising for rural roads and high- The province spent about $135 mil- 
ways over the next three years was al- lion province-wide for road and high- 
ready set aside for that purpose, way rehabilitation in 200i-02, he said. 
Tile roads promise; the cornerstone New money is being concentrated 
of the Liberals new 'heartlands econo-on  the building and improvement of 
mic strategy', includes $216 million - rural sideroads and resource roads. 
or more than a third of the total - that  About $210 million out of $225 million 
was already earmarked for rural high- committed for that purpose is new. 
way improvements, A further pledge of $37 million for 
program announced last year. thority which was then added to the tation plan. 
Once the 'old, money is stripped overall provincial debt. The gas tax The province expects to come up 
out of the $609 million three-year an- will floW"through the authority and with a further $1.7 billion for t.rans- 
nouncement, it boils down to about won't be lumped into general revenue, poration over three years. Some of 
$118 million per year in new money Besides the highway upgrades and that, the province hopes, Will come 
forrural highwaysandroads . . . .  sideroad and resource road work in the from the federal government. 
• Paying for the infusion of neWt0ad • 'heartlands' areas, Robins said, the But  more:money wil l  e0me from 
dollars is the the 3.5 cent per litre in-i gas tax will also generate $132 million private sources and :that wil l  mean 
crease inthe provincial fuel tax;set to for priority areas like the Rogers Pass tolls and other fees from companies to 
take effect March 1. That will raise and Sea-to-Sky Highway, plus $93 recoup their investment, "'  
about $650 million lover three years, million for border crossings and $30 Robin s said to l l s  are an  unlikely 
f• 
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HERE ARE a few selected 
• highlights from the Feb. 18 
• provincial budget. 
Federal cash, higher taxes 
are all part of new budget 
It isn't  over  have yet to be announced, subsidies are reduced h; 
Deficit t r immed 
:THE PROVINCIAL gov- 
ernment wants to spend 
$27.8 billion beginning 
April 1 but have a deficit 
of $2.3 billion. 
That deficit is to be 
'LAST YEAR'S cuts to the 
provincial civil service 
and to programs will conti- 
nue as the province sticks 
to a three-year job reduc- 
tion plan. 
Forest service spending, 
for instance, is to decline 
to $565 million next year 
from $621 million this 
Work Allowance 
Goes Up 
PERSONS WITH disabil- 
ity who collect disability 
support payments can now 
earn more money without 
having those support pay- 
ments reduced. 
On a full disability, a 
been raised by $100, 
A single working pare 
with a four-year-old 
group care, for instant 
can now have a month 
net income of $1,297 b 
fore the maximum $3( 
child care subsidy is r 
duced. 
As of May 1, that i: 
lower than the forecasted year. single person rece ives  come threshold rises 
one of $3.8 billion for the , The children and family $461.42 a month.. $1,397. 
fiscal year ending March =deVelopment:miniStry will ~ That person can now Still, says Coco Sch." 
31. get $1.451 billion next  
In itself, the $3.8 billion 
deficit this year is lower 
than the original estimated 
of $4.4 billion. 
Finance minister Gary 
" Collins said the deficit 
drop will continue, leading 
' to a forecasted surplus of 
$50 million for the 2004,05 
i budget year. 
It comes, it goes 
A NEW round of tax in- 
'c reases will continue to 
. eat away at the more than 
• $2 billion in tax cuts intro- 
duced in 2001. 
All told, various taxes 
and fees will amount to 
more than $250 million 
this year. 
Collins said that despite 
the tax and fee increases, 
more than $1 billion re- 
mains from the 2001 tax 
cuts. 
year, down from $1.587 
billion this year. 
Human resources mini- 
stry spending Will decline 
to  $1.417 million from 
$1.519 billion. 
More health money 
ALTHOUGH THE provin- 
cial government has basic- 
ally frozen health care 
spending at $10.2 billion 
for three years beginning 
last year, a new arrange- 
ment with the federal gov- 
ernment for new health 
care dollars will amount o 
$1.3 billion more coming 
to B.C. over the next three 
years. 
That's to be spent on 
specific items sueh as pri- 
mary medical care and 
home support, but details 
Going up 
THE PROVINCE is raising 
school taxes by an estima- 
ted $20 per house house- 
hold, which works out to a 
2.5 per cent hike. 
School tax increases 
will now be tied to the an-  
nual inflation rate. 
Gas taxes are going up 
by 3.5 cents a litre to pay 
for roads and •tobacco 
: taxes are going up by $2 
• for a carton of cigarettes. 
Feds he lp  out  
B.C.'S NEW status' as a i~ 
' "have not" province w i l l  
i bring in federal cash. 
Equalization payments ~:i 
are designed to balance 
out ' differences•, between, ;i i 
more well t o-do iatO~;ih'ees" ;;':
and those that are less for- ! 
I 
tunate. 
For the fiscal year now 
ending the equalization 
payment amounts to $668 
million and helped Collins 
reduce the deficit. 
It is scheduled to rise 
slightly to $675 million in 
the new budget year, in- ~: ~:~-, 
creasing to $700 million in ~ ii!!iii:. 
20(0-05. I~%~:';~C~ 
The money should pro ...... i~.~%.~;: , '*~'>'~'~,'; 
vide a cushion should any ~! I  
of the revenue or spending ~ili! 
il projections made by Co l -  lins go astray. 
Somethirlg new 
THE PROVINCE has com- 
mitted itself to spending 
$275 million this coming 
year for what it calls a 
"revitalized and sustain- 
able forest sector." 
It's expected to ease 
problems faced by forest- 
dependent communities as 
the province shifts toward' 
new ways of providing 
wood. 
It's working 
THAT $1.5 million spent 
earn up to $300a month 
without having the allow- 
ance reduced. 
It is to rise to $400 a 
month April 1. 
This is the second in- 
crease in two years. The 
limit was $200 a month 
until March 2001, and rose 
to the current $300 level in 
April of that year. 
When the $400 limit 
takes effect, a single per- 
son can theoretically earn 
a combined $861.42 a 
month. 
A shelter payment of 
$325 a month for a single 
person is in addition to the 
support payment. 
Child care eased 
THE AMOUNT :of net 
monthly income that is al- 
lowed before child care 
of the Family Place 
Terrace, the new incon 
threshold figure is sti 
$185 less than what it w~ 
before cuts to child ca: 
subsidies were introduc( 
in 2002. 
And she notes the sul 
sidy itself has not be( 
raised since 1994. 
Child care subsidies a~ 
now eliminated entirely fi 
a single parent with a re= 
year old in group cal 
once net monthly intern 
reaches $1,925. 
As of May 1, that i= 
come level will result in 
subsidy of $51. 
Provincial officials se 
3,000 children will no 
qualify for subsidies as ( 
May 1 and parents of a~ 
other 6,000 children wi 
have their subsidies i~ 
creased, 
to put in an instrument ":':'~"~':~:.:i:::C:::~" i:~ i!~.: ; ! :~ ~ : : ~ :  
landing system at the Ter- 
race airport last year is 
starting to pay off. 
Just two flights couldn't 
land last December com- 
pared to 22 for December 
2001, says airport manager 
Rick Reed. 
And in January, eight 
flights couldn't land com- 
pared to 44 for January 
2002, he said. 
The new system en- 
ables pilots to descend 
closer to the airport in dis- : : 
tance and in height before i 
having to make visu~'l : 
contact with the runway. ' i 
.% . . 
~,'.~i;?~:.:,~ • ~I~,~ 
. .: , .  
~:~;. . . . . . . .  
. :~ . i  ~ .~ . .  
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Old questions raised again 
after truck spills its logs 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
A LOGGING truck driver 
got off to a rough start on 
the first day of a new job 
when his truck toppled 
over as he turned north on 
to the Sande Overpass 
Feb. 17. 
And it's raised new 
questions •about the suit- 
ability of the overpass for 
industrial traffic. 
..The truck dumped its 
entire load, littering logs 
across the T-intersection at 
Keith Ave. and the south 
Side of the overpass. 
The accident happened 
just half an hour after the 
river was fined for being 
overweight at the weigh 
scales at the intersection 
Of Hwys 37 and 16, says 
Terrace RCMP Cnst. Cam 
Joseph. 
"He had a violation 
ticket just at 10:30 a.m.," 
said Jose ph. 
The vehicle weighed 
52,150 pounds while the 
allowable weight is 51,600 
pounds - a difference of 
550 pounds. 
Joseph said there was 
not enough physical evi- 
dence at the scene of the 
accident o determine how 
fast the truck was going as 
it made the turn. 
The driver is charged 
with driving without due 
NOBODY was seriously injured when this logging truck toppled over spilling its load across the intersection 
of the Sande Overpass and Keith Ave, Feb, 17. The accident happened at 11 a,m, as.the driver was 
turning north onto the overpass. The accident has renewed debate over whether or not industrial traffic 
should be allowed to use the Sande Overpass. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO " 
care and attention under" 
the Motor Vehicle Act in 
connection with the acci- 
dent. 
Fire crews and the B.C. 
Ambulance Service re- 
sponded to the scene. 
Terrace deputy fire 
chief Fred Burrows said 
the driver was still in the 
vehicle when rescuers ar- 
rived. 
A bystander helped the 
man out of the cab and on. 
to the passenger side door 
which was facing upward, 
Burrows said. 
Firefighters brought out' 
a ladder to.:help the man 
down. 
He was taken to Mills 
Memorial Hospital for 
treatment of minor injuries 
and nobody else was in- 
jured in the reliever. 
"Fortunately there were 
no vehicles in the east- 
bound lane or any pedes- 
"7 
trians walking on the side- 
walk at the time of the ac- 
cident," Burrows added. 
It's not the first time a 
logging truck has rol led 
over on the overpass. 
in the late 1980s two 
accidents happened on the 
overpass resulting in fata- 
lities. 
One of those accidents 
was very similar to last 
week's, says Jim Lynch 
who was a coroner here at 
the time. 
"On that particular one 
it was the same kind of 
corner. The logging truck 
driver was going a little 
too fast and flipped the 
truck and the load slipped 
and it came down on top 
of an oncoming car and it 
killed the person." 
In that accident, the 
truck completed the turn 
and tipped once it was on 
the bridge's platform, 
Lynch said. 
In the other logging 
t ruck  related accident, a 
pedestrian, a young man 
was killed after an over- 
height truck snagged an 
overhead guide wire. 
The force snapped a 
pole in half which killed 
the pedestrian, Lynch said. 
Those accidents purred 
debate as to the design of 
the road and whether in- 
dustrial traffic should be 
able to use the Sande 
Overpass. 
"1 know there was a pe- 
destrian fatality a number 
of years ago and at that 
time the turn was much 
sharper than it is now," 
said local transportation 
ministry manager Don 
Ramsay. 
"The intersection was 
redesigned to better ac- 
commodate truck traffic." 
Last week's accident 
rekindled the question of 
whether trucks should use 
the overpass. 
"This is a very serious 
matter with these logging 
trucks," says Terrace ~esi- 
dent Darlene Seymour. 
"Why should they have 
to go across the overpass 
anyway, why don't they re- 
route straight through 
Keith Avenue?" she 
asked, adding trucks 
should make turns slower. 
But that intersection is 
well known for being a dif- 
ficult intersection to clear 
for trucks towing long 
loads. 
"Trucks do have some 
difficulty going straight 
through on Keith because 
it takes time to clear the 
intersect ion," Ramsay 
said. 
"So from a congestion 
point of view it's. been 
identified some time ago 
as a bottle neck." 
One idea officials came 
up with several years ago 
was to put a road behind 
the Keith Ave. Mall to di- 
vert industrial traffic from 
the overpass but it was 
never acted on. 
"The estimated cost of 
a diversion like that was 
well in excess of $2 mil- 
lion and there were issues 
with respect to property 
and right of way:acquisi- 
tion," Ramsay~'said: ''~ ...... 
"As Terrace' g~i~6ffs 'and 
traffic increases the long 
term viability of that inter- 
section will be under con- 
tinuous review." 
But for now, Ramsay 
said, the intersection is 
adequate as is. 
News In Brief 
City pays for fireworks 
CITY COUNCIL has agreed to restore its contribu- 
tion to the Riverboat Days fireworks display that it 
cut last year. 
The city will budget $5,000 for fireworks during 
this year, which marks Terrace's 75th anniversary. 
Last year the city eliminated that contribution to 
save money after Skeena Cellulose failed to pay 
its property taxes. But the fireworks went ahead 
after donations were raised to pay for the display. 
Councillors say they're urging volunteers to 
again raise money to create a larger than usual 
fireworks display worthy of the 75th anniversary 
year. 
Bus station burglarized 
CRIMESTOPPERS is looking for help in invest- 
igating a break-in and theft at the Terrace Grey- 
hound bus station Feb. 1. 
A glass door was smashed and culprits entered 
the building stealing the overnight float, police 
say. 
An undisclosed amount of money was taken as. 
well as a large number of quarters from video 
games in the lobby of the bus station. 
Police say extensive damage was done to the 
building and video machines during the break-in. 
If you have any details about this incident con- 
tact Terrace Crimestoppers at635-8477. 
New internist expected 
NOTHING HAS BEEN signed yet, but health offi- 
cials expect to have an internal medicine special- 
ist here by summer. 
Northern Health Authority official Choily Boland 
was reluctant o give more details pending com- 
pletion of paperwork, but he says a visit earlier this 
month by the specialist went very well. 
"There's no reason to believe he won't come 
here," said Boland of the specialist who is now 
working in Dublin, Ireland. 
The specialist will spend half his time working 
at the new kidney dialysis unit now under con- 
struction at Mills Memorial Hospital and the re- 
mainder of his time on general internist duties. 
This will increase the number of internal medi- 
cine specialists to two and health authorities'conti- 
nue to look for a third internal medicine specialist. 
One leaves, one retires 
HEALTH AUTHORITIES are looking for a new 
psychiatrist to replace Dr. Abdishakur Jowhar, who 
is leaving for Ontario the end of March. 
Dr. Jowhar was one of those recruited several 
years ago when health authorities boosted the 
number of psychiatrists serving the region to five in 
concert with a renovation tO the 10-bed regional 
psychiatric unit at Mills Mem6rlal Hospital. 
Anatomical pathologist Dr'.:Alex'.Eh'ri~uez.~is re~ 
tiring and Northern Health Authority official Cholly 
Boland said it will be difficult to replace him. 
"We've been very fortunate to have him to have 
on-site pathology for a hospital of our size and 
people like him are few and far between," said 
Boland. 
Enriquez retired once before, but returned when 
a replacement could not be found. 
• / 
Minute Muffler & Brake 4526 Greig Avenue Newly renovated to accommodate all your 
ITerrace, BC muffler, brakes, shocks, and tire needs. 
Rich Toomey . I 
I 
Congratulations on 25 years with the Bank I I 
Momack Holdings Ltd. under the ownership of 
Malcolm and Joan Scaife, had this to say about 
Rich Toomey, Account Manager, BDC:" It has 
been a pleasure doing business with the Bank 
throughout the years, you were them for us in the 
beginning and here for us now, 12 years later. We 
would like to lake this opportunity othank Rich for 
his professional nd expedient way that our needs 
were taken care of." 
=Thanks again and look forward to doing more 
business in the future." 
BDC offers a unique blend of business financing 
and high quality business consulUng. 
 BDG 
Business Development Bank of Canada 
Banque de d~veloppement du Canada 
Rich Toomey, Account Manager 
3233 Emerson Street 
Terrace, BC -V8G 51.2 
Phone (250 615-5317 1 
Fax (250) 615-5320 
1-800-663-5035 
rich.toomev@bdclca 
www.bdc.ca 
I Smile and Whitening 
By Dr. Zucchiatti 
' ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
I Phone: 635-2552 
• I 4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
i Mon,Fri - 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
I I I  
. o  
BEAUTIFUL SMILE 
By 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
20 years of mercury-free dentistry 
Founding member and treasurer 
of the Western Canadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) . i 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
We we lcome 
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Go for gold 
IF WE are to be swept up in the tide of Olym- 
pic fever, then let's do something completely 
different. 
Let's make this a moral Olympics. Specifical- 
ly, let's make this an Olympics about food and 
literacy for our young people. 
To date we're being sold two bills of goods 
about the 2010 Winter Olympics bid - it'll 
make us feel good and it'll be one big commer- 
cial to showcase the province to the world. 
What better way then to make us feel good is 
to ensure that every school child has a hot 
breakfast and a lunch. What better way to show 
the world we care about our people then to im- 
prove the literacy and high school graduation 
rates of our young people. 
Take a look down the alley that one week a 
month where people line up for food being dis- 
tributed by the good folks of the Terrace Chur- 
ches Food Bank. The numbers are appalling. 
Talk to teachers who will tell you children can't 
concentrate and can't learn when they are hun- 
gry. 
Consider the graduation rates of the local 
school district. Three of every 10 high school 
students don't graduate, less than the provincial 
average. Just four of every 10 aboriginal stu- 
dents finished high school last year. Although 
up over previous years, these are horrible sta- 
tistics for a province such as ours. 
Olympic detractors are absolutely correct in 
pointing out it is difficult to justify the kind of 
costs needed to put on this elite display of alleg- 
edly amateur athletics when pressing and im- 
medmte socml  and  economic  needs  go~beggmg.  
So let s change that. The prownce talks about 
legacies the Olympics will bring. What better 
legacy than full stomachs and full minds. 
Expensive? Premier Gordon Campbell talks 
about $600 million in direct Olympic costs. He 
talks about a further $1.2 billion to come from 
the sale of TV rights and the such. Divert even 
five per cent of all that money for food and li- 
teracy. It's $90 million.That's a lot of oatmeal. 
How does this sound? Using the winter games 
buildup as a springboard, establish a volunteer 
corps of Olympic tutors across the province. 
All of this should attract corporate sponsors 
inasmuch as providing food and education 
would be tied to the overall Olympic buzz. And 
how could anybody not want to be seen to be 
providing food and an education. 
Skeena Liberal MLA Roger Harris has been 
asking people to give him the benefits to B.C. of 
not winning the Olympic bid. Turn that state- 
ment around. If we make food and literacy 
benefits of winning the bid, then it's worth it. 
Gold medal for the first school district to 
provide a breakfast program. Gold for improv- 
ing graduation rates, Medals worth winning. 
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Gov't :it and forestry 
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VICTORIA - Thanks to the 
government's relentless re- 
lease of information prior to 
Feb. 18, concerning the great 
job it is doing for British Co- 
lumbians, there were no sur- 
prises left when reporters ex- 
amined the 2003-04 budget in 
the Feb. 18 media lockup. 
Gary Collins, the finance 
minister, told reporters what 
he would tell the B.C. Legisla- 
ture a few hours later: "We 
are on track towards a bal- 
anced budget in the fiscal 
year 2004-05." 
Mind you, until then things 
don't look quite as rosy. The 
anticipated eficit for the cur- 
rent fiscal year is estimated at 
$3.8 billion, lower by $600 
million than originally fore- 
cast. 
The 2003-04 budget tabled 
Tuesday, calls for a deficit of 
$1.8 billion plus a$500 mil- 
lion "allowance" for unfore- 
~ ~ ,.% ~ ~ ~:~ 
HUBERT BEYER 
will pay an additional 3.5 
cents for a litre of gasoline at 
the pumps. The good news 
about that tax hike is that it 
will not go into general reve- 
nue but pay for infrastructure 
projects. 
The measure is expected to 
raise $650 million over the 
next three years, money that 
for the "Transportation I vest- 
ment Plan" over the next three 
years will come t9 about $1.7 
billion. 
Smokers will not be pleased 
with the budget. Having al- 
ready been hit with massive 
increases in the price of tobac- 
co products, they will have to 
fork out an additional $2 for a 
carton of cigarettes. 
Total government spending 
over the next year is estimated 
at $27.8 billion, total revenue 
ar$26 billion. 
Spending for health and 
education will be maintained 
at previous levels. In fact, 
when anticipated additional 
federal contributions kick in, 
the budget for health will in- 
crease. 
The bleakest aspect of Brit- 
ish Columbia's economy is 
still the ailing forest industry, 
and even the finance mini- 
ster's budget speech, tradition- 
million from the current budget 
"to assist in the transition to a 
revitalized and sustainable for- 
est sector." 
So far, the government has 
announced no details of how 
that money will be spent, but 
the finance minister told repor- 
ters that leg is lat ion 
"crystallizing" the program 
will be tabled in the legislature 
before the end of the current 
fiscal year. 
He also said the government 
will make the "largest changes 
to the forestry sector that have 
ever been made to a large in- 
dustry in British Columbia." 
Asked what they would be, 
Mr. Collins replied, "wait and ' 
see." 
The long-range outlook for 
British Columbia's economy, 
the minister said, was positive. 
B.C., he said, had the smallest 
personal income tax rate in 
Canada, 
seen circumstances, pegging" will be spent on northern and ally an up-beat document, Business taxes are competi- 
the total anticipated eficit~at...interior roads r airports .a d holds out litt!~ ~gpe that things tive, Mr Collins added. 
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dors. 
By far the largest portion, 
$225 million, will be spent on 
northern and interior roads, 
suddenly referred to as 
61 " heartland roads. 
Another $30 million will go 
towards port and airport impro- 
vements, including expansion 
of the Cranbrook Airport. 
If you roll in federal contri- 
butions, the total to be spent 
I I 
that support vital services uch 
as health and.education, he 
said, fell to $1.2 billion from 
$1.8 billion five years ago. 
"And during those five 
years, almost 13,000 people 
who worked in the forests lost 
their jobs," Collins said. 
To offset some of the de- 
vastating effects of the current 
softwood lumber dispute, the 
government will set aside $275 
investment is beginning to flow 
into our province, and last year, 
almost 78,000 new jobs were 
created for British Colum- 
bians." 
If no nasty surprises a good 
budget make, this one's not too 
bad. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-mail: hubert@coolcom.conz; 
Tel (250) 381-6900 
' tha i  
aneed. 
We won't get there without 
some pain. In the interest of 
what the minister likes to call 
"staying the course," the gov- 
ernment will dig further into 
our pockets. 
The major initiatives aimed 
at parting British Columbia 
taxpayers from their money 
had been announced earlier. 
Starting March 1, motorists 
• , . , ,  • , 
There ha; to) L:,E c better way 
SOME NEWS stories make 
you wonder what's wrong with 
people these days. 
In Duncan a young couple 
left a candle burning on a liv- 
ing room table when they went 
to bed. They were using the 
candle for light because Hydro 
had cut off their power for lack 
of payment. 
Each intended to blow the 
candle out. Both thought hey 
other had snuffed it. 
A few hours later, their 
third floor one-bedroom apart- 
ment caught fire. Nine fami- 
lies in the 60 unit wooden 
building were burned out. 
Why did the candle set the 
apartment on fire? Was is not 
sitting in a safe dish? Was it 
left in front of an open window 
where a curtain could blow 
across it's flame? 
And why didn't one or both 
of the adults make sure the 
candle was out? 
In pioneer days, dozens of 
families depended upon can- 
dies. Their cabins didn't burn 
entirely different 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
story, a woman is feeding her 
cat all manner of tidbits to 
make it gain weight. Her aim 
is to have her cat in the Gui- 
ness Book of World Records 
for being the heaviest feline, 
The cat, approaching 50 
pounds, is the shape of a bar- 
rel set on four stubby sticks. 
Because of it's massive 
weight, the animal can scar- 
cely walk. 
Obviously the woman 
doesn't care about her pet, 
only publicity. 
Another news story fes- 
tooned with question marks 
has to do with the police in- 
vestigation into a local Jan- 
uary 2002 traffic death. 
Because the investigating 
RCMP officer died soon after 
the investigation" began his 
files were handed over to a 
second officer. 
The second officer under- 
stood that the collision report 
had been dealt with. Only later 
did he learn the investigation 
had yet to be completed. 
It was well into June before 
the second RCMP was able to 
start reviewing the file, De- 
cember when a charge was 
was finally laid against the 
driver. 
I find it inexplicable that 
the RCMP, known for its spit 
and polish, doesn't have a 
standard foolproof way of indi- 
cating whether or not an in- 
vestigation file had been com- 
pleted, 
This can't be the first and 
only file in the RCMP's his- 
tory to be turned over to a suc- 
cessive investigator. 
So why hasn't he force de- 
vised a clearcut, regulation 
system for turning over files to 
another investigator without a 
wishy-washy limbo status that 
delays, in this case by many 
months, an end to the invest- 
igation. 
Everyone affected by the 
accident deserves better treat- 
ment and a quicker esolution. 
Did the RCMP call in the 
movers to empty the deceased 
investigator's office and unload 
everything in the second in- 
vestigator's office with the files 
topped by the sticky note, 
"Look through these when you 
can get around to it."? 
Has the RCMP not heard of 
ink stamps that can be made to 
order, that read INCOMPLETE. 
Or maybe the RCMP needs to 
keep a list of pending cases, I 
the way an upholsterer keeps 
track of the jobs ahead in her 
shop, 
With the aid of computers, 
advanced education, informa- 
tive TV programs, including 
OPRAH, who not only uses 
candles by the dozen but re-- 
peatedly warns about using 
them safely, how can a couple 
burn nine families out of house 
and home, and RCMP let an 
investigation vegetate for 
months7 
Indeed, truth is stranger than 
fiction. 
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BUS RIDER Lili Wale looks at a poster affixed to the bus shelter council began talking about trimming back the B.C. Transit ser- 
outside of the Skeena Mall. The poster went up shortly after city vice here. Transit user numbers have been rising in the area. 
Bus service growth needed 
so forget about cutting it 
By DAN HAWKE 
AFTER READING the rcent article entitled 
"Buses are the latest target for provincial gov- 
ernment cuts" I began to research the facts as 
stated in the article. 
The numbers reflect a growing transit sys- 
tem. 
When one goes back one more year, the 
figures are even stronger. 
Terrace Regional Transit realized an 85 per 
cent increase from September 2000 to Sep- 
tember 2001. 
This is unprecedented for a system that has 
just undergone a schedule'change. 
The usual pattern is a ridership drop for the 
first year until people become accustomed to 
the changes. 
This, in addition to the 53 per cent increase 
realized from Sept. 2001 to summer 2002 
shows a growing system that needs expansion 
rather than cuts. 
September and October 2002 surpassed all 
previous tudent pass sales. They ran out. They 
actually had to alter the adult passes with felt 
pens to student passes to meet the demand. 
Terrace Transit ridership speaks for itself 
and in these tough economic times. 
out of it. They knew what the cost was going 
to be when they approved the expansions. 
They knew it was a step in the right direc- 
tion, as city councillor Stew Christensen put 
it. 
To cut it back over a $23,000 shortfall is 
short sighted and ultimately destructive, Our 
council knows this. 
You don't stop changing the oil in your car 
to save money do you? And those nice new 
busses Terrace waited for the last 15 years to 
get will be sitting rusting in the bus yard. 
Remind you of a ferry system? 
A number of expenses arise when you cut a 
bus service. Revenues will drop because the 
s.ervice no longer meets the needs of its riders, 
instigating more cuts in the future because the 
busses aren't being used. 
This will continue until the city is crying 
"Nobody rides the busses, why don't we get rid 
of them" like they did five years ago. 
Thank. goodness there was a public cam- 
paign, some farsighted city councilors and an 
open-minded mayor to stop that. 
There is also the cost of printing new riders 
guides; that's not cheap by any means. I be- 
lieve these costs would be better spent in 
per year to cover those costs (and that doesn't 
include a contribution from the regional 
district). 
So where do I send my cheque? The fact is 
that $23,000 is a pittance in the scope of an 
entire city budget. 
What is city council thinking anyway? 
The system, though expanded in recent 
years in the conventional Transit, has already 
undergone cuts which are often forgotten. 
The handyDart system which used to run on 
Saturdays was eliminated and placed under a 
taxi supplement in September 2001. 
This meant no Handi-Dart on Saturdays un- 
less you pre-booked uring the week and you 
only got a ride if youcould walk or had a 
wheelchair that would fold up so you could get 
into a taxi cab. 
In September 2002, the Saturday taxi sup- 
plement was also discontinued, leaving spe- 
cial needs riders without a ride unless they 
could get on and off the conventional transit 
bus. 
Now there is talk of a new renal unit going 
in at the hospital to treat sialysis patients. 
This is expected to increase the load on the 
HandiDart which city council is also threaten- 
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thus an increased in ridership. 
The Southside route had to be expanded in 
2002 to accommodate the extra riders to the 
college and schools. 
Further, B.C. Transit has not implemented 
cuts to transit, they have frozen expansions. 
They realize that now is not the time for cuts 
and thecity needs to follow suit. 
Our city council has to realize that to throw 
away all the time, work and money that have 
gone into this transit system is counterproduc- 
tive. 
You don't make a commitment then back 
current service. 
The first year after expansion, the city 
saved on its lease fees by taking one year old 
busses instead of brand new ones, this saving 
was substantial. 
The second year (2001) Coastal Bus Lines 
relinquished their contractual raise which was 
supposed to cover increased labour and fuel 
costs. 
Now it's the city's turn and their answer Is 
"no way, we won't contribute." 
Assuming approximately 6000 homes in the 
city, the cost is about $3 to $4 per household 
ough cuts, and to keep a growing system down 
is a cut in itself. 
Don't undo the hard work that has been 
done by letting it slip backwards. 
Terrace has a good Transit and HandiDart 
system and it finally serves the needs of its ri- 
ders. 
I urge city council to do whatever is neces- 
sary to keep our transit system as it is. 
Better yet, implement he needed expan- 
sions to Kitsumkalum and to the city's irport. 
It's finally working. Let's keep it that way. 
Dan Hawke is a Terrace resident. 
This is a war we must all oppose 
By BRUCE H ILL  
l HAVE a hard time swallowing that it's just a 
coincidence the most oil-hungry nation on 
earth wants to control and occupy one of the 
most oil rich countries on earth. 
So the media puts its blinders on, and fol- 
lows the moral lead of the nation that gave us 
Jerry Springer, reality TV, Madonna and Mi- 
chad Jackson; a country with two million 
people in prison, rampant corruption in its bu- 
siness community, who assassinates its best 
• .~ leaders, has the 37th best health cari~ in the 
world and a deficit of 370 billion dollars 
caused by supporting the most lavish military 
machine on earth. 
The U.S. is alone at the top when it comes 
to military power. And make no mistake it's 
becoming increasingly politically incorrect o 
question whether that military supremacy has 
anything to do with right, or honour,'or fair- 
ness, or virtue. 
But only a fool would believe this has any- 
thing to do with Saddam. It's about geopoliti- 
cal superiority, it's about self righteousness, 
and it's about money. It's surely not about 
human dignity and freedom; there have been 
too many slaughters and famines and despots 
butchering innocents that the U.S. has blithely 
ignored to justify that illusion. Nor will this 
war solve festering problems like the increas- 
ingly insane Semitic civil war in Palestine. 
Saddam Hussein deserves to die for what 
he's done to his own people and his neigh- 
bours. As do many other despots on this earth. 
But what will be the price? U.S. war plans call 
for the massive bombardment of Iraq. Will this 
kill Saddam? Unlikely. 
It will destroy what's left of the infrastruc- 
ture of lraq, and it will cost billions to rebuild 
that infrastructure, it will kill thousands of Ira- 
qis conscripted into Saddam's army, and it 
will kill many, likely thousands, of innocent 
non-combatants. The spin doctors of the US 
Pentagon will call these dead, mutilated inno- 
cents "collateral damage", but it will be 
human bodies torn to bits, and it will be un- 
speakable horror, and the unspeakable pain of 
families burying their loved ones. 
But we will be spared the graphic footage 
of this because the U.S. has learned its lesson 
well, and it knows to well the media shining 
the light of truth on this reality would cause a 
backlash of immense proportions, so there will 
be no reporters allowed to witness the carnage. 
We will be spared the truth, because we can't 
handle the truth. What we will see will be 
much like a video game. 
Sometimes war, as horrible as it is, is ne- 
cessary. My father and his generation fought 
such a war, and it fills me with pride that he 
did. But this will not be that kind of war; this 
will be the calculated slaughter of people a 
half a globe away to control oil. But it will re- 
semble most wars in this - young men will be 
sent by old men to die for ideology, for power, 
for some craziness that men have to descend 
into madness from time to time. 
A corrupt media will glorify the courage of 
men pushing buttons to rain death down on a 
third world country ruled by a mad man, but 
there will be no honour. 
Canada should join France and Germany in 
questioning this madness. And we should sup- 
port our government in doing so. 
Bruce Hill lives hi Terrace, B.C. 
The West needs the East to survive 
By MATTHEW SWANSON 
PERSONALLY, i agree with the East. The 
West is like a school kid who won't keep his 
hands to himself. 
Democracy, like all major government 
types before it, even if it was pure and true in 
the way it was meant o be, would fail in areas 
that would take a whole other speech to tell 
you. 
America has George W. Bush as its war 
hungry president. America is by far the world's 
superpower, concerned only with others, think- 
ing she is perfect. Well, not by far. America 
blames others for her problems and refuses to 
see any other path besides war. 
A nation must somehow rise far beyond her, 
destroying her sense of invincibility, her sense 
of  perfection and her sense of power and au, 
'th0rity. 
The terrorist attacks can be easily ex- 
plain~ed. In America's sense of perfection, she 
has tried to assimilate and bend the will of 
every other nation. She was simply experien- 
cing the retribution that awaited her for her 
blindness. 
I am grieved by thd loss of life, truly I am, 
but America seemed, for even those first 
hours, truly exposed as the frail body she is. 
She cowered, regaining her strength quickly. 
She struck Afghanistan, which was justifiable, 
but doing the same in lraq and the Muslim 
world is not. 
America believes that iraq is a direct 
threat, when the only way to fight a threat is 
with a threat in the world of democracy, 
Saddam Hussein is an evil man, but the 
Americans enthroned him. He needs to be 
overthrown, but not by a power that will only 
make matters worse. 
America called the lraqis to disarm, and 
when a few missiles were found, they called it 
She did this because she saw the missiles 
as a possibility of terrorism. Why won't Ameri- 
ca disarm herself. She has still at least enough 
nuclear missiles to blow this world into smoul- 
dering space junk. 
Arguments against the East stand in such 
comments as the "East is a terrorist, uncivi- 
lized and bloodthirsty." 
My answer to this is simple, in my studying 
of history I have studied closely the Arabs, 
their accomplishments and civilization. 
I have seen them do things the men of the 
mediaeval West thought bizarre, like letting 
rivals go and treating prisoners better than a 
merchant was treated in Europe. 
The West and East fit together like a Chi- 
nese Yin and Yang symbol. Neither is anything 
without the other and we, the West, are de- 
stroying the East, the other part of the Yin and 
Yang disc that is the world. 
.mandatory  that war begin immediately. Matthew Swanson, 12j ls a Terrace resident. 
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The Mail Bag 
I l l  I 
It's about freedoms 
Dear Sir: 
Over the past few weeks, the decision to take the 
Harry Potter books from the shelves of Centennial 
Christian School seems to have caused some people 
to fear the the safety of free speech in our country. 
Yet some of these same people have made 
statements contrary to their apparent concern for this 
wonderful freedom. 
I refer to the letter from Daisy McGriffin, (The 
Terrace Standard, Feb. 19, 2003). I quote, "Please 
keep your close minded views to yourself." 
Some have even gone so f~tr as to suggest that 
there might be a Nazi conspiracy behind all this. 
I believe that the real issue behind some of this 
criticism is not a concern for free speech, but rather 
an opportunity for some Christian-bashing. A popular 
past time these days, possibly due to the Christian 
creed of turning the other cheek. There are religions 
that are not quite as tolerant of criticism or 
demeaning terminology. 
It is true unfortunately that some Christians do not 
live their lives according to the teachings of Christ. 
This might be the reason wherein some people find 
cause to doubt the validity of Christian teachings or 
those who profess a belief in the Christian religion. 
But some doctors do not practice medicine 
according to the Hippocratic Oath. Are we to criticize 
the oath or the vast majority of doctors who try their 
best to live up to its ideology.'? 
I do not know any of the parents whose children 
attend Centennial Christian School, but I am sure it 
was not their intent to create a controversy in this or 
any other town. I believe they are merely trying to 
raise 'their children as best they can in a world where 
there no longer appears to be a clear distinction 
between right and wrong, or good and bad. 
Does Harry Potter depict this distinction in a 
manner that is m accordance with the Christian 
beliefs of these parents? I think not. 
• They are not trying to shove their opinions down 
anyone's throat nor are they attempting to raise their 
children to be book-burning Nazis ~,ho would suppress 
any of the freedoms we enjoy in this country. 
They are merely exercising their right guaranteed 
under our charter to raise their children by the 
influences of their own choosing and to restrict from 
them the influences that they believe to be harmful. 
Don't all parents? 
Norman McMurray,  Terrace, B.C. 
What's with this? 
Dear Sir: 
Racial profiling has come to Terrace. On Feb. 14, 
2003 in the Skeena Mall on or about 3 p.m., I 
observed two members of the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police walking through the mall. 
An elderly first Nations woman and her 
granddaughter were also ambling through the mall at 
the entrance of Northern Drugs. I had just passed the 
: =~diet: :.qn ~y,  w~ay.ha ~Coles. when. !:.n0,t!C .ed the ,~C .M.P. 
fnempefs walking toward the woman and stopping her. 
Without any explanahon, she was asked to produce 
some picture identification. 
When the elder asked for an explanation, I was 
told later that one of the members retorted with an "I 
don't want any crap from you. Where is you ID?" 
threat. 
Of course, this aboriginal elder like most First 
Nations people of her generation having lived under 
the bootstraps of the various enforcement agencies of 
the Canadian state, recognized the imbalance of 
power and prudently acquiesced. 
To most people, the above incident would be an 
insignificant sideshow. To the elder however, it was 
the ultimate humiliation and indignation. To the 
RCMP, she was just another "Indian" shoplifter 
suspect. 
Which brings me to the profiling.issue. I was told 
later there was an allegation of a shoplifting and the 
only information the constable and his partner had to 
go on was that the "suspect" was an elderly First 
Nations woman. 
Obviously, the commission of the alleged crime 
had been committed elsewhere, so the two polieemen~ 
could dispense with the lack of "reasonable and 
probable grounds" that should have protected the 
elder against the "unreasonable search and seizure" 
and "arbitrary" detention that the Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms guarantees to most Canadians. 
It would be interesting to hear the RCMP's 
explanation for the actions of their members. 
Ignorance or stupidity should be at the top of the list. 
There is a clear distinction between these terms. 
The callous disregard for the elder's constitutional 
rights and the officer's condescending remark leaves 
little room for a third explanation. 
The foregoing incident should raise a red flag for 
the Terrace merchants. 
Terrace is literally surrounded by aboriginal 
communities. With the recent addition of Gingoix to 
.the fraternity, aboriginals now wield even more 
economic power. It would be foolish to antagonize 
them as a group. 
Ray Guno, New Aiyansh, B.C. 
Liberal troubles 
Dear Sir: 
Whether it's B.C. Hydro deregulation to let the 
corporate boys at the money trough, raw logs to the 
U.S., health care cuts, cuts in education, the sale of 
liquor stores and the privatization of B.C. Ferries, it 
has become quite clear this Liberal government is 
hell bent on changing the recognizable face of BC. 
What part of the lessons don't the liberals 
understand? Unparalleled havoc has been created for 
many of the good citizens of B.C. 
Gaetan Pozgay, Kitimat, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our 
address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 
5R2. You can fax us at 250-638-8432 or  e-mail 
us at newsroom @ ter racestandard ,  com. No 
attachments, please, We need your name, 
address and phone number for verification. Our  
deadline is noon Friday or noon Thursday if it'sa 
long weekend. 
i i i  
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Warning: Gas 
attack March 1 
Dear Sir: 
The 3.5 cent per litre increase in our gas taxes effec- 
tive March 1 is just another example of the Gordon 
Campbell Liberals' economic failure. Every time you fill 
up at the gas pumps remember the math. 
Campbell is running massive deficits. Tax cuts are 
not paying for themselves as he promised. The new era 
of prosperity is on permanent hold. Rural B.C. economies 
are being devastated. He needs money and can't see any 
light at the end of the tunnel. 
It all goes back to the lynch pin of his economic plan, 
tax cuts. If you made $30,000 per year you got a tax cut 
of $500; if you made $150,000 per year your tax cut was  
$5,800. It gets more unequal when you go higher on the 
income scale. The top 8,000 income earners in B.C. got 
an average reduction in their taxes of about $25,000 
each. 
The Campbell government then increased Medicare 
coverage for eyeglasses, physiotherapists, chiropractors 
and a host of other "auxiliary services." They increased 
MSP premiums by 50 per cent and increased the sales 
tax from 7 per cent to 7.5 per cent. They reduced ser- 
vices to those less able to pay for them to the point that 
two-thirds of British Columbians are worse off than be- 
fore and we have not begun to consider those who are 
unemployed as a result of the cuts in services. 
The tax benefits to the high income sector are yearly 
and the impact on government coffers compounded. 
Campbell's gas tax increase is a cash grab from those 
who can afford it least. 
If you do the math for a fa- 
mily in the north that drives 
"The tax bene- an average lO,000kms with 
an average economy car, 
fits to the high in- the extra cost wil l  be about 
come sector are  $200 per year. It is more if 
yearly and the im- you drive a larger vehicle or 
pact on govern- a truck as many in the north 
do. ment coffers com- 
It is even more with the 
pounded." longer distances most north- 
erners drive. The 66 per cent 
of B.C. taxpayers who had a 
net loss income since Campbell started his economic 
plan and before the gas tax increase have now increased 
in number after the new gas tax. 
The gas tax is expected to raise some $200 million 
dollars. We are to feel good about it because it will all 
go into the highways budget. Before Campbell that and 
much more came out of general revenue. 
But the biggest insult is that the $200 million more 
that we all get to pay in gas taxes ts equal to the total 
tax cut benefit shared between the top 8,000 income 
earners, those making more than $250,000 per year. 
Remember the math and remember il~s~ poor unfor- 
tunates making more than $250,000a,yeat~when youfill 
up after March 1 and then ask yourself: "Have I had en- 
ough yet?" 
Helmut Giesbreeht, Terrace, B.C. 
Stop complaining 
Dear Sir: 
I would suggest hat many of the letter writers to )'our 
newspaper with complaint s about the Social Credit right 
wing Campbell government which masquerades under 
the Liberal banner, should buy themselves baby soothers 
and bigger crying towels. 
They deserve xactly what they voted for. 
Fred Glover, 
Terrace, B.C. 
' • 5, 
tke the Guesswork 
.it of Your RRSP 
vestment Strategy 
Professional financial advice has never been more important 
than it is today. Northline Financial Services offers: 
• Assislance in creating a financial strategy 
to meet your financial goals 
• A full range of Investment products and 
services including mutual funds, stocks, 
bonds and annuities 
/ 
~i~hl ine  Financial Services 
/ .... Agency Ltd. 
North/ine FInanciaI Se;vlces A~ency Ltd. ts a w/~ol/y owned subsldia~7 of 
Northern SavinDs Credit Union 
I~  CARTIER PARTNERS 
PRINCE RUPERT . ...,cathy H~tcOil".(250) 627-3512 -, 
Otest Chalop/ak ! (250,) 677:757!,: ,~ 
TERRACE" .,• ii::'i!,, i. :.'i : !i)aci~oi"peileliei,.'cFpii250)635.i515 " "
QUEEHCHARLoTTE$,,.~ ;.,]~!Tes;Cimp;o~-;: :~i.i":;::~..;@.: :.: :i :. ' : . 
• '" . '. : "'.. :"" '; "i.'.i'...", ; ~- :i Qt)een ch';dotleCiiy :(250) 55914778 .r:" " 
KITIMM-.: : ':":: ';~en~ Fe)'pStta~,.CFP -/'25.0) 639-2940 
Tire talk 
Dear Sir: 
Let's not jump to too many conclusions regard- 
ing ambulance tires just yet. ("Winter tire news 
came as a surprise,' story, Feb. 5, 2003.) 
Those same all-season tires have to perform 
many functions in the day to day service. 
Those same tires have to withstand substandard 
roads conditions where they have to be puncture- 
proof, be able to perform at high rates of speed on 
any highway whether the road is hot or cold, wet or 
frozen. 
They must also be able to carry more than re- 
quired loads and be able to give a long service life 
to the ambulances, 
To require just "winter service" would be a dis- 
serve .  
Bill Braam, Terrace, B.C. 
J Terrace Bottle Depot 
3098 Kofoed Drive 
Terrace, BC 
Recycle, Recycle, Recycle. 
Bring in all your glass, plastic and 
cardboard containers. 
Rich Toomey 
Congratulations on 25 years with the Bank 
t 
Terrace Bottle Depot under trio ownership of 
Shirley Lavole and John Taylor, had this to say 
about Rich Toomey, Account Manager, BDC: 
"Congratulations on your 25 years with the Bank 
Rich. We came as nervous as anybody could be, 
looking for a loan. You made us comfortable and 
helped a client." t 
"Thank you." 
BDC offers a unique blend of I~uslnnss finandng 
and high quality business consulting. 
 BDO 
Business Development Bank of Canada 
Banque de d~veloppement du Canada 
Rich Toomey, Account Manager 
3233 Emerson Street 
Terrace, BC- V8G 5L2 
Phone (250 615-5317 
Fax (250) 615-5320 
1-800-663-5035 
dch.toomey@bdc.ca 
www.bdc.ca 
7-  
Maxwell House 
Coffee 
1 kg, First 3 600. 
i 1~ ~ ~ ~  
,,,,D: • 7,L•/ ~ 
N ; i 
Post Jumbo Cereal 
Shreddies or Honeycomb, 
800 to 1240g 7ee4-2 
card price 
99 
ea 
Kraft Salad Dressing 
.:~ Selected Varieties, 475 mL ~8s~.8 
card price 
19.9 
less... 
" "  " I "  r ' "  " ' - ' -  
99 
ea  
y- 
- ! 
i 
[ 
t', 
e'- 
-i 
Lancia Pasta 
All Varieties, 900g, 
First 4 F2751-6 
card price 
O ea 
. ,>   )food 
Prices effective from Wednesday to Saturday, February 26 to March 1,2003. 
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Imon farms 
! are a danger  
De,~r Sir: 
! m deeply disappointedto hear that the Kitkatla band 
has succumbed to the Omega Salmon Group's offer oL 
fish farm jobs. This is a strategy that the Dutch and Nor- 
wegian multinational corporations of the aquaculture in- 
- dustry have applied to remote coastal villages in Scan- 
" diniivia, Scotland and Chile. With extremely high unem- 
Ployment, and few other economic opportunities avail- 
able, these villages find 'it difficult not to ignore the 20. 
year history of environmental disasters which continue t O 
piaguc this ndustry. 1. 
• l'have to wonder if anyone in Kitkatla watched t~ 
recent CBC "Disclosure" documentary which showtU 
Clearly the devastating effect that the' transfer of sea I~e 
from floating fish pens in the Broughton Archipelago ~d 
on the returns of pink salmon last fall. [ 
• The program showed that Fisheries and Oceans C~a- 
da (FOC) refused to do the proper science to corrob~ate 
Alexandra Morton s findings that salmon smolts nefthe 
farmswere covered in lethal quantities of sea lie(She 
predicted that this infection would decimate the ~turns 
of adult pink salmon. ] 
When her predictions were borne out and on.~10 per 
Cent of the expected adults returned to spawn,.~gC con- 
tinued to downplay the role of the farms and t~/sea lice 
transfer. Under pressure from the Pacific Fi~ri.es Re. 
source Conservation Council, they finally aelilowledged 
'the link between the collapse of the runs rid the sea 
lice. The council proposed the fallowing o~11 farms in 
the Broughton Archipelago during the eriti.~l smolt .mi- 
gration to ensure the survival of enough ~h to rebuild 
the stocks. 
• Again, FOC dragged their feet and tll]fish farms in 
the area began restocking with Atlantic ~!mon. Finally, 
Stan Hagen, the new provincial ministe~f fisheries, or- 
dered 11 out of the farms to remain em~. Many groups 
feel that this is still too small a numbe/ 
More and more First Nations grips, commercial 
fishermen, sports fishers, guides an~ienvironmentalists 
are joining together to voice concer~/and to establish a
Consumer boycott of these fake fish/~hich are a threat o 
the health of the environment and t/that of humans. 
We should be working to revi~'ize our wild salmon 
stocks and to develop a comrii6r~ly v!able fleet which 
would provide thi~ jobs coastal :c~munities desire. Brit- 
ish Columbians ee the wild sa|~0n i  our rivers as one 
Of the defining attributes of ~ province, one of our 
greatest treasures, a symbol of~ho we are as a people.. 
: " ~ i  Andrew Williams, 
Pres~ent, Skeena Fly Fishers, 
• M~ber, Marine Committee, 
i i / Sierra Club of B.C., 
• / Terrace, B.C. 
A healthv . . . . .  
..: .,~ II~dlUI MII~R ,,. '~  ],healthydJet ~ ~  --~-I.,.,.,~... *'=l 
/ 
sponsor of 
~1 lie 
,,) 
, 
Terract Crime Stoppers are asking for help to 
investi/ate a break and enter to a bus station in 
Terrag~, BC 
On/ebruary 1st, 2003 atapproximately 03:00 
a.mJ entry to the Greyhound bus station was 
gai~/bd and some money was stolen. A glass 
do/r was smashed and an overnight float was 
stblen. (Money is no longer kept on site 
~ernight.) 
/A  quantity of currency was stolen, ihcluding a 
/large number of quarters from video g~mes in the 
/lobby of the bus station Extensive d~image to:the 
building was done during this break & enter. 
Terrace Crimestoppers wants youj Information, 
not your name. Any information is' valuable and 
may lead to the arrest and coriviction of the 
offenders. 
I Crime Stoppers offers e cash reward.of up to $1,000.00 for 
information leading to an arrest and eha~'gea being laid against 
an individual in this or other unsolved crime. If you have any 
nformat on call Cr me Stoppers at 635-TIPS, that's 635-8477. 
Callers will not be requ red to reveal their Identity nor testify In 
court. Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call display. 
! 
Call 635-TIPS 
~1 '~ ' '  Home/& Tenant -', v, 
Commercial " Jr lability " Jet Boats 
Mobile ffomes • Travel 
www, keenleyside~:am 
/ : i / ~  
/ 
. .SeL '~.~ c 'e , s  
C)-335-8088 
 35-5232 
250-635-3288 
e, Terrace, S.C. (Next To SAAN) 
There s sadness the s lence 
Dear Sir: Those families have been leaving 
Every week $200,000 leaves Ter- the region slowly at first, but as 
race, loaded on logging trucks to time wears on in ever increasing 
be shipped to the U.S.A., Japan, numbers. Businesses are losing bu- 
China and elsewhere, while man- siness and laying off workers or 
afacturing facilities in Terrfice are shutting down, schools are losing 
uni:ier-utilized or shut down. students causing schools to be shut 
That is $200,000 a week not down and teachers and staff to be 
being spent in local businesses,, not laid off. And so it goes. 
,being spent on food, cl6thing or Employment is down, business is 
'shelter, not creating more jobs in down, property values are down, 
the small business ector, but it doesn't seem to bother any- 
Those logs that are leaving are body, not the politicians, not the 
local jobs, jobs that supported fa- press, not the businesses, nothing 
milies that lived in this region and but silence. 
spent their earnings in this region Sad, isn't it? 
while raising their families. Allan Chesterman, Terrace 
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Tart Shells 
- "-'Spalcllng Bacon Sweetened or Unsweetened, 
Pack of 30 68~s.7 "
,,,:," r~,<ard,price ....... . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pork 
Back Ribs 
Frozen or Thawed for 
your Convenience, 
6.59/kg ,o,a,., 
99 
,!r500 
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Alliance MP condemns 
federal spending plans 
CANADIANS WOULD 
have been far better off 
had federal finance mini- 
ster John Manley cut the 
GST instead of embarking 
on a wide range of new 
programs, says Skeena Al- 
liance MP Andy Burton. 
Speaking after the Feb. 
18 federal budget release, 
Burton also said he's dis- 
appointed the federal Lib- 
erals have strayed from 
their promise o f  reducing 
the overall government 
debt. 
Instead of using some of 
the surplus to reduce the 
debt, Manley has decided 
to spend it, noted Burton. 
And while Manley has 
also predicted a three-year 
period of balanced bud- 
gets, he's not forecasting 
any surpluses. 
"Call it a big, fat Lib- 
eral budget because that's 
what it is," said Burton. 
He feels it's a spending 
document aimed more at 
furthering Manley,s federal 
Liberal leadership ambi- 
tions than one that is to 
help Canadians. 
Burton is happy the air- 
port security tax is being 
reduced from $24 for a 
round tip to $14, at least 
for domestic flights. 
"But you know what it 
means when they reduce a 
tax - it shouldn't have 
been that high in the first 
"You know what 
it means when 
they reduce a tax -  
it shouldn't have 
been that high in 
the first place." 
place," said Burton. 
He also welcomes the' 
reduction, but not until 
2004, a reduction in Em- 
ployment Insurance premi- 
ums from $2.10 to $1.98 for 
every $100 of insurable 
earnings. 
Burton's Alliance party 
and others have been criti- 
cal of the Employment In- 
surance program, saying it 
" . . . .  "Online 
:~:i~:i!Y o.w~v:terraces/andardrco,m 
Andy Burton 
has  been  accumulat ing  
b i l l i ons  more  than  it has 
been pay ing  out .  
The  d i f fe rence  is then  
assigned to general go v - 
ernment revenue. 
"We know that kind of 
tax works against crealing 
jobs," said Burton. 
Also receiving a thumbs 
up is a plan to reduce the 
corporate capital tax to 
zero over the next five 
years. 
Yet Burton would have 
preferred it to be elimina- 
ted completely this com- 
ing year. 
"That way it would 
mean something right 
away. It's the kind of thing 
that would help our re- 
source industries," said 
Burton. 
"That would send the 
right message." 
The MP gives a partial 
thumbs up to a 10-year 
plan tO spend $1 billion on 
infrastructure improve- 
ments such as roads, sewer 
and water facilities. 
While that sounds good, 
it is tied to municipalities 
and provincial govern- 
ments kicking in $1 billion 
each, said Burton. 
"Some municipalities, 
even some prov inces ,  
might no L have the money 
to match, he said. 
Much the same is true 
for a federal commitment 
of $935 million over five 
years for day care - it's 
also contingent upon pro- 
vincial matching. 
Burton is disappointed 
at the additional $800 mil- 
lion for the armed forces 
each year for the next 
three years. 
A one-time $270 mil- 
lion armed cash infusion 
this year will only pay the 
bills accumulated when 
the Canadian military 
went to Afghanistan, he 
said. 
"Even a committee 
made up of Liberal MPs 
said as much as $5 billion 
is needed," Burton added. 
Health care spending Js 
to rise by $17.3 billion 
over the next three years. 
Overall, Manley is pre- 
dicting a balanced spend- 
ing regime based on bring- 
ing in $184.7 billion for the 
new fiscal year beginning 
April 1. 
He wants to tuck away 
$3 billion of that for un- 
planned expenses. 
Revenue is expected to 
rise to $192.9 billion for 
the fiscal year beginning 
April 1, 2004. 
There arc surpluses pre- 
dicted in either year and 
the federal debt is expec- 
ted to stay at $507.7 bil- 
lion over the same period. 
In the last five years, 
the federal government 
chipped $47.6 billion out 
of the debt by using sur- 
pluses. 
1 
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Northwest Smile 
Design Center 
Dr.P. A Okimi, ~. 
F F~i~ =~fiMW, FulIF0ce O~t~l~,T~J 
' Serving the Northwest for 10 years 
* Full Fate 0rlhodontic Care 
. InvMlign. th~ invis~Me braces 
. T,~.J. Treatment 
' Porcelain Crowns and Veneers 
o TeeS Wh ening(Bleachi~) 
o I~tex Free Otfice 
Dr. Peter. A. Okimi 
200-4619 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 1V5 
(250) 635-7611 
D~d you ~aw t~or ochild sMu~d be seen lot 
the;r finl oahodont,c ~:reen~ng beta age 7~ 
~ ~ i a n  Bunny Bo~ot.s__ 
L ~ ~ . ; 1 4 \ $ 1 5 o . o 0  
!all sizes) i!.: ~ ' 
Canadian Combat Clothing (aii Slz~s)!~. 
[~ ~ ~  1-888-880-0783 i  
i . i i  
¸ I! MacKay's Funeral S td. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rui~#tt '!* ' II 
i Monuments  Concerned personal 
Bronze  P laques  service In the North~west II 
Ten'ace Cremator ium since;'t~ II 
4626 Dav is  Street " ,11 
, - .  Terrace,  B.C. V8G 1X7 I 
I^ Phone 635-2444 • Fax  635-635-2160 II 
Youth  Employ nent S t ra tegy  
Summer  Jobs  
Summer  Career  P lacements  is ~t wage subsid~, program 
that enables employers to hire stud~ts during the summer 
for a period of 6 to 16 weeks. Private public and not-for-profit 
employers are invited to submit their ,pplication by: 
n,,u 
THE NO EXTRA-CHARGE MOONROOF. 
NOW YOU'LL SEE EVERYTHING COMING YOUR WAY, 
Ca,, ,urcbaea,0r $381799hnc ,u ,as  =~, air lax,re,ghl 
0R choose 0 % ;urchas e financing up to 36 months 
'031 
-15  o'o_. . .... ~lease financing 
• 4.0L V6 • 5-spoed automatic ,, No extra-charge moonr0of • 4-wheel disc brakes with ABS, Controffrac" 4-wheel drive 
• Sport bucket seats w/6 way power driver seat ,, NC • AM/FM with cassette & CD player • 16" cast aluminum wheels • Fog lamps 
March  28 ,   003 
The Objective of the program is to provi~ students with work  
experience related to their field of studyJ;~pplications will be 
evaluated based on the quality of the ex~rience offered, 
local and regional priorities as well as av~ble  budgets. 
\ 
Employers are eligible to receive up to 1005 of the 
provincial/territorial minimum wage if they I~[e a student with 
a disability through the Summer Career Pla~.ments program. 
o r t  -~ To apply o find out more about this progran, please contact 
your nearest Human Resources Development~anada office 
or call I 800 935-5555. \ 
Internet: www.hrdc -drhc .gc .ca   nad i 
, ,  Government Gouvernement 
of Canada du Canada 
IMOONIOOF.I 
• l on most '03  Eplorers* n~ ~ ~ ~ !  ~i :~ 
Exp/°reristheWor/d'sBest'~ng'UV, i :ii: ;::i 
ESCAPE XLS 4X2 Lea~Or 
i l i a ,  ~ J l l ~ ~ ,  ,: : for 36 I~nthe , 
. . . .  .. ~ Or cash kchaee for i i ~:. i" :i: 
• 3.0L Duratec V6 • 4-sPeed automat~ ( " .  : . i i  
• 15"cast alumlnumwheels .A]C • Remote k y6eentry . i .  
• Power windows/mlrrors/donr locks • AM/FM with'~ player . ~ . .  : 
s41 
i03 EXPLORER ,oo,for 
J=m~:  ~ '~: ,  for 48 mont~e. $3 
Or cash purchase fo 
=36,199 ~ , 
IPq~;~. includes $995 
~ . . . . .  - " "~" ~' air tax/freight 
• 4.0L V6 • 5-speed automatic • No extra-charge moonroof ~: 
16' cost aluminum Wheels Tonneau cover Cargo cage . 
• Remote key`ass entry w/keypad. AM/FM with CD player 
'U3 EXPLORER SPORT Ca,h purchase for 
• XLT 4X4 
~ ~.,~,~. Include° $995 i ~ " ~ air ~/frelght 
' I] . . . .  , ,  
• 4.0LV6 * 5-.= ~eed automatic, No extra-charge m0onroof: 
• 16"cast ~luminum wheels • NC • Power windowgmlrr0rs/dooi' ocks 
• AM/FM ~cassette & CO player • Fog lampe :. :~  it, 
'03 ESCAPE XLT 4X4 ca,, purchase for 
~ air tax/freight " ' ( : .  
~.. ~ • 
• 3.0L Duratec V6 • 4-epee~automattc, 4-wheelA~S i:; ; 
• 16" cast aluminum wheels • Controrrrac I" 4-wheel drive, NO • Side-~tei~ 
• AM/FM witit 6 disc CD player • Peri~eter alarm system• Fo~ lamps • 
PAY NOTHING UNTIL 2004!  
ON MOST NEW IN-STO~K2003 VEHICLES" 
Adrnin~raffon fees and eppliCl~le taxes epply, 
Umitad time o f fe~ 
ford.ca 
opph~ble laze! *'~o edrl.r.MRe r~rool Is ~ av~e go []pl~ref ¢aoo~ XL5 mo~,ts 0e~r rely I~H or le~ lot ~tl, Lned ~ t~eri, 0flerl mty be ¢hlt~ed ii ~y ~ ~l]'~t ~e  kJ1 0tier, IN mul~y ent~l~e ,~ ¢ln~ 51 ¢~brea ~*  8-10 weeU dek~r~ 0~ fatl~ ~'dert ~rne e~dd~r4 ~f  Set Seller for ~e~t .~tploltr Jt ~ Wo~d'l 8~tt~lh'~ L~'OV'I~"~'I'. 
m s556 ~.cost d bon~g~,~l180 lad I~nl 
! ,  
• " I ne terrace otanaara, wednesday, reoruary zo, zuu j  - ~y 
On Track for a Brighter Future 
On Target for a Balanced Budget 
Last year, the provincial government introduced 
• three goals: to restore sound fiscal mana)ement, 
and put patients, students and people in need first, i::.!:~:-ii,!!: I 
The plan is working. In 2002-03, every government ministry is fo#e~a~-~Lif~ ' 
f : . .  • -t0$600.rni l l ionbe with n its operating budget a, nd the deficit IS expected tar, be{!,: 
lower than originally planned. The debt is expected t~be ~ 
:: : ' $3i5 billion lower than anticipated a,~year ago. The economy has grsw~. 
i. - : at almost three times the rate anticipated by independent forecasters. 
' , And administrative and other efficiencies have meant more dollars~.for, 
1$ Billions) owth In GDP 
$0.375 
S2,3 
S3.B 
UP,dat~l 
Plan 
2002 2~3 2004 
patient care and student achievement.. . f"~ !•.: ' ; :;i ::,, :. :f ,:, i:, ' ~ :.i-::.~, •'_-:::_. 
Budget 2003 will strengthen ourcompetitWeness andqUality o:f l i i e : . . . - , . . , / : .  ,:i . ,  . ~: - " . . . .  " -- i":- , / .  ~.!i./!if, :": 
while keeping B.C, on track for,,,a balanced budget." . . - , - . . . .  , . :  
- . - . . 
i 
More Resources for Students " 
" " " i - ' '  , " .  " 
m • • • , .- . , • :  . , ogether with health care, education is our government s top pnor;ity..., : - 
That's why, even as enrolments decline, wewil i l  maintain ii~e ,. ~ ~ i ii : " 
$4.86 billion education,budget this year and increase~•., - it by-$143~ ~i!.../ " 
million over the next three years, ensuring more money is in the . . 
,~. - • . system for every ~*'"4""+ .~ ~ :; "i 
:~)i PoSt-secondary ~onths, 
)>::-~ we~have commi /on for!: 
!:ff:/,,;i. 'i,, access and research. ~f!'f' :: 
i : The government Will also provide a total 0 f$85 m on n ne,tlme 
- . .furlding for education, advanced ed0cation and early childh00d:i '~ ~i 
.development in.2002-03. ~ii~ilf: ~::""~~~'~':~'"i!'"~::"~ 
: . " ~!(:? 
InVesting in Patient Care i! 
" : k " ,.~ ' , ' :  , .~ " G '~~ ; ~,, ' , . :  ,~. :~' ,~:~,  ~. , i  -~:. ~- P ' -L ,~? , , .  :,~ ; , ;~.:r~.,"~,, ,~i, i : .  ~ , ; : . ~ e ~ , f ~ # ' ~ ~  
! . . . . . .  . . . .  AL~, part.of,.,our~jove'nment.., . . . . . . . .  s ~omm tmer~t4~to,..,. ~,. p~t~ at ents...f . . . . . .  rst,,~we ............... .. 
" mcreased:,health spending in 2002-03 by 12 13dr cent:-- $1.t bllhon ~/ :  
• -- - -  to $10!~4 billion• 
Wo'L. ve:also embarked on a wide-ranging plan of renewal, to better 
manage'resources, increase efficiency and ensure every dollar goes to . 
meet patients' needs.,As a result, 538 more nurses were able to 
• practic~ in B•C. in 2002 than in2001, administrative costs within health 
. i:. iministries will have fallen by about 45 per cent by 2004-05, and by . ~ 
. .... .12009; universities will be graduating almost twice as many doctors as i 
~.f .~.they do today. 
i ,i ,i , i:,iiC, h:angeS'in Budget 2003 - -  plus every dollar of the expected ' 
-:-: i  :i.i$!3 billion in new, three-year federal health funding - -  Will.advance 
' :"Us fuKher toward a Sustainable, patient-centred system, / , -  
pening Up Our Heartlands 
: , .~b~k . ," , . • ~ ' - -  
11;!:":~ i/, !i:iiii~ imOdern, effective transportation system and a strong forest industryL : i 
i ::i.:,:!i;"~fi:;~ilfaret<ey o opening up our heartlands and revitalizing our economY. :~ ~:/'~" 
: ."~if<iiThat s.why our,government has launched a transportation plan, 
" ';:f~:i!committing $650 million over the next three years and leveraging 
i!-additional funding fromthe federal government Th s p an w a low ' i..f 
! for improvements to roads, bridges and border crossings that wil " " 
benefit-all British Columbians ~ from the Kicking Horse Canyon to 
thePort of Prince Rupert. -~ 
To build on forestry reforms introduced to date, including the newi!"fll ili 
results-based For~st and Range Practices Act, Budget 2003 will suppo~ •:il 
!sk~nificant changes in the year ahead --including tenure po icy reforrn "" 
an(] moving to market-based timber pricing. It will provide $275 million 
in fiscal 2002-03 to assist in the transition to a more competitive, ~-- :ill 
s~stainabie forest industry and $95 million over three years for 
potential reVenue-sharing arrangements with First Nations, in exchange: :~,: 
-':fori:: " 
/,-i:pros 
" -C  " . "  " " 
~ H 
. ~ ~  
3.0% 
Students 
610,000 
2OO5 
- i 
f :  . 
Per Student 
Increased Education Spending 
: Despite Dedining Enrolment .................................. : .  
$ f: :' j , ,  
Student K-12 '~ .... 
Enrolment f s7,c ...,i~:: 
1, 
i-L. ~ 
: , ; i -  ~, ~. 
/!Giii! i i~; i, ) .:( 
t! i  / ii! .... so] 
i :• . . . .  40  
3O 
20 
: 10 
0 
41% 
B.C. All 
Provinces 
< , ,  , 
Million inTrans 
590,000 - 
raer t.rosslnc 
i;astr'ucture 
.~" Airports " 
and Ports 
: $30 
- c 
• 04'~-04-05, 05-06 
L;;." X : ' i s . '  : . : !  
9% 
Federal 
Government 
] 
~ents Over  3 Years ,fi~: 
($ millions) .~ 
Other 
$24 ,:": : "  :~ 
i@A 
Z Northen 
..Heartlan 
f . . , .  . . . . . .  
i 
f , ;  
/ 
:'XI 
f7  
. T  
L ' ,  
i-?f 
) -  
,_\ 
c .  
i" , ' IX  
..... ~!iJ>,i 
For more details on this year's budget, visit wwvv.bcbudget.gov.bcca• 
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' Ven iez  t imber stash.  
BUSINESS on ' i ign i . THE FACT New Skeena Forest Products hasn't resumed timber sales to logging contractors for export is cause for 
Out & 
About 
Telkwa pass 
road eyed 
THERE's a new push on to 
build a private toll road 
through the Telkwa pass. 
The route would cut the 
distance between Terrace 
and Telkwa by 100 kilo- 
metres, says Hans Wag- 
ner, a member of the group 
promoting the concept. 
"We're doing a review 
to see if it might make 
sense to put a project to- 
gether," Wagner said. 
Logs and other commo- 
dities could travel on the 
road, he said, and it would 
shrink the dimensions of 
the northwest as a viable 
destination tourism zone. 
A feasibility study on 
the route was first done in 
1966. Costs of the road 
would vary tremendously 
depending on the standard 
it's built to, a ministry of- 
ficial said. 
Mining aid 
MINING groups are ap- 
plauding Ottawa's move to 
extend tax credits that are 
a magnet for investment in
mineral exploration. 
The investment tax cre- 
dit for exploration was to 
expire this year, but the 
federal budget last week 
announced its extension by 
at least one year, powering 
new mine exploration 
spending through 2005. 
The province will 
match the federal credits. 
Duelling spin machines here 
to scrap over Alaskan road 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A BATTLE over whether a
road should be built from 
southeast Alaska up the 
Iskut River to Hwy 37 is 
heating up again. 
Alaskan officials in fa- 
vour of the project and en- 
vironmentalists against it 
are both here to try to con- 
vince locals of the merits 
or dangers of the concept. 
Southeast Alaskan 
mayors and other officials 
will pitch the benefits 
when they speak to cham- 
ber of commerce members 
today about he proposal. 
But Jim Bourquin, of 
the Stewart-based Protect 
Our Ports committee, says 
the tour reflects a 
$400,000 war chest the 
Alaskans have to convince 
B.C. to back the road. 
He spoke to the Kitimat 
Stikine regional district 
board Saturday. 
Bourquin painted the 
road as a thinly disguised 
resource grab that will 
channel mining and forest- 
ry business away from Ste- 
wart to an Alaskan port. 
Stewart regional direc- 
tor Craig Caruso agreed 
the road would definitely 
hurt his town. 
Cai'uso predicted it 
would result in the layoffs 
of 30 truckers who haul ore 
to Stewart Bulk Terminals, 
plus another eight full-time 
and 20 part-time workers 
at that port facility. 
"That would kill our 
town literally," Caruso 
said. "Those have been the 
only sustainable jobs in 
the last year." 
Alaskans portray the 
road as being mainly for 
tourism not resources, he 
said, but seem overly in- 
terested in how often ore 
ships dock at Stewart. 
"I can't ,  see them 
spending'tialf a billion dol- 
lars on a tourism road," 
said Telegraph Creek dir- 
ec tor  Dave 
Brock lebank .  
"The money 
wouldn't ever be 
recovered." 
"The U.S. 
doesn't do any- 
thing unless it. 
benefits the U.S.," 
added Kitimat 
'director Graeme Jim Bourquin 
Anderson. 
The regional district has 
not yet taken a. stand on 
the road, chair Harry: Nyce 
said, adding they're.still 
fac t - f ind ing . .  .... . 
Skeena MLA Roger 
Harris told the I~0drd, he 
has no opinion ion thb .plan 
at the moment/and tllinks 
a detailed eco- 
nomic impact 
study is needed. 
A number of 
groups are work- 
ing with Bour- 
quin, including 
the Transboun- 
dary Watershed 
All iance and 
Friends of the 
Stikine. 
Organizers have said 
little about the road's 
threat o salmon and wild- 
life habitat. Instead, they 
have said they're focussing 
on the economic threats -
which they see as. more 
fertile ground for gaining 
allies in the region. 
'. optimism, MLA Roger Harris says. 
He says it means company president Dan Veniez is 
keeping his developed and approved timber in reserve to 
restart idled northwest mills, rather than selling the rest 
off for a quick buck. "That's a good sign that he actually 
plans on getting this thing going," Harris said. 
Harris' prediction of when allthe Skeena mills will 
be back up and running: Late summer. 
' t  think it is going to get going this year," he said. 
The IWA dispute at the Terrace sawmill remains a 
major stumbling block, but Harris thinks a resolution is 
possible as deadlines on loss of seniority approach... 
Different factions within the union disagree on what 
should be done, he said. Harris added it was politically 
impossible for Veniez to offer a different deal than the 
one workers accepted at the Prince Rupert pulp mill. 
.Gucci 
• Ralph tauren 
• Harry Potter 
.Flexon 
.Silhouette 
• Easy Clip 
YOUR 
"ONE STOP SHOP" 
BUY ONE PAIR 
GET A SPARE 
for a friend or family member 
ii~!i:iii~il;, 
IOn- 
'" 'stick with till you reach yopr goal. 
You can eat the foods you love, 
stay satisfied, and still lose weight. 
Now at Weight Watdaers- 
get "In the Groove *- 
your cool guide to getting 
free 
when you join. 
JO IN  NOW FOR t /2  PR ICE  AND SAVE $22 
CALL '1 800  682  8011 WEIGHTWATCHERS.COM 
Knox United Church frerrace) 4907 Lazelle 
Tuesday 9:30 am • Tuesday 5:30 pro, 7:00 pm 
Valldloralim~tedlmest lrt~cplt mlt6n ocations, 
©2003 Wtt~ht Witcherl Intt m|tion|~ Inc. owrmr o~°|he V/~ IGn~ WATCHERS trademark. AIr gM| ¢tl~rved. ~He~p to find the 
rlaht P0~ol!o, : i;:~ i ' ~  
See Joanne Our In Store Design Consultant- 
• Free In Store Consultation 
• Includes Computerized 3D Layout 
• In Store Financing Available 
• 90 Days, No Payments, No Interest O.A.C. 
• Open Sundays 
• In Home Consultation By Appointment 
See Our Huge Gallery Of 
Countertops Samples! 
IRLY Open 7 Days A Week ir~ ~, 4425 Keith Ave., Terrace 
638-8700 
TD MAP: A disciplined investing approach that 
helps you reach your long-term goals. 
TDMAP ; :~ 
:.:OngOing .professional::: 
.-management:;:~: : / " .  " 
" r: liar if0li~::revie~,:,s " 'Regula  ~oruollo 
--' Long-tern!.d!sclphn.ed 
In today's uncertain market, 
where are your RSP investments 
headed? Get back on track with 
TD MAP ® (TD Managed Assets 
Program®l). 
Our professional portfolio 
managers are focussed on long- 
term performance. So they use a 
disciplined approach to construct 
and manage our wide range of 
proven Portfolios. The result? 
Rigorous selection of funds. 
Diversified asset allocation. Regular 
monitoring and re-balancing. All 
the things to help your RSP 
investments last the long haul. 
It's never been so easy to keep 
your investments headed in the right 
direction. For more information, 
simply call us today. 
www.tdcanadatrust.conl 
~ r~1 Mutua l  Funds 
i !  
, t~vn i lab[e  through brr, nches of  TD Canada  Trus t  and TD Wnterhouse  .2  and other independent deniers. 
• ' ' I tan ld~umbethts~t~4 
1. Commissions, tmil!ng commiss!o.ns, management fees and expenses all may. be assec!oted wi!h mutual fund investments, Please read the prospectusobefore investing. 
Mutual funcl investm~nts'aie not ijlsured, their values change frequently and pest pedorrnonce maynot be repeated. Awilnble through 1D nvestment Services Inc, 
(Princil~l distributor), I'D Woterhouse Caned(] Inc. (Member OFF) end indepeiident dealers. 2. TD Wotezhouse Canada Inc. ("TD Waterh'ouse")is o subs@my of 
The Toronto-Dominion Baank. TD Woterhouse - Member C PF. ®Trade-mark of1he Toronto-Dam nion Bank; 1D Asset M(]nagement I c, is a licensed user, 
I I 
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~i 12 PACK ~ 12x225g 
| 
. . . .  / Gra~le,"".4kg 
t ,  
imperi]l- [ Kellogg's 
Margarine [ Raisin Bran 
Soft Tub or 1/4's. 775 g. 
1.36 kg. 
I I  
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Local 
killed in 
accident 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
A TERRACE MAN is 
dead and another local 
man is in hospital after a 
head-on col l is ion in 
Houston Feb. 18. 
Jason Lee Parent, 30, 
died after the Ford Festiva 
he was a passenger in 
crashed head-on with a 
Finning pick-up truck, po- 
lice say. 
The collision happened 
at 7 p.m. on Hwy 16 at the 
Alix Frontage Road at the 
west end of Houston. 
The driver of the truck . 
escaped without serious 
injury, police said. 
The driver of the car, a 
Terrace man, was taken to 
Smithers hospital with a. 
broken leg and other non- 
life threatening injuries, 
police said. 
Police are hoping the 
man will be able to pro- 
vide them with more infor- 
mation about how the 
crash happened. 
"We have a lot of work 
to do yet - we still have to 
speak to the driver of the 
car," said Houston RCMP 
Sgt. Fenson said last week. 
"We're not going to 
push him in the early 
stages." 
Houston police along 
with Terrace RCMP traffic 
analyst Cnst. Cam Joseph 
are investigating the cause 
of the accident but have 
no definitive answers yet. 
"The road conditions 
were very good at the time 
- actually, ! don't see road 
conditions being a major 
factor," said Sgt. Fenson. 
The B.C. Coroner's Ser- 
vice is also investigating 
the death. 
Anyone with informa- 
tion about this accident is 
asked to call Houston 
RCMP at 250 845-2204. 
'Shroom 
patch log 
proposal 
worries 
picker 
ANOTHER popular pine 
mushroom patch is slated 
for logging . . . . .  
The area dubbed the 
"gravel pit" is north of 
Terrace west of Kalum 
Lake Drivei between 
Glacier Creek and Lean-to 
Creek, says Terrace picker 
Ed Ansems.  
He opposes logging the 
area, which is part of a 
new five-year forest deve- 
lopment plan approved by 
the forests ministry. 
"There are so few 
places close to town like 
this," Ansems said. "This 
and the airport are the two 
best places open to the 
public in the immediate 
area." 
He said he had hoped 
the ministry would give 
the wood lot operator re- 
placement timber in a dif- 
ferent area. 
Ministry wood lot for- 
ester Doug Davies said 
small cut blocks of about 
five hectares will be used 
in the area and the wood 
lot operator will only cut 
parts of each block. 
"The blocks are very 
small," Davies said. "it 
promotes that resource as 
opposed to large scale 
cleareutting, which would 
sort of decimate it." 
He said the period for 
public review of the deve- 
lopment plan ended in 
early December. 
The Kitsumkalum band 
has also expressed con- 
cerns, lie said, adding the 
logging will avoid all 
identified culturally mod- 
ified trees in the area. 
Davies doubts the area 
has extraordinary pine 
mushroom value. "There 
are areas 20 times more 
valuable than the area he's 
talking about," he said. 
(~ . l  epileiP:Y 
l~ , f  reality 
FUEL WAS spilled and an Excel transport truck and trailers were da- 
maged Feb. 21 east of Terrace when the rig turned sideways on Hwy16. 
There were no injuries and traffic was blocked for a short time. PHOTO 
COURTESY TERRACE FIRE RESCUE 
Slippery roads 
cause truck accident 
SLIPPERY road conditions are being 
blamed for an early morning accident 
which saw an Excel transport truck 
turn sideways on Hwy 16, blocking 
traffic for a short period of time. 
The Feb. 21 accident happened 
about 50km east of Terrace around 
6:30 a.m. 
dent. 
The truck and two trailers were da- 
maged in the accident and it had to be 
towed away, police said. 
Shortly after police arrived on scene 
a Neehako North Coast sander dropped 
sand on the road. 
But Angela Vanderboon, a Kitwan- 
Police received a call that the truck ga resident who commutes to Terrace 
was blocking the highway but by the for work, says sanders need to be out 
time they arrived on site the truck had in that area earlier. 
been moved to clear up one lane of 
traffic. 
"1 guess a logging truck stopped by 
and pulled the trailers out of the east- 
bound lane," says Terrace RCMP 
Constable Doug Craig, adding the road 
was very slippery at the time. 
"It appears that road conditions 
were a factor there is no criminal or 
Motor Vehicle Act charges pending." 
Terrace fire rescue crews also re- 
sponded to the scene to clean up a 100 
litre fuel spill as a result of the acci- 
"l think the road maintenance con- 
tractor could really step up the main- 
taining the road a little better or at 
least get out there a little earlier," 
Vanderboon said. 
She said the road conditions were 
poor for three days running and she 
passed several vehicles in the ditch on 
her way to Terrace Feb. 20 and 21. 
"Either people aren't driving to. the 
road conditions or definitely the road 
maintenance people need to be out 
there earlier," she said. 
I 
,! 
k 
Dr. Jelke Hoekstra, Optometrist 
will be in Terrace and accepting 
appointments at 
Dr.'s Clark & Counts office 
March 3rd- 7th 
for appointment, please call 
638-2020 
FREE FOOT CARE CLINIC 
Why suffer needlessly! 
If you're experiencing discomfort in any of 
these locations, sore, tired feet or leg pain 
• back or neck pain • shin splints • fatigue in 
ankles • heel pain, heel spurs • sclaticia 
• abnormal shoe wear • poor posture 
• orthotic therapy may be the answer. 
k We've helped thousands, 
maybe we can help youl 
Have your children checked - 90% of 
foot problems if found early at ages 
8 - 14yrs, can be completelycorrected. 
FREE FOOT CARE CLINIC 
will be held at the 
BEST WESTERN 
4553 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, BC 
March 10th, 2003 
A-10rthot ics  ~ :~i; ,.O,, Sun., ,', 
Westbank, BC [ 
For appointment please call . i~i i!i 1-888-313-1339 
Derek Armstrong, Orthotic 
Technician 
7 years experience in foot ..:i :i i. :~!.:i ~. i !i- il ~ , 
care & custom.made odhotics. 
NOTE: Your medical may if: i! I
pay for your orthotics 
(check your plan) !":*;: 
We're Blowing Out The Candles on our 40th Birthday Sale This Satunlav 
ONLY 3 MOREl IR PRESEN1N! 
i ?¢. ":F , i T ; 
/??i ~?I~I~/!I! /i~ L i!i~; 
Host People Don1 Like To Admit flleir 40 Birthday, We're Pretty Darn Excited About Oun 
Purchase any 0 
Sofa and Loveseat Set 
Receive a Free 
DAIWA DVD Player 
Receive a free Hi'Fi VCR. 
Purchase a qualifying 
king size set and receive 
a free Palm pilot. 
Receive a FREE One-For-All 
Universal remote that will 
replace up to 8 remotes! 
• ~ '~!~"  ~ ' " ~ ' "  ~ '  ~-~ 
Retail Value *239 ~. ,_  " - -  
Retail Value '139 
O ~...,T~ , " " - - - -  Relail Value $I 69 
Retail Value 
s49.99 
Purchase any 
Queen Size I~1 
or CY/lirof'r~ ' :  , Queen Bec 
Purchase any 0 Chai 
Receive 10% of your Purchase 
Price (Before Taxes) in Big-Bob- 
Dollars to spend how you like at 
O ALL SEASONS 
forsports. 
We know our  s tu f f /  
Purchase as little as or as 
much Solid Pine Furniture 
as you like 
Purchase any Two Receive ONE FREE ;l~.O,~L.O ]~ J  
Appliances, any Brands, EXTENDED WARRANTY PLAN 
any Combination for One of the appliances 
PLUS, Still LOtS Of BirthdaV Blowout Prices Throughout The ~ al~ I
~ O~T,,~,~°~ ~i/ Entire. Store On Kmtc.hen&nining.Tabie Sets, Coffee & End I , .~ .~~ ~IL~II 
I Tables, Curio Cabinets, Entertainment Centers, Lamps, I ~'"'''?~'~-~, ~ i
~~~~iLOur  birthday festivities will have 1o end this Saturday, March ,sti /, ~ ~ ~  
TOTEM FURNITURE & APPLIANCES      JBII 
~J~l:i~/.~i 'k~F~i i~  4501 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C.. 638-1158.1-800-813-1158 ~*~i i lHo~i~~J  
Free presents disclaimer: with qualifying purchase, you will receive the appropriate 'present as listed 
~F  ! /  ~ T above only. There can be no substitutions, and no cash surrender value [or your qualifying purchase, ff'/ ' '  I 
i ~ ! 
i i !~ ::k~?~ i~: ~v::  • i :, ~'~ )i • 
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Skeena Mall in the first of what will be a series of silent peace vigils, 
Peace vigils to happen 
every Friday afternoon 
By JENNIFERLANG "I'm really heartened by the 
A HANDFUL of people opposed to a protests," Robson said, adding she's 
U.S.-led fittack on lraq held a silent disappointed that world leaders appear 
vigil in downtown Terrace the after- reluctant to cross U.S. President 
noon of Friday, Feb. 21. George W. Bush. "I'm hoping it will 
Organizer Roberta Robson said a build." 
vigil will take place every Friday be- As many as one million people 
tween 4 and 6 p.m. on the sidewalk turned out to a peace rally in.down- 
outside the Skeena Mall. town London Feb. 15. 
"1 was waiting for somebody else to "It's just ordinary people who are 
do something and no one  else did," going to get killed," Robson said. 
explained Robson, who decided to or- "They're not g0ing '0;get [Iraqi leader] 
ganize; the vigil' after travelling to ...... ' Saddam Hus'sein..:,:;~ e Minister Jean Smithers to take part in a snowy peace She applafidg ~iqm ' ' 
march two weekends ago. Chretien's moderat~: approach but is 
Giant peace rallies have been tak- disappointed he ~and other leaders 
ing place in cities across the globe as ~ aren't taking :a-.sti~on.ger stance against 
the eountdowii to a possible U.S. inva- the United State's.n'Siiac¢ the fall of " 
sion of lraq looms in the war against the communist bl'oek there really isn't ~ 
t~/rrort'sm. ,• . *>t ' any opposition tothe U.S." she said. 
, /  
In 30 minutes, 
Tenaya found hope. 
'~;.:~.i;. " .,~' ~%%. ,::"~:,~ 
A f te r  hav ing  3ch i ld ren  . . . . . .  . ...... 
F~" .,d'~'r;~ -q ' ,-.': and  be ing  d iagnosed  w i th  :-'i :.. r ";": 
i . 
hypothyroidism, Tenaya -' ' 
Desaulnier thought she'd 
"never be healthy again." 
Today she's an optimist 
who tells her supportive 
friends at CUrves "keep 
the motivation going and 
638-8800 
3228 Kalum St., Terrace 
(Downstairs of old Sears) 
www, cu rvesfi) rwomen.com 
O~,r 4,0(/0 Iotation* to set .yam 
• Off.el ha~rd I,I fir,t vi~il eltmlh,¢,l, minimunl 12 me. ¢. d. progr~nl. Retuhl wi l l  vary 
• ."¢[~ 
~L- L 
you can succeed,  too . "  
Cu ve . 
The power  to 
amaze  yourself. '" 
e 
g 
g 
E 
• ~ -~ ~o= m:7 ' r~7 ~ SCl probe 
r • : " rw  
you .,ee  photo , .  the paper that . . . . . . . . . . .  
you want a cony of?. The Terrace ~. :4~;~i i~] ' - : : '~ '~+ ~'g~:?.'.~ 
• ! :..:<: "~.~ ~,., :...~ ,.=;:,~,..,. 
Standard along w,th .,-,--.,,:. r ~ ~ ,  .:...,,=, =.-,~.- 
Northern Photo Ltd. "~"~' . ";7(~'"*¢~,~ 
• • . • ~ l ~  .v~ : '~  - "- .-- * '~ '~ -~\',S\~'¢"-~ 
now provides tlus serv;ce " ~ l ~ i , ' ~ ~ -  ,,,,,,,~2~= 
Lorne into our omce ocat i~4-;~-~ Ctty to a id  ..~,%_a..,~ .... --r.{ 
at 3210 Clinton Street and indicate i;;:E~}4~ ~};U?; ..... . , ; : t~~!g ' -~~:  
the photo of  your choice and s" e. ;;;,?::> ..,;~\ (~ ~ ~  • .~,.--,a~k~\~ ~.~, -=,~ 
I ~ .v~. .  ~ .v 'X"  OISer sizes avai able. I ~ ~ ' ; & ~ ~ ~ : ~ : ;  
Phone for pr,c,ng. I ~, ~ ~ ~ % , : . = :  
Price includes printing fee from Norlhern Pholo and I F:,. ~ ~ . ~ > ~ : ~ : ~ :  
[ purchastng fee h'om the Terrace Standard. i i :~  ~ ~ ~ i ~ ; ~ 7 , ' ~  
[ All p~graphs ore copyrighted ,othe rerroee SIo~lard I i: k ' ~ , ~ ~ ' ~ . ~  
(Note: 90% of photos taken are digital photas ~ D r y ]  
c~ hlgh quatity jpeg. Black and white p'in~ ~ ~ ~ ! 5  
also available from blatk and white negatives.) ~ .  ~[~ 
northern photo 
"Your H e~..quart~rs For Digilal 
Cameras .And Degital imaging Services" 
4.4736 tokdse Avenue 
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City ponders $500,000 bill 
for city hall renovation plan 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE CITY is now planning to renovate city hall and the 
adjacent fire hall rather than building a new fire hall on 
Kenney St. 
It's a reversal from previous plans to someday build a 
new $2 million fire hall at the old highways ministry 
maintenance yard on the northeast corner of Kenney St. 
and Park Ave. 
That would have resulted in more room for city hall 
functions. 
one-third expansion of the size of council chambers, 
which quickly fills to overflowing when there's a sizable 
delegation. 
Taking over some of the presently leased out space 
could mean increased training space for volunteer fire- 
fighters, as well as the restoration of a recreation area 
for volunteers, fire chief Randy Smith says. 
"We want to do everything we can to keep our volun- 
teer department s rong' and attract people to it," Smith 
said. 
City officials had even gone as far as buying the 2.4- He said the renovations would include an expansion 
acre former maintenance yard property from the provin- of the present fire truck bays into theparking lot. 
cial government for $235,000 two years ago. : "We want to add on so we have four more spaces," 
But public works director Herb Dusdal said a rethink ~ Smith explained; r"We've got to beable to aceommo- 
of the city's needs suggests a more cost'effective solu-• date a 100-foot ladder truck."i' 
tion is to reconfigure city hall. That may mean they Can no longer train in the park- 
Renovations to city ihall could cost around $500,000 
over three to four years, he estimated. 
More room might also be freed up by eventually tak- 
ing back space in the basement now leased out to the 
Terrace and District Community Services Society and 
the volunteer bureau, council was told at a budget ses- 
ing lot; and may have to conduct exercises omewhere 
lse (~ " 
Dusdal noted the city hall and fire department build- 
ing is structurally sound. - 
The  •renovation means the city likely won't need a 
new fire hall for at least 20 years, he said, adding eoun- 
sion last week. ell can do as it wishes with the land off Kenney St. 
Repairs at city hall and the fire department have beep , :.But Smith is recommending council keep the land as 
delayed in recent years, Dusdal said. • a logical long-term strategically positioned location for a 
"We've held off on doing lots of work on the building fire hall. •: 
because of talk of a new fire hall," he said. • . ,Having the land there is a good thing;" •he said. 
Initial plans suggest the reconfiguration would mean a "You can't make new land." 
Car catches on fire 
A THORNHILL man tuning up his 1976 Porsche so he 
could sell it instead watched it go up in flames after a 
fire started in the engine compartment. 
Shortly before 1 p.m. Feb. 16 firefighters responded to i',~.~ .... 
a reported car fire on Creek St. in Upper Thornhiil. :~ :~ 
Thornhill deputy fire chief Wes Patterson said the 
owner had just taken the car out of winter storage the 
day the fire happened. 
"He had boosted it to get it running and had left it un- 
attended running for about 45 minutes or so," Patterson 
said. 
The owner noticed the flames from a window in his 
home and called the fire department right away. When 
crews arrived the engine compartment was completely ,':~,~ 
engulfed. It took less than a minute to put out the fire ...... 
which caiused minor damage to the vehicle's interior,_. ' , , , -~ - ~- ,~. ,  ~ ~  
P~tierson saysi!blob0dy was injured and the vehicle had : ~ ~ : ~  
no insurance at the time of the blaze. THORNHILL FIREFIGHTERS extinguished a car fire 
"It was a mechanical malfunction but we don't know on Creek St. Feb, 16 after the owner took It out.of 
if it was wiring or a fuel leak," Patterson said, winter storage. ANDY WRIGHT PHOTO 
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JUST  A THOUGHT 
EV B ISHOP 
War or peace? 
I WAS 12 WHEN I first came across ' 
Carl Sandburg's poem, "The Little 
Girl Saw Her First Troop Parade." 
The little girl saw her first troop parade . 
and asked, "What are those?" 
"Soldiers." 
"What are soldiers?" 
"They are for war. They fight and each tries 
to kill as many of the other side as he can." 
The girl held still atzd studied. 
"Do you know...! know something?" 
"Yes, what is it you know?" 
"Sometime they'll give a war and nobody . 
will come." 
My initial thought, all those years ago, was 
hopeful, "She's right, one day no one will 
come." But in u few minutes of contemplation, 
re-calling things studied in Socials and the 
mutterings I heard on TV about the "newly" 
discovered atrocities of •Vietnam, I realised 
that humans never seem to learn. If anything, 
our weapons for destruction became more dia- 
bolical even as, ironically, our tools for heal- 
ing and extending life also advanced. I wanted 
Sandburg's girl to be right. Even then I feared 
she wasn't. 
Almost 20 years later, I am, in some ways, 
still 12. The same terrors and frustrations pla- 
gue me. ' 
Whenever the subject of war comes up, I 
get angry quickly. Hotheaded comments pill 
out about warmongers and hypocritical politi- 
cal leaders bent on starting wars in which 
they'll never do battle... How they're quick to 
send troops of barely legal children out with 
~ :,guns while they spout lofty rhetoric about he 
necessity of war, the righteousness of their po- 
sition yet they hide safe sound in top security 
resorts sending the working classes to slaugh- 
ter and be slaughtered. 
But anger and outrage are just my cover. In- 
side my head where I can't rant and distract 
myself rom the real issue: fear rules. My body 
responds physically to this fear, a sickening 
heat surges through me and sits in my 
stomach. I literally feel it crawl under my skin. 
It's not that my anger and outrage aren't 
real. It's just that my fear and confusion are 
bigger. How can we do the things we do to 
each other? I cannot understand it. 
How can a person live and breath, love and 
laugh, create life and mourn death and do and 
experience all the wonders that make up 
human existence and then intentionally take 
the life of someone that they know is some- 
one's child,.father, mother, husband, brother, 
sister, lover? Perhaps I seem a bit dense in my 
stating of the obvious, writing out people's re- 
lationships.., but I believe what we need is to 
stop seeing people as "others"' and to start 
seeing them as we see ourselves; as people 
who are integral to other people around 
them. People who are of immeasurable value 
just because they are. 
The simplest moments are the most pro- 
found in helping me to remember that fact. I 
look into my daughter's shining eyes or my son 
wraps his wiry little skeleton around me in a 
bear hug and it hits me that somewhere over- 
seas, in places that President Bush would have 
us believe are our enemies, some mother is 
getting a scrawny armed hug from her hyper 
little boy or a wide-eyed grin from her pre- 
cious, prec'ocious daughter and her heart 
swells with joy just before she remembers and 
her mind becomes frantic. How is she ever 
going to be able to protect hem if the bombs 
fall? 
Knowing what people endure, what they 
fear but can do nothing to stave off, causes me 
such awful pain that I confess I try not to think 
about it. Strange that I try, for sanity's sake, 
not empathize too much when I believe that is 
what the world leaders need; to put themselves 
in the position of the people and then contem- 
plate the wisdom, fairness and basic humanity 
of their policies and decisions. 
In an interview about her novel Green 
Rider, Kristen Britain makes this observation, 
"How easily we forget the lessons of the past. 
History repeats itself, often for  the worse. 
Much that was once known has been lost or 
changed as one generation transitions to the 
next, often to the detriment of the current gen- 
eration." 
She goes on to say, "A secondary but im- 
portant heme might be how one person can 
effect change." 
It is my fervent prayer that enough individ- 
uals in our time will look back through istory 
and decide that enough blood has been shed. I 
pray that some day wars will exist only ir~ the 
pages~ of history.texts, that twelve year flds 
will learn about them with a sense of shock 
and not with an ever-present knowledge that i 
we stand on the brink yei again. ' 
; . :2: - .  : . .  
'?: ¢.2~i!.i 
:::. . ) :  
ARTISTS ARE our greatest untapped resource, chamber presi- They hope• a new art contest will help change that. Entries will be 
dent Sheila Love and art gallery coordinator Aron Strumecki say. displayed at the art gallery in June and July. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
.Fo r ,a rt's sa  ke 
By JENNIFER LANG dinate the contest. Gallery coordinator Aron 
TERRACE HAS a vibrant artistic community Strumecki said he thinks the contest will en- 
that's bursting with talent hat should be cele- courage all types to come forward with sub- 
brated-and rewarded, missions, from undiscovered talents to more 
That's why the Terrace and District Cham- established artists. 
ber' of Commerce decided to commemorate He points out the $750 prize is around the 
the town's 75th anniversary this year in a spe- same price a painting might fetch. 
cial way. He thinks the local art scene is "one of Ter- 
"Someone .said, 'How about holding an art race's huge untapped resources." 
The winning piece will be prominently dis, 
played at City Hall for six months before mov- 
ing to its permanent home at the chamber of- 
flee. " ':: 
Submission forms are available at the Ter' i~ 
race Art Gallery, the Red Raven Gallery in the f~i~ii 
Skeena Mall, the Terrace and District Cham-"~! 
ber of Commerce and from The Bevelled 
contest?' And we said; Great idea!'" chamber 
president Sheila Love said. 
The contest, which asks for submissions re- 
lated to the theme, Old Terrace, pays tribute 
to the town's history while luring new talent o 
the forefront. 
Love said the chamber is offering a tanta- 
lizing prize for the winning entry - $750 and 
the pledge that the piece will go on permanent 
display. 
The Terrace Art Gallery is helping to coor- 
• : Edge. . . . . .  ~ ~ ' 
"We want to support artists in our commun= i : It's $10 per entry, with a maximum of  two ::i 
ity but we don't have the money ourselves," submissions per person. The contest is open to 
Strumecki said. ' works in all traditional media: oil, Waterco- 
He said contest submissions will be dis- Iour, photography, ceramics, carvings, Sculp- 
played at the Terrace Art Gallery from June 13 
to July 13. 
"We're really excited to see what kind of 
art will come out of the woodwork," Strumecki 
added. : " , 
The winner will be announced a few weeks 
later, during Riverboat Days in early August. 
ture and even stained glass - but not videos, 
computer graphics or animation. 
To qualify, the piece must be original art 
work created in the last year that has never 
been displayed before. 
The winner will be chosen, by a panel of 
judges. 
An intro to the Immortal Bard 
Skeena Junior prepares to enter the upcoming high school zone drama festival 
By JENNIFER LANG 
SKEENA Junior Secondary's Fine 
Arts department offers Terrace au- 
diences a sneak peek at its high 
school drama festival entry,•Sha- 
kedown Shakespeare, on Friday 
night. 
The one-act comedy takes its 
inspiration from a certain brooding 
Danish prince named Hamlet who 
can't figure out his next step. 
While it's a modern treatment, 
the actors are required to deliver 
some of Shakespeare's actual 
lines of dialogue. 
For'many in the young cast - 
mostly Grade 8 students joined by 
a few Grade 9s and 10s - rehear- 
sals were their first introduction to 
the Immortal Bard. 
"1 knew it would be a really 
good way to start teaching kids 
about Shakespeare," director and 
drama teacher Dawn Marshall 
says. 
The story follows the tortured 
Hamlet into a eafe, where he be- 
gins confiding in the proprietor, 
setting off a series of choice 
scenes from three of the Bard's 
greatest ragedies: Romeo and Ju- 
liet, Khzg Lear and Macbeth. 
(Expect he stage to be littered 
with corpses,) 
Despite the dramatic source 
material - and subject matter -
there are plenty of laughs in the 
play, penned by Yvette Nolan and 
Phillip Adams. 
And no Shakespearean tragedy 
is complete without a good, 
swashbuckling fight scene (or two 
• or three) to spice up the action. 
The show promises unusual 
sword p lay ,  done with kitchen 
utensils l i ke  ladles and pastry 
brushes. 
The show debuts at the R,E.M, 
KING LEAR (Mike Beshara) and his daughters (from left) played by Mary Warner, Brittany Green- 
wood and Kyla O'Donnell in Shakedown Shakespeare. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
Lee Theatre a week before it en- 
ters competition at the Skeena 
Zone High School Drama Festi- 
val, hosted in Terrace March 6-8. 
"It's simply because I think the 
kids need to perform before an au- 
dience before it goes to festival," 
Marshall says. 
The play will compete against 
six other high school productions, 
have a good show," she adds. "It's goes head to head with Miss  
the whole, entire process ! think is Temptation (Prince Rupert) and 
so important." One Day at the Zoo (Charles Hays) 
She also wants students to on Friday, March 7. 
realize just how many people are The zones wind up with The 
involved in backstage duties, Bridge (Prince Rupert) and Cale- 
whether it's working the lights or donla's third entry, The Great  
assisting with makeup. Gromboolian. 
Two Terrace productions open Award presentations take place 
the three-day festival, Skeena Ju- Sunday, March 9 at the Caledonia 
offering students a chance to see nior's Shakedown Shakespeare lecture theatre. 
what their counterparts from and.Cup Final, presented by Cale- The best play will represent the 
schools in the region are doing., donla Senior Secondary. , Skeena zone at the  provincial 
• "The important part of this ns Another Caledonia productloni high school drama festival at the 
we've worked really hard and we The ImportancelofBelng Earnest, ~ University of B,C, May 22,25. 
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PUBS & 
CLUBS 
GATOR'S PUB: Dr. Rock to March 8. Live music 
weekly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  
BEASLEY'S MIX: Tasha's back every Friday night, 
Watch your favourite sports progr"ams on a large 
screen TV. 
GEORGES PUB: Semi Chronic. Feb, 27 to 29. 
HANKY PANKY'S is your dance party night club, 
No cover, Free pool Wednesday, college night Thurs- 
day, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Friday and Saturday. 
Karaoke contest Sunday and Monday. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Karaoke Fridays at 
8 p,m, Saturdays, Frank and Friends play. Meat draw 
starts at 4:30 p.m. All members welcome; bring a 
guest. Opens at 3 p,m. 
CONCERTS 
[] Tri School Band Telethon. Sunday, March 2 at 
the R.E,M, Lee Theatre, From 5-8:30 p.m. Perfor- 
mances by Skeena Junior Secondary, Thornhill Junior 
Secondary and Caledonia Senior Secondary school 
bands. Please support local high school band pro- 
grams. To make a pledge, call 635-6531 during the 
event or drop by in person, 
[] Composer, musician and guitarist Pavlo per- 
forms at the R.E.M, Lee Theatre March 5 His music 
combines Flamenco, Latin and classical guitar with the 
Greek bouzouki. Nominated for best instrumental 
i 
. . . .  : ~ • The Tenace Standa~ is now [ ]  • 
. . . .  
: , ~i~ ' . , .:~,,~:,"- ~/  Olll , ..% ~i  ~ 
www.terr iced= mdard nnm . . _ . , . . . . . . ,  SCENE tne 
album of the year for the 2000 Juno awards. Presen- 
ted by the Terrace Concert Society. Show at 8 p.m. 
Tickets at Cook's Jewellers in the Skeena Mall. 
THEATRE 
[] Skeena Fine Arts presents Shakedown Sha- 
kespeare, a one-act play by Yvette Nolan and Phillip 
Adams, Friday, Feb, 28 at the R,E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Admission $4. Show starts at 8 p.m, 
[] Skeena Zone High School Drama Festival. 
March 6-8 at the R.E.M, Lee in Terrace. Perfor- 
mances at 8 p,m, Tickets at the door; $5 per evening. 
March 6: Cup Final (Caledonia) and Shakedown Sha- 
kespeare (Skeena); March 7 The/mportance of Being 
TORONTO recording i ~: 
artist Pavlo appears at = 
the R .E .M.  Lee  
Theatre Wednesday,  
March 5. Presented by 
the  Terrace Concert 
Society, 
Earnest (Caledonia) Miss Temp- 
tation (Prince Rupert) One Day 
at the Zoo (Charles Hays), March 
8 The Bridge (Prince Rupert) 
and The Great Gromboolian Plain 
(Caledonia), Best play will pro- 
ceed to the provincials at UBC 
May 22-25, 
[]  John Brady, author of A 
Stone of the Heart, All Souls, and 
Wonderland, presents a literary 
reading at the Terrace Public U- 
bran/March 8 at 2 p,m. Call 638-8177 for more in- 
formation. 
Cheek out our site or call 63a-7283 for advertising Informstlon 
VISU.-, L ARTS 
[] Edward Epp; Freighters, Ships and Trains: 
Paintings from Prince Rupert Harbour. At the 
Terrace Art Gallery to March 2. Also featuring 
woodwork by Tony Wall and pottery by Dan Condon. 
Fax 638, 8432 to make the sCENEi :: ! ~ ::: i ; ::: 
D e a dtin e .is :: 5 p.mi ThutSday,. Eve b ts 'i wifl. i :... 
'run = spacep~rmitting'.::'!.i ;::;i:iiii:" :~ : i  ::!' .! : : 
. ;ilDIqq-'l|S 635,TIPS 
THURSDAY, FEB, 27 Arts, Craft and Home Business fair now avail- 
SAFEWAY 
www.sa feway.com 
f R~C"E T~ER~"C"CE 
www.ter raceautomal l .vom 
i n fo@ter raceautomal l . com 
STANma ARD 
advertising @terracestandard.com 
newsroom @ terracestandard.com 
Your  webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be  here!  
Contact  us  a t  638-7283 
Enjoy the Ad,  at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
FEBRUARY/MARCH 
Palntlng by Marek Waszklewlcz 
(known as Markus) - upper lobby) 
_March 
March 5, 2003 - The Terrace Concert Society.~ ::!i 
• presents "Pavlo'~, Canada's Mediterranean 
Guitarist, Composerand Serisatl00l !i18i00 p.m. 
- Tickets available:at Cook's Jewellers :; 
March 6,7,8, 2003i:S~eo~a lone Hlgh:Scilool Drama 
:~ Festival (seven plays from the Northwest) 
~8:00 p,m.:~$5.00per vening or purchase 
a three night pass for $12.00 -Tickets at the 
door and from Caledonia Fine Arts students 
March 10, 2003 - Ballot Jorgen presents "Romeo and 
Juliet" Come and enjoy this rare and exhilarating 
performance. 8:00 p,m,- Tickets available at 
Cook's Jewellers 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available' at 
Cook's Jewofiers 
in the Skeena Mal! 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Unlglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
Cancer Support Group for family and friends able. Deadline is March 3. For more information 
meets Feb. 27 at the Stepping Stones Club- call Barb at 632-5012 or Riverlodge at 632- 
house, 4450 Greig Ave., at 7 p.m, The group 8970, 
meets every second and fourth Thursday of the 
month. For info call Craig at 635-0049. A Charter Public Schools Conference is 
: p armed for May 19 in Ke owna Formore nfoi~ 
SATURDAY. MARCH ~'imahon,ca tO ',freeil,886!860:00291 ..... : ~ 
Maple Syrup Sugar Shack Festival at Herit- 
age Park Museum, from 12:30-3 p,m, Barbecue, 
sac races, X-country ski games, face painting, 
kids' prizes, Presented by AFFNO and Terrace 
Tourism, Admission $2 or $5 per family, A Ter- 
race 75th Birthday event, 
SUNDAY. MARCH 2 
Peace Rally. If you oppose the war on Iraq and 
support peace, bring your family and friends to 
a peace rally on Sunday, March 2 at 2 p,m. in Ki. 
timat, across from the Cenotaph. Bring a candle 
and hot chocolate, 
TUESDAY. MARCH 4 
Terrace Toastmasters meets Tuesday, March 
4 at the Telemedia Boardroom, back alley en- 
trance, Learn to speakjn public with ease and 
confidence, Meetings on the first and third 
Tuesdays of the month from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m, 
For info call Wendy at 635-3901 or Leydi at 
636-8857, 
The Breastfeeding Support Group holds its 
monthly meeting March 4 at 7:30 p.m, in the 
Vera Henry Memorial Education Room at Mills 
Memorial Hospital, All morns with nursing child. 
ran welcome. Bring questions and concerns, meet 
• other morns, have a snack and a night out, Call 
Cathy at 635-7397, 
SATURDAY. MARCH 
The Terrace Public Library hosts Down By 
the Wizard of Books, a children's program by 
Talking Lobster Productions, Sing-alongs, dan- 
crag, musical instruments, comedy and reading, 
Join us March 8 at 10:30 a,m, Free but please 
register in advance in person or by calling 638. 
8177. 
Crime writer John Brady, author of the re- 
nowned Matt Minogue mystery series, presents a 
literary reading at the Terrace Pub.lic Library 
March 8 at 2 p,m. Call 638-8177 for more infor- 
mation, 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Dr. Seuss's Birthday, Sunday March 2, Come 
and celebrate at the Terrace Public Library 
with stories and fun from 1:30-2:30 p.m. For 
children aged three and up, Free but please re- 
gister in advance in person or by calling 638. 
8177, 
Homeschool Fun at the Terrace Public Li. 
brary, This month's theme is "Nutrition", Friday, 
March 7 from 1-3 p,m. all grades welcome, Free 
but please register in advance in person or by 
calling 638-8177, 
Bible talks Sundays at 3:30 p,m. at the Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St, 
Does your loved one have a brain disorder 
such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, de. 
pression, panic/anxiety disorder, personality 
disorder or OCD? For free information and/or 
support call Northwest B,C, Schizophrenia co- 
ordinator in Terrace at 635-8206 or toll free: 
1-666-7877 (FAM-SUPP), Or attend the Ter- 
race Support Group on the third Tuesday of the 
month (except July, August and December) at 
7:30 p,m, at #102- 4450 Grieg Ave, 
Snowman Building Contest continues all 
month long to Feb. 28. Snow or no snow, be 
creative! Presented by Terrace Tourism. Four 
categories: best effort, most creative, best 
dressed, and most grandiose (size does 
matter), Take a photo of your snowman and sub- 
mit it to Terrace Tourism, Drop by the Visitor 
Info Centre or call 635.4546, Photos of entries 
on view at the Skeena Mall, 
The Northwest B,C. Harley Davidson owners 
Group, or HOG, is raffling off a 100th anniver- 
sary edition 2003 Standard Softtail, The draw 
takes place March 22 at a HOG dance at the 
Elk's Hall, Proceeds will be given to the Muscular 
Dystrophy Association of Canada, Raffle tick- 
ets and dance tickets for are available from 
HOG members, Call Arlene at 635-2035 or John 
at 635-4242 for more information, 
Al.Anon offers a program of recovery for 
those whose lives ~ave been adversely affected 
by the problem of alcoholism in a relative, part- 
ner or friend Meetings are Thursdays at 7 .  
8:30 p,m, at the Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre 4542 Park Ave, Men and women wel. 
come, Call Carol at 638-7884 or Cheryl at 635. 
9331. 
Join the Terrace Community Bandl Adults 
with previous wind or percussion experience 
needed. Rehearsals Tuesdays from 7-9 p,m. at 
the Caledonia band room, Call Wayne: 635-4294 
TOPS BC meets every Thursday evening at 
Mills Memorial in the basement cafeteria, 
Weigh in at 6 to 7:15 p,m, Meeting from 7:30. 
8:15 p,m, Everyone welcome. Call 635-7519. 
Alzheimer's Support and Education Group 
meets on the second Wednesday of each month 
at the conferertce room at Terraceview Lodge. If 
Alzheimer's or other geriatric dementias touch 
your life, you are welcome to attend, For further 
information, call Aveline at 798.2581 or Doris 
at 635-0223, 
The Canadian Cancer Society is taking or. Dad's Group meets Mondays from 5:30-7:30 
ders for bunches of daffodils to be delivered p,m, at 4665 Park Ave, Sponsored by the Ter. 
March 27-28, Call 638.8583 to place an order, race Child Development Centre, The focus is re. 
For information about emergency aid or peer cognizing and supporting the valuable rote fa- 
support programs call 638.8583, thers play in their child's life. Parenting sup. 
r 2 port speakers, information, Call 635.1830, 
Application forms for Kitlmat's Spring 003 
FEBRUARY SPECIALS 
For The Month Of February, Enjoy! 
• • Lunch  11-4  p .m.  
, ~ ) ,  Homemade Turkey  
Stew & B iscu i t s  
anlad. 
DznnerAf le r4p .m.  . ~  
You,. qhoic.e.of BBQi 
H0ne  Garl,6or : t 
Teriyaki Ribs & Wings-  | 
served with rice pilaf, caesar salad and garlic pita bread, I 
'VALENTINES WEEKEND SPECIAL" 
Seafood Lovers Platter 
Start with shrimp caesar salad followed with mushroot" ~ U 
neptune, skewered prawns, scallops wrapped in bacon, ~ 
served on a bed of rice pilaf, fresh vegetables, - -  -- 
seafood cocktail sauce and garlic pita b r e a ~ 7 ~ ~  
Add Sirloin Steak for only $4.99 ~ ~ ~ ~  
/ ' , . 
B~t~ ~ ]~k~Tr~k~l Whery good food brings I 
the famdy together r COUNTRY li_. ]J i__ llJ ' . 
4702 Lake lse  Avenue,  Ter race  635-6302 ,~ 
took. 
. . 
Baby's Name: 
Emily Marie 
Date & l~ne of Birth: 
Feb. 11, 2003 at 12:45 a.m. 
Weight: 8lbs. 8 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Ian & Nancy Parkes 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Seth Logan 
Date & 'time of Birth: 
Feb. 14, 2003 at 2:38 a.m. 
Weight: 8lbs. I I oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Melanie &Philip Tall 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Francis Marc Daniel 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Feb. 12, 2003 at 12:39 p.m. 
Weight: 10 Ibs. 4 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Mavis Nisyok & 
Francis Morven 
Baby's Name: 
Ashton Channing 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Feb. 15. 2003 at 5:07 a.m. 
Weight: 8Ibs. 5 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Jason &Jaime Percy 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
ShadeDonavin William 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan. 17, 2003 at 4:30 p.m. 
Weight: 9 lbs. 15 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Amy McFce & 
Jonathan Cross 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Jackson Robert Edward 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan. 22, 2003 at 5:27 p.m. 
Weight: 8lbs. 6 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Suzanne Given & 
Bdan Reimer 
 rugs' Baby club and' 
 receive- their first 
I  und Teddy Bear 
O. 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, B,C, , 
la 
MEMBERS OF Thornhill Junior's j~ .ensemble.are just one of the bands fea- 
iured at the telethon. All three Iocaaign SChOOlS taKe part. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
  chooi bands launch 
i: 
a music.filled oeal 
Tri Schoo l  Band Felethon takes place Sunday 
' By JENNIFER LAiG participating in the event. 
MUSICIANS from three loci schools are Band students take pledges prior to the 
the star attraction at Sunda~ht the R.E.M. 
Lee. / 
The annual Tri Schoo~Band Telethon 
is a fundraiser for b~'d programs at 
Thornhili Junior SecorJary, Skeena Ju- 
nior and Caledonia J'¢nior Secondary 
School. -/ 
The telethon begi~ at 5 p.m. March 2 
and wraps up ate:' 
concert, but supporters are also encour- 
aged to call 635-6531 (Caledonia's tele- 
phone number) during the telethon to 
pledge a donation. 
Money raised helPS purchase band uni- 
forms and pays for travel expenses, festi- 
val entry fees and other costs. 
This year,,Thornhill Junior's bands are 
i taking part in 
' ;, an exchange around 8:30 p.m./" 
You're invited to' Money raised helps purchase with Reynolds 
drop by the theatr/ band uniforms and pays for.travel Secondary in 
and watch the p.¢( expenses  and other feesi ~ i Victoria. The 
formances live, ~r ~. i Thornhill Ju- 
stay home a,ld n/or students 
iune in to Mona~h Cable Community 10. visit the/i" Vancouver Island hosts at the 
Expect to hear a wide selection of or- 
chestral music, frdm classical to movie 
themes and bothpopular and standard 
jazz ensemble numbers. Caledonia Se- 
nior's choir will also perform. 
At least 200' music students will be 
tail end of April. 'i 
Not ;)ong after ithat, band students from 
Caledonia Senior Secondary, under the 
direction of band ileader Geoff Parr, will 
be heading to Whistler, B.C. for a music 
competition. ' 
14-Hers sound offl 
WHAT DO Rocky Mountain Big Horn Sheep have 
to do with helicopters, Scoohy Doe or ice cream? 
They were all subjects contestants chose to talk 
about for the Shamrock 4-H club's public speaking 
contest, held at the Zion Baptist Church Feb. 15. 
Other topics were just as varried: Valentines 
Day, rainbows, basektball , puppies, sheep safety, 
mice, eagles and penguins, birds, ballet and food. 
There were also some amazing impromptu 
speeches by club seniors, club reporter Rachel Ha- 
iiski says. 
The club extends a special note Of thanks to 
judges John Crawford, Cst. Jeanette Beauregard, 
Vicky McQuade, Henry Dreger, Andrew Weber 
and Margaret Gillgan. 
Here are the results. Seniors: Carrie Koopmans 
placed third, Rachel Muller second, and Elizabeth 
Esau came first. Juniors: Connor Wreggit was 
sixth, Rebecca Esau fifth, Tanis Place fourth, Eli- 
zabeth Peters third, Morgen Oleksewich second 
and club president Jessiea Peters was awarded first 
place. Preelubbers: Rene Ewald third, Jessica 
Ewald second and Cassie Wreggit first. 
The Zion Baptist Church is the I~cation for the 
upcoming regional 4-H public speaking contest, 
taking place March 8 at 1 p.m. 
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will be holding their 
AHHUAL GENERAL MEETING 
Wednesday, March 12, 2003 at 7:00 pm 
Basement of R.C.M.P. Detachment, Terrace 
Election of Officers will be held at this time. 
If you are interested in becoming a member 
or wish more information, phone Terri at 
638-7400 
I 
i 
I 
t 
:11  
Easiest RRSP 
Contr ibut ions Ever! 
I~(o) :kd: l=l : l :  i[-'f;~vJ I ~ ( r~"~ :J: ! hV, I :IN: f:lu d :n :t t.{.:,] -JI 1[.Td ~ i 
,o..°o,,n, ,o,., m,, on I ,o,o I I 
$3,000 74 J 3,326 I I  
$5,000 123 I 5,546 I ! 
, 0,oo0 I 
~ NORTHERN SA V I N G 5  ' 
CREDIT  UNION 
ww w,n  or th  s a v e . c o  m 
l, AssumeslyearloanatPdmerateof4.5% 3. Figuresareroundedlothe~arestdolJar 
2, Assumes3-yeartenn~lep~sitat35%perannurn 4. Ratesaresut)jecttochangewithoutnot~ce 
Z 
2003 H igh lander  FWD'  
T°yota H'hlander is the perfect answer f°r th°se wh° 6 8 
want the.room and versatility,of an S UV, combined with 
~the smooth ride and easy hand/in& ~'f a luxury sedan. L 
And it's now available with your c~iice of an economical ; _ 
4-cylinder engine, or a kick-tarm~ 220 hp V-6, ~ ~ ; i - ' .  :Financing 
!! ! ~ ,tom 3 .9  *~°~c 
.: 2003 RAV4 4,dob.r 
,.; Redesigned and all revved~up with a spirited 
r 2.0 litre, 148 hp, engine RAV will turn heads 
as you carve comers, Wiih bold lines outside 
I', andchampagne-colourid gauges inside, RAY 
1' 
;, is the ultimate urban f/de and tough off-road Financing 3.9%0AC 
. . . . .  " ~,~;'~"~ . . ' from i " l sport vehicle, all in cne. . . .  :~:: ~:~(..~ : r :,~ .; 
per mo./48 me.lease. 
$4,635 down payment 
or equivalent trade 
I or Purchase $~' .~ ~r~J~ 
for ~ ,#, .#~# 
per mo./48 me.lease. 
$3,960 down payment 
or equivalent rade 
orPurchase $25t364 
for . ,- 
[~. 20 '03 .  " / CE ~ :I~ I Suenna Plus " ' 
You don't hav,~ to compromise persona/stile for room I $4,708 down payment 
i for a growin~fami/y. Sienna's sleek fines and responsive . . . .  
~ . Lease or equivalent trade 
performanceS' will excite any driver. Plus dual sliding doors, from 
~.i steering wlleel-mounted satellite stereo controls, and I 
t ~1 . . . . . .  ~ ' .  ~,aooin~ 0.9~0~ c j orPur~se S30,346 
, : .ava i lab le  fldeo entertainment system; .":  ':; :; :,: ; from for 
!!1 
! 
. . . . . .  • .... D e a l e r s  ' Toyota BC 
[ -i ~' ~//!?~ . . . . . . .  " " 
, ~ IT PAYS TO READ THE FINE PRINT: Vehicle mild! may riot be exactly as shown. Lease and linlnc! iffir! I|r qualified retail cuslomzrs onl'f onnew 2003 models aid and dllivirid hfl|! Fibruary 28. 2003. Lease paymnts of S368 for the 2003 lie§blander rWD GD21APlA) based on 48.month walkiway 
! f~="~,:~ i"~hsUn~".T~"~"~b"pti"~sz2~n~y~""~smI~h~2~3RAv44~"~2~M(Ajb~d~8~"~"w~"~v~withs3~6~"~n~T~i~h"g~"~s1B~e24~"~"w""~s2"t~t"~2~3s~"~cE~"zmcs~"~e~t"w~"~ 
[ . ~a  ~-w~, j  ;lean wi1554//08 down. Total ease Ibligatilns ll'i $1e,ueo, t , , , ,  pro,at,  U,,,d,n, maximum of 96,000 kin. Additional charges ate l O¢/km. Licml, insurance, and appliclble |axe! if! extra, Purchase pdce includes a maximum for height and pte.delivuy inspection of $1,380 for 2003 Highlander FWD and 2003 
'. ~ . ~; ~' : S sins CE P us and $1290 k(  2003 RAV4 4.dHt; Othir payaent plln! avaikhll. Dedlr may lease/sell kf toss. Same conditians Ippty, and dfen may change without efface, See your padicipltin| Toyota DC Dealers far more dltails. 
~ ~ ~.~ i'~'~]" - . . . .  , 
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A principal and pioneer 
YVONNE MOEN 
IN THE beginning of Jan- 
uary, I received a letter 
wondering if I would be in- 
terested in doing a write 
up of  the passing away of 
Anne Ferguson (nee Lips). 
Anne was part of a pio- 
neer family in Terrace who 
moved here from Unity, 
Sask, when she was six 
years •old. 
She completed her ele- 
mentary schooling in Ter- 
race and her secondary 
education in Prince Rupert 
and Chilliwaek. 
Upon temple{ion of 
high school, she thought 
she would like to become 
a nurse. And with that in 
mind, she began training 
with the Sisters of St. Jb- 
seph in Victoria. 
However, her career 
aspiration changed ~md 
with that came a move to 
Vancouver. She lived with 
the Sisters of Service 
while completing the re- 
quirements to become a 
teacher at the Vancouver 
Normal School She taught 
at various schools around 
the province and during 
the Second World War, 
including for a short time 
at Remo. 
Anne returned to Ter- 
race, taking over as princi- 
pal and teacher at the Kit- 
sumgallum School a the 
corner of Hwy 16 west and 
Kenney St. 
By 1946, she had her 
BA and shortly afterward 
she acquired a high school 
teacher certificate. While 
teaching school in Ter- 
race, she met her husband, 
ANNE FERGUSON was a member of the Lips fami- 
ly, one of Terrace's pioneer families. , . . . . .  
led' at Capilano View Ce- 
metery in West Van. 
Now, a little about the 
Lips family: Anne's father, 
Joannes (John) Baptiste 
Lips was born on Feb. 18, 
1881, in Odelam, .Belgium 
and emigrated to Manitoba 
in about 1905. He heard of 
homesteads being offered 
for the taking in Saskat- 
chewan. 
So in 1907, he applied. 
for a 160-acre tract in the 
district of Unity. He built a 
sod shack and travelled 70 
miles to North Battleford 
for supplies. One day, he 
went to visit d neighbour 
three miles away. No one 
was home and he froze his 
feet while returning'to his 
own place. It being winter, 
he crawled about on his 
hands and knees to get 
firewood. 
Unity was in the mak- 
son. After an auction .sale 
of things, he left for Ter- 
race. 
Mrs. Lips and the three 
children joined him it: 
1920. Their first home was 
home on'Park Ave.; later, 
M r. Lips took up a home- 
stead on the Old Remo 
Road. They built a house 
and barn and took along 
with them a wagon, two 
horses, a cow and some 
chickens. 
Later the Lips moved 
back into town, settling on 
a. farm on Pear St. They 
acquired the adjacent 
property from J.K. Gordon. 
The Lips were well 
known throughout the dis- 
trict fbr their produce. 
Many pioneers remem- 
ber the Lips as hardwork- 
mg people. John Lips used 
a wheelbarrow to take his 
produce to market. In her 
PRE-IHVEHTORY SALE 
Hugh Ferguson, who was a ing. Mr. Lips divided his later years, Hermania, his Indep_endentlndustrial Xerox 
school i nspect0r~., time between the farm and wife, was almost doubled ~ ,~ Janitor s Warehouse Tom Vi~ue &Vic Chobotar ~,~ 
. . . . .  ' ' " " . . . . . . . . .  over with cri li . . . .  I I ,  Jeans N°rth r ..... ' , Llyod.S~ott ', . . . . . . .  ,',11 .... constructtoq o the town- , pp ng arthn- . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  • ( . . . .  J P :l'ruckln ~R d Klvss - ,. .... They ~ere .ma~iedand ................................................. g ............... ~.~ y . . . . . . . . . .  ,.~ 
s i te ,  where he dug many'  .t]s. She still took.produce : I !1  H then Anne devoted herself ~ Ka um Tire ' ' ' ' :Dean & N6~I nerTurner:., ' . i  
to raising their two child- basements by hand. He me clilld S wagon to sell p ~  ~ ~  
ren, Ian and Jeanie. was a painter and decora- to the local stores. ~ ,~ '~ ¢~______,,,,,,~,,i~ 
WELCOME 
Once her children were 
well established in school, 
Anne went back to teach- 
ing for a short time at 
Sherwood Park Elementary 
in North Vancouver. And 
for a time in the 1970s, 
she enjoyed working ~as a 
real estate agent, as well. 
Having her son, Ian, 
living at home during the 
past 12 years allowed 
Anne to remain in the fa- 
mily home in West Van- 
couver. She was able to do 
so many ofthe things that 
were important to her -  
right until the end. 
She passed away on 
Oct. 21, 2002. She is bur- 
tar by trade. He was also 
fluent in five languages, so 
was also called upon to in- 
terpret. 
He later rented the farm 
out and took a trip to his 
homeland of Belgium, 
where he married Herma- 
nia DeRoo of Knesslaire. 
Upon returning to Unity, 
they built a home on the 
farm. Their son, August, 
was born on May 18, 1913. 
The Lips had two more 
children, daughter Anne 
and son Hillaire, who be- 
came a doctor. 
After the First. World 
War, Mr. Lips sold the 
farm to veteran Art Han- 
The "orchard contained a
great variety of fruit trees, 
among the apples were 
yellow transparents, now, 
Jonathan and crab apples. 
There were sweet and sour 
cherry trees, and a pear 
tree. J.K. Gordon used. to 
ship apples to Great Bri- 
tain from his orchard in 
Terrace. The Okanagan 
had nothing on Terrace for. 
its fruit. 
The Lips family is still 
long remembered in Ter- 
race, as is Anne Ferguson, 
as a principal and teacher 
and as another member of 
a pioneer family. 
e management and 
at Terrace Motors 
)ta extend to Ted a 
,~welcorne to our team. 
:d~ on in for a coffee 
! ~w Ted to assist you 
h y~ vehicle needs. 
Sale ends March 1st ,~:~ i~'~ :~I ',',r ===-= ::: ~;.. ,,,.:.:'~<(:~: ...;' 
E 4912Hwy. 16 West 
635-6558 
1-800-313-6558 
v6vw.ter raceautomall.com 
• access . toyota .ca ,  
. . . .  T .L .T .  
- .  P resents  
~-~/  \~~ ' , 
" Theoroanizingcommi/teeforthe %= J o h n  Pati ck Shanley's 
I Trucker's Christmas Parly ~ ~r A_  
would like to/hank all the following P S Y C a T S I A '  
companies, business and individuals for their 
donations and support hat helped make our N i ~ 
20thmnnualparlyamemorablesuccess. A  S E X  ~ & I S  
a result of/heir mostgenerous donations- we 
were able to donate $2,500 from/he proceeds ~, 
to the following five local charities. 
Akita Trans. Kermode Auto Sports Ltd. T~B~/ / /  • ~k ¢ 
AL-C's Glass Kondolas r io  ~tO 
AIcan Ken'sMarine d~ ~lS SO~S Bandstra Transportation Keenleyside Ins. (7 ,/,,~/~'/~ 
Systems Ltd. • L;ndsay's Cartage& Storage L,:'~' 
Bear Creek Contracting Mr. Mike's " ~ ,~ ~¢"~;, 
Bear Country Inn N.W.C. College \ Best Weslern Terrace Inn North West Fuels _. 
.or,,ooo., 00,.r. 
Canadian Freigh~ays Northern Motor nn . 
\ Cedarland Tire Save On Foods 
Cavalheiro Fashions Pizza Hut 
Carlson Wagonlit Peterbilt Trucks \ 
Curves Radio Shack ,. Oireaed by P.,obe~t Ot~Idale Coast Inn oF the West Red Carpet Coffee 
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. River Industries " ": 
Canadian Tire Raincoat Cranes 
Ghevron Canada Ltd. Sidewalkers Al i l~, ,dl~ 
Cedarland Tire Sighl& Sound .. 
Denny's Restaurant " SEeena Valley G. off ". :~111~ g i~t  
Dr. Murphy & Country. ,dlub 20 .  ~1.  ~2.  
Dyno Nobel Titan Skeeno Hotel • 
Fv's Men's Wear Top Knotts g~ 28e 29 Finning Tractor T&N Pilot Services .~ 
Fountaqn Tire Totem Ford dtthe 
Golden Flame Totem Furniture " dpril 3, 4. & ~3 
Gemma's Terrace Chrysler McC, oli Playhouse 
Hawkair Terrace Freighlliner 
Images by Karlene UAP/NAPA 
Inland Kenworth Williams Moving & Storage 
" | 
., ,..me)A ~,  ..................... Our'offlclat ticket outlet Is I 
I I 
4114 &Hgtl&l, 
Sunday, March nth - 11:30 a 
Shames Mountain 
OnJu]y2,2OO3, the IntemaUonal Skeena Mal l  -3773 .... 
OlympicCommltteewill deride March 7 & 8, 2003 ~~~'~ii!~~ ~ 
who will host the 2010 Olympic and ~!  
Paralympic'Wmter Games. SatUrday March 8, 9:30am-6pm .. 
of more than two billion people, the 
Games provide Terrace and the rest of 
British Columbia with an international 
stage to showcase our sport, tourism and 
business potential to the entire woridl 
• , ,,,y, 
Visit the ItV$ Our Tb~ to S/dm~ 
community tottr and its interactive 
displays and exhibits at ~eena Mail, 
I~rch  7 k Satu l~,  Mardl  8 
and learn more ~9out British Columbia's 
, • ~i?  
$75 entry fee per team of three ,curEs: 
Triple side-by-side slalom 3 pe 
• Includes a Free Mikeburger . MUST Include one female race 
. . " Two runs per team; best run. and a Challenge T shnrt 
' • You don t have to work for the, 
• Lift Tickets - 1/2 day rate • "Ringers" are encouragedl II 
. . . . . .  : spouses, klds.,.(If Ross Rebegllattl Is your buddy ,eB  L • a 
• i eam vr izes ana Jropnies. ~,g~5!macalll) ; :  '" r ~ , ,~  n ~ 
• A ~!~ " ii:i ! 
MOUNTAIN y ~/~'1c~1~" (refill i!'l 
~)!!i~.:: r ~ .  ~ ~. < " ~- '~"  O" ~' ~ " "  ', ~- '~  ~ '~; t ' , ' .~  ,~:  
~!~ ~.~, • 
2010 Bid, the proposed.venues, and the 
local sport and business opportunities 
that come with hosting the 2010 
, ~ !i~i  )!?i !~ ~! ~ ~i'~i,:i~il 
Winter Games. 
' i 
i 
:i 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
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ROB BROWN 
Ouch!  
T he People for  the Ethical Treatment 
of Animals have dug deep into their 
PETA pockets and spent millions of 
dollars on a war against anglers -
barbarians, they say - who derive 
perverse pleasure'from inflicting pain on fish. 
Commercial fisher folk who snare wild fish 
that will die by some form of asphyxiation, 
crushing, or clubbing, escape the ire of these 
sensitive doers of good• The net pens of aqua:- 
culture, concentration camps of the piscine 
world where inmatds are subjected to genetic 
experimentation a d fed chemicals to alter their 
morphology are ethically sound to PETA. 
Before they hurl 0ne,,more rockinto a l~rit- ; ' :  ".ia~ ' ' .  ~" ' , '~ '~ ~l~',~.',F. , , '>  ~ " 
ish trout stream, or call one,.more c'atch and re- 
lease angler a sadist, the PETA people will 
have to come to terms with the findings of Dr. 
James D, Rose, a professor of zoology and phy- 
siology at the University of Wyoming who has 
been working on questions of fish neurology for 
almost 30 years. 
In his recent paper Do F i sh  Fee l  Pa in? ,  Dr. 
Rose goes right to the heart Of the matter, which 
is to be found in the brains of fish and men. 
Pain, says Dr. Rose. has both a perceptual 
aspect and emotional aspect. For example, a 
few weeks ago I reclined in Dr. Rick Tabata's 
dental chair and watched a TV embedded in the 
ceiling as he deftly removed the decay and 
nerves from one of my incisors• I felt no pain, 
and, thanks to Dr. Tabata's considercable skill, 
,the only~,emotion I,e.xpe~e~ced w.as'r~li~f~ ~.,.~, 
!. W~ttiout freezml~,. ~t s" safe to s~y [ would 
f • " - - j  r t : ' t  ' ' ~ J ' , , 
have experienced a suite of contrasting emo- 
: tions. The nerves in my jaw were absorbing pain 
but Rick had chemically disabled the transmis- 
sion line that normally relays pain messages to 
my brain, proving that behavioural reaction to 
pain is separate from the pain itself. 
Physiologists refer to the detection of injury 
by the nervous system as nociception. Nocicep- 
tion, it turns out, does not have to be accompa- 
nied by that unpleasant psychological exper- 
ience we call pain• Brainless amoebas and star- 
fish react to nociceptive stimuli,/Yvithout being 
aware of it. 
In back-boned animals like/fish and men, 
the spinal cord and the brain stem control reac- 
tions to injuries. Human existefiee is dominated 
by functions of the massively'developed e re- 
• * 1 . • • 
bral hemispheres. F~sh have only pnmmve cere- 
bral hemispheres and their existence is domina- 
ted by brain stem functions. ,The brains of verte- 
brate animals differ greatly in structural and 
functional complexity. C/old-blooded animals, 
such as fish, frogs, salamandei's, lizards and 
snakes, have simpler bralns than warm-blooded 
vertebrates. Fish have the simplest types of 
brains of any vertebrates, while humans have 
the most complex brains of any species. 
Specific regions of the human cerebral 
hemispheres, gspecially the frontal lobes, gen- 
erate the unpleasant emotional aspect we know 
as pain• But, as Dr. Rose points out, these re- 
gions simply do not exist in the much simpler 
brains of fish. A fish: brain is a regulator capable 
of a limited number of operations. 
Dr. Rose uses an automotive analogy: think 
of a fish's brain as a "1949 Volkswagen auto~ 
mobile," he suggests. "By comparison, the 
human brain is built on the same basic plan as 
that of a fish, but with its massive expansions 
and additional capacities the human brain is 
more like a modern luxury car with all-wheel 
drive, climate control, emission controls, elec- 
tronic fuel injection, anti-theft devices and 
computerized systems monitoring. These refine- 
ments and additional functions couldn't exist 
without massive additional hardware. The mas- 
sive additional neurological hardware of the 
human cerebral hemispheres makes possible the 
psychological dimensioh of our existence, in- 
eluding pain experience." 
It appears that the s~, .,ggles of a fish in the 
talons of an eagle or the claws of a bear are no 
more a result of suffering any more than the 
flight of a fish hooked by an angler. Does this 
flight we anglers call a fight signify fear? Unli- 
kely, argues Dr. Rose, who points out that some 
of the same brain regions responsible for pain 
are also responsible for that complex emotion 
we call fear; they too are absent in the brains of 
fish, 
Butterfly collectors who gas their ephem- 
eral victims then pin them to display boards and 
anglers who hook fish in the lips with barbless 
hooks - only to let them go so that they may re- 
produce - are not the:ogres bHgade~ of sancti- 
monious ethicists have made them out to be it 
seems : " " . ' '~  - -  " " . ~ r  " '  " " " I 
The PETA people. ; shou ld i loot~ 'foi" a oigger. 
bang for their bucks) , i ,  ' ;  '~'~" r't" : ~'~ " 1: 
ALL DUDDED UP: Terrace's red hot juvenile curlers are heading Team B.C. jackets and on and off-ice uniforms last week before 
to the Canada Winter Games in style - they were presented with leaving for New Brunswick. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Countdown to the games 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN can afford on the ice. to stay calm - it's the best thing we can do." 
TERRACE'S hottest een curling rink is just "We've got the sleeping plan, we've been Playing at the games will be unlike any 
days away from competing against he nation's in the gym, we're ready," says skip Michael event the boys have competed in before. Not 
top 13 teams as the Canada Winter Games get Dahms. only will the best young athletes in Canada be 
tinder wa in Bathurst;'N~w Brunswick:.",-'" ?~ "'! ['~!~he "sleeping plan, is meant to get !hem. ~ there, but so will the media. The event is 
[;iem~ covered by mamr 'television n~tworks The.exmteme~t . . . .  ~th'~d the ressur~,,-- h~s. ,  al~t~ugtomed, to, the,trine., hang .i • 
• . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' stich as TSN and CBC. b~'h building for.nearly a year;ever since the ~t'd~leihg the trip out east. It should h~l ease '~ . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~' "' " 
boys won gold at the 2002 B.C. Winter Games the jet lag that can knock the wind out of any But the boys feel prepared and know there's 
earning them the right to represent the pro- 
vince at this week's competition. 
Not bad for a team from deep in the north- 
west where curling clubs are separated by hun- 
dreds of kilometres and high level competition 
is hard to come by. 
The team is known for its natural talent, the 
ability to keep cool under pressure and an in- 
credible sense of dedication to their sport. 
Michael Dahms, Carl Haugland, Kore Me- 
ianson and Matt Gyorfi make up the quartet 
and for the past 10 months they've been train- 
ing hard on and off the ice. 
They work out at the gym several times a 
week, they have high level coaches helping 
train them mentally and physically and of 
course, they spend every bit of spare time they 
Sports Scope 
Numbers up for annual 
ladies Valentine spiel 
THIRTY teams took part in this year's annual adies Va- 
lentine's curling bonspiel at the Terrace Curling Club - 
and that's up from years gone by.. 
"1 put the poster up for 24 teams and by the time i 
turned around there were 18 teams igned up," says one 
of the ev.ent's organizers Burga Anderson. 
This year all but one event went to Terrace teams. 
The A event was won by the Joan Kucharyshen rink. 
The B event went to Kathy Simpson and the C was all 
Val Bakker's. 
Sherrie Seppala's rink from Kitimat took the D event. 
traveller. 
On Feb. 18 the team started going to sleep 
and waking up 20 minutes earlier every day. 
By the time they leave this week, they'll be 
hitting the sheets when most people are eating 
dinner and waking up when there's nothing but 
infomereials on late-night television. 
"it's kind of tough - I'm not used to getting 
up that early," says second Kore Melanson. 
"My dad comes in my room and he's like 'get 
up, boyl'" 
There's no more time for last minute prac- 
tises or advice. 
It's crunch time and the boys are as ready 
as they'll ever be. 
"There's going to be a lot of people and a 
lot of pressure," says lead Matt Gyorfi. "Trying 
only one way strategy to work with. 
"I 'm thinking about playing our game and 
curling our best," says third Carl Haugland. 
It's that kind of attitude which will serve 
them well once they step on the ice. 
Just going to the games is an honour and if 
they can achieve their goal of cracking the top 
three it'll just be icing on the cake. 
And just in case they need a little reassur- 
ance they just have to look to the stands - the 
seats will be packed with family members and 
friends making the trip to cheer them on. 
The team takes on Nova Scotia Mar. 2 in 
its first game of the tournament. 
They'll also face Saskatchewan, Newfound- 
land and Labrador and New Brunswick in 
round robin play before the finals begin Mar. 6. 
Centennial Christian School 
clinches top spot in zone 
CENTENNIAL Christian 
School's junior boys bas- 
ketball team recently 
played their way to a num- 
ber one finish in their 
zone. 
" I 'm very proud of 
them," says coach Tim 
Block. "They worked very 
hard all year in practise 
and in the games and they 
deserved what they got." 
The Feb. 14-15 cham- 
pionships were played in 
Houston and saw Houston 
Public, Houston Christian, 
Bulkley Valley Christian 
and Kispiox were all vying 
for top spot. 
Centennial Christian 
went undefeated in its 
three round robin games 
moving on to play Houston 
in the finals, 
Houston gave Terrace a 
run for its money but an 
early lead helped ensure 
the victory. 
The team has come a 
long way since the begin- 
ning of the season. 
"We lost two of our first 
three games at the begin- 
ning of the season," Block 
says. "They've greatly 
improved." 
Three players from 
Centennial Christian were 
also named to the all star 
team: Daryl Bandstra, 
Kyle Weibe and Tristan 
Higginson. 
Fired up over fastball 
SOME LOCAL fastbali enthusiasts are trying to get 
men's fastball back in action this summer. 
With Kitimat already boasting four teams, Terrace or- 
ganizers ar~ hoping to match that to allow fi~r some in- 
ter-city play. 
Men aged 14 and older are encouraged tocome out - 
experience isn't necessary. 
The league is looking to have a midget eam for play- 
ers aged 14-18, a men's team and a seniors team for 
players 40 and up. 
If you're interested call Ryan at 635-0825 or Norm at ~ 
635-2249. 
Check out the adventure 
THE SECOND annual Ter race  S tandard  Adventure 
Challenge is set go this summer and volunteers are nee- 
ded. 
The adventure challenge is the northwest's only out- 
door adventure sport series, ' ~i',:~:~!:~;~:t,' :~ ::' ~i ~ ; ~ ' ~. 
Athletes compete m swlmmt~A=unn!n~;~,_b,klng and ::~. 
rock climbing competitions throughout the summer bat- 
tling for points, glory and big prizes. 
Volunteers are needed for race days and behind-the- 
scenes duties. 
If you want to be part of the excitement call Sarah 
Zimmerman at 638-7283. ~ . . . . .  
;1 Play on 
T~tERE;Was~so~e great hockey action at the Terrace Arena Feb, 14-16 
as tfi~)~FNR J~[asslcs hosted the annual Oldtlmers hockey tournament, 
Teams from around the northwest t rde l~' l~n three divisions, Taking the 
Aspirin division was Stewart, the Tylenof "diVision was won by Terraci~'s 
Chapter One and Vanderhoof nabbed top spot In the Vlagra division. 
I 
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Terrain park's popularity soars , a , A  
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN " " - FOR THE OODLES OF young snow- . . • . . . .  
boarders line up hapha- ' " :  : IIILL$  
zardly  on the ski h i l l  just .:" M O U N T A I N  
itching to hit a rail, a t 
kicker or a wail. 
No, they're not venting 
their frustrations - they are 
eagerly waiting their re- 
spective turns to try out 
one of several features at 
Shames Mountain's newly 
developed terrain park. 
The terrain park is loca- 
ted on the Panhandler un 
and is dotted with jumps 
which lead r iders.-  and 
skiers too - onto smooth 
rails which they slide on, 
jump off and carry on 
down the hill. 
For the uninitiated it 
may be daunting but for 
many skiers and snowboar- 
ders the terrain park is a 
winter playland offering - 
them a chance to chal- 
lenge themselves and im- 
prove their skills. 
The popularity of the 
park is evident by the long 
queues of patient riders 
waiting to try new tricks. 
" I t 's  awesome," says 
Curtis deSousa, 13, who 
says he's tried most fea- 
tures at the park. 
He says the park is 
plenty of fun and gives 
him a chance to try new 
things on his board. 
His friends Kyle Cote, 
12, and Kevin Haworth, 
i 2, agree. 
" It 's just really fun 
watching other people do 
stuff and going up with 
.; your friends," Haworth 
. says. 
The park is also a train- 
: ing ground of sorts for 
older riders looking to get 
' into competitive snow- 
boarding. 
. Just three weeks ago, 
local rider Sylvie Gianne- 
lia nailed top spot at a 
lower mainland amateur 
competition, 
She competed on a 
course similar to the one 
at Shames in a slopestyle 
competition. Two other ri- 
.i ders from Prince Rupert 
: who:train.:atShames=also ':~:'-..... " ...... 
• placed first in their respec- 
tive categories. 
The terrain park also 
has it's own dedicated 
maintenance person. 
Local snowboarder  
~Tyler Wilson, 23, was 
hired by Shames Mountain 
this year to design and 
maintain the park. 
Hoopsters 
play to 
third at 
All Native 
tourney 
A FEW TERRACE bas- 
ketball players got in on 
the action at this year's 
All Native basketball 
Tournament making it to 
the top. three along the 
way. 
Arnie Pelletier h'elped 
New Aiyansh's Big Echo 
on its way to third place 
• finish in the senior men's 
division. 
And sisters Pam, 
Yvonne and Amanda 
Campbell all played for 
the Bella Betla women's 
team which also finished 
third at the tournament. 
The women's division 
was dominated by power- 
house hoopsters Metlakat- 
la, B.C. who beat Friend- 
ship House 85-51 in the 
final. 
The intermediate boys 
division saw Skidegate 
take top honours defeating 
Ahousat 77-61. 
The senior men's divi- 
;sion saw Hydaburg, Alaska 
'come in first for the fifth 
t ime in six years after bea- 
i ting Bella Bella 96-80. 
' And in the masters divi- 
',sion Metlakatla, Alaska 
loam out on top. 
• Up against Skidegate, 
:the Americans were able 
'to squeak by with a 6-point 
: margin winning 79-73. 
. • =. - ' /  . 
SNOWBOARDER Mike  Ta ls t ra  hits the  Ra inbow rail 
a t  Shames  Mounta in ' s  newly  deve loped  te r ra in  
park.  Ta ls t ra  upped the  ante  by r id ing a snow skate  
- a long skateboard  deck  mounted  on a short  skin- 
; - - :  
ny ski, The  Panhand ler  ski run is l i t tered with •jumps, 
rai ls and  a wal l  for r iders and  sk ie rs  to test  the i r  ski l ls 
on.  The  resor t  h i red  ded icated  employee  to  ma in -  
tain the  park .  SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
LIFTS RUN FROM g AM - 3:30 PM 
~WEDNESDAYS - SUNDAYS 
HcDoncdd's l idz. Compz 
for kids 5-14 years old 
Register now for spring Break sessions! 
Session I -March  17, 18, 19 
Session II - March 21, 22, 23 
3 day camps With 2 hours of instruction 
and a lunch provided by us each day. 
Space is limited - don't delay! 
CONTACT US: 5NO-PHONE: 1-STT-bgB-4754 
4544 LAKELSE PH: (250) 635-3773 
TERRACE, B.C. FAX: (250) 635-9773 
VSG 4A2 E-MAIL: ehamesmountaln~.,~lu~.net 
www.sha II1851110 Lll'l~ai11.COI11 
THREE WAYS TO BE PAYMENT.FREE 
PAYMENT-FREE e(~ 
FOR 12 MONTHS" I 
Get 12 months payment and interest fre 
on virtually all new 2003's. / 
/ 
Y2003 GRAND AM SE SEDAN 1 
..... - - i~ .~ 
' 2,2 L DOHC 'ECOTEC' 14O-HP Engine. Automatic'AC' Split Folding '~ 
F~ear Seats. CD' Power Door Locks. Cruise .Theft Deterrent System 
DRIVE AWAY WITHOUT PAYING CASH PURCHASE PRICE ~-,~., .... 
$294 ° 
LEASE PER MO/48 Me I INCLUDES FRI 
S0 DOWN PAYMENT AND PDI 
INCLUDES FREIGHT 
,o,O %' purchase 
financing 
PLUS PAYMENT-FREE 
FOR 100 DAYS 
Ask Your Dea ler  About  
the  No-charge Sunroof  
Opt ion on Grand.Am ...... 
1 
DRIVE AWAY 
WITHOUT PAYING' 
$0 first lease payment , 
$0  down payment 
$0  security deposit _ ~  
003 G, ~ P~2 GRAND PRIX 
,: i t~ 
• 3.8LV6 20 irro Trunk 
with Remote Keyless Entfi. CD. 16" Aluminum Wheels, Cruse .Theft 
Deterrent System. Dual Zone AC • 
SMARTLEASE, ~ , 
EASE PER M0/48 MO 
1,020 DOWN PAYMENT 
INCLUDES FREIGHT 
CH00SETHE LEASE 1"HATS RIGHT FOR YOU. 
Duum Line Wire T0Ul Duo 
P~mont 48 mon~ on ¢linln| 
$0, $366 $844 
$2,000 $322 $3,034 
$3,000 $3C0 $4,129 
100,000  KM 
"~:- 2003 BUICK 
;;L~) CENTURY CUSTOM 
"k 
,C: 
diP., 
y 2003 PONTIAC 
• MONTANA RWD 
• 3,1L V6 175HP Engine • Automatic • Dual Zone AC • &Speaker Stereo 
w/CD & Cassette. Power Driver's Seat. Power Windows/Mirrors~Locks with 
Remote Keyless Entry• Cruise. Theft Deterrent Syster~ 
SMARTLEASE CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
63,265 DOWN PAYMENT 
iNCLUDES FREIGHT 
~ J,0.POW[I'S I[$I 
~ PIIEMIUM ID$1ZE CAR . ,~  
MOlT FWL I~ l~ ¥AkP - - - . ~  
rive |TAR IARflY ILATINO," 
• 5-Year 1OO,OOOKM POWERTRAIN WARRANTY, with No Deductible 
• 3,4L V6 t85HP Eng~ne.Aut0matic. Power Windows/Mirrors/Locks • Dual Front and 
Side Impact Air BaD.AC. 7-Passenger Seating. CD. Fhp and F01d Removable S ats 
DRIVE AWAY WITHOUT PAYING CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
s368'  s25998 
LEASE PER MO/48 Me INCLUDES ~REIGHTAND PDI 
INCLUDES FREIGHT 
PONTIAC 
BUICK 
13ME: 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Disp lay ,  Word  Classi f ied and Classi f ied D isp lay  
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  When a stat holiday fal ls 
on a Saturday ,  Sunday  or  Monday ,  the  dead l ine  is 
Thursday  at 4 D.m. for  al l  d i sp lay  end  c lass i f ied  ads .  
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CL INTON STREET 
TERRACE,  B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Blandard & Weekend Advertiser 
(Slandard & Adveniser) $14.45"(~..9S OST) 
~ weeks  (Standard & Advemser) ~26.7~*(In¢.t,TS as'r) 
"Additional words fever 20125¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$13,58 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excluding obltumrle, ................. $8.83 col,ln 
OBITUARIES ImERNE'r POST=NG (l~O.00)÷ ................................. $8 83 coLin 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $15.54 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to • service fee of 
$4.75 per issue, plus GST ($10.17 per week). 
For  reg iona l  coverage  p lace  your  d i sp lay  ad in the  
weekend ed i t ion  o f  the Weekend Adver t i ser .  
3 Announcements  
Classifications! 
~OUN~Eh~NTS 0-49 304 ,a . l~ l i~ l l  REAL ESrAR 500.$g9 
3 Anno~rgeme~P. 306 Automotive 506 A¢.mog~/l~h 
6 Annb~rsoeiei 309 Buildlng S~tv~:m, 512 Cobini/CoMo~ 
9 Births 310 Catering S|8 C~mrne~iol Bot l r~m 
12 elrthdgyl 312 Carpe~y 524 C~nmerclal Pr~erty 
15 Church 314 ChikJ Care 530 C0edm 
18 :oming ~venls 316Cieanlng 536 DupJex/F~01ex 
21 :on~'olulationl 318 Conm~-fion 542 Faerni/Ranchm 
320 ] , .rl~i~.lglnllln t/%VIckti n~l. ~morlo r~ 322 EDl'~'ll~/'ro lorIng S~1540 HoutmF°~ Sole or Rim, 
33 EYoihmrk~ 324 Ebttri¢ 560 toke~x>re 
36 lu l l=  326 Ex¢ovollon 566 Moblkl 
328 Finon~/Morlgoge S72 ~o¢~or Homes 
PERSOI~J $0.99 330 ~ n  578 Open Hou~ 
S5 ~uiireu p4~o~I 332 Home lmpr OVem~nl 584 C~d ol Tmvn 
60 H la l lh~ 334 Home ~ 590 RV ll l i l l  
65 to~ & Fa~nd 336 Hause Si#mg ~ $96 Tow~houses 
70 Penmnoh~ 338 Ir, vestt,~mt 
75 Psychk:s 340 ~milodd PET$/F/U~H 60~-699 
80 Singkl 342 Lo~ping[C ,  ordenMg 606 ~oording 
85 TmvJl/Taun~/Vacelio~ 344 Machire/v.~ding 612 Fawn Equ~oq~ml 
346 Misc. ~en, icet 618 Feed &Seed 
WAI~ tO0-149 348 Music I.olllonl 624 Fruil/Pl~duce/Mea¢ 
125 WcmhKI 350 Pointing 630 
352 Pa~,ing 636 Lhmkxk 
/dEnse  1£,0-249 354 Pholo~ophy 642 Petm 
160 App)lances 358 Pooh/Spas 
165 Am & Cram 360 Roof ing It4)(Jsnw 650-699 
170 Audions 362 Snowl01a*,4ng t~O Equipe~jj 
175 Building Mol~rloh 364 Trovd 670 ~oggl ng~'lmber 
100 Compul~r~ 366 Trucking ~0 Machlne'y 
185 Comlgnments 368 Yard & Garden 690 Mining 
190 Fimerml 
195 Firewood RENTAL 400-499 RE~REAt1NONAL 70~74~ 
200 Free Give Away 404 A l~ts  705 Alrcrofl 
205 Furnllure 408 B~he~ Soite 710 AW'I 
210Gomge Sales 412 Boseelenl Su~ 715 Boo~/Nmrine 
215 Ga~ Equipm~ml 416 Cabim/.Coliog~ 720 Houseboa~ 
220 Mlmllloneout 420Commeckfl . 725 Motorcydet 
225 Mudc 424 Condo '730 RV's 
230 Spiting Goods 428 [Xsptex /F~ 735 Renl~h 
432 Fat Rent Or Sole 740 Snowmobiles 235 Toot~, 
240Trade Or Swap 436 HoJ[s/.~ditoHuml '745 rro~/Swop 
,440 Hours 
FJ~PIOYI~NT 250-299 444 Ml~ceflanewx~ AUTOMO~/E 730.799 
2S4 Busimm~ Opportunitlel 448/~bihl Homes 7S6 Canopies 
258 Career~ 452 Modular Homes 762 Can~ 
262 Daycam 456 Roon'~ 768 C la~ 
266 Ed~afla~ 460 R~om & Board 774 Pa l  
270 He~ Waned 464 Se~to~'Rilmment 780 SUV's & 4x4's 
274 Pr~=mlo~ Accents  786 Trudu 
278 Skirled Trades 468 Shored Accommodafiom 792 Vans/Bu~ 
2e2 Tutoring 472 Sloroge 
286 Vo~unle~rs 476 Suih~i NOTICES/TIENOERS 000.II49 
290 Walk Wanted 480 Tauelsl Acccrn modalion i 615 I~gql Nolka~ 
484 Townh0usm 630 Te~chm: 
~RV~S 300"399 488 Wont~ To Ronl 
302 Accounling 492 WarehooMn 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght o classify ads under appropnate h adings and to set rates therefore and L0 determine page location, 
The Tenaca Standard reminds adve~lsers thai t Is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, medial status and 
employment when p~actng "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the nght o revise, edit, cla~fy or reject any advertisement a d to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum pald for the advertisement a d box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions ot picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing InstmcUons are received, 
l~se answering Box Numbers are requested not to sand odginai documents oavoid loss. 
All daims of errors In advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advedissr requesting space that he liability el the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to ~bitsh an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the adveritser for only one Incorrect insertion for the pedion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted item only, end that here shall be no Itabllily inany event greater then the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address. 
Phone Staff Date # of Insedions Terrace Standard ~ Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIFICATION Credit Card No, Expiry D a t e  
E] VISA [3 MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
11 12 
16 17 
14.71 
27.02 
16.O5 
28 .36  
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
24 Engagement /  
Wedd ings  
14.98 
27.2g 
16.32 
28.62 
24 Engagement/  
Wedd ings  
15.2.= 
27.55 '  
16 .59  
28.8~ ( 
STA ARD 
• 5 
g 10 
14 
15.52 
27.82 
16.85 
29.16 
15 
14.45 
~,7§ 
15.78 
28 .09  
17.12 
29.43 
For longer ad, please use a separate shoot 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
-30 InMemoriam 
DEA MOTRES 
YOGA CENTRE 
by Alison 
NEW SET  START|~G~;~! i~!  
MONDAY,  MARCH 3 ,  2003 
Gent le  Yoga  - Empowerment  Yoga/ i  m v l , m n ~  t f",, " ur~a/n=~-. -. . . .  ,u~r l :~} 
~ ~; - - (250)  635-3336 m 
#21, 4506 klkelse Ave., 2nd floor, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1 P4 | ~ ~ 7  ~ ' " ~ ~  
ATTENTION RECREATIONAL 
and commercial users of the . suNN' , ' ,  MmmmcK 
KwinimassValley. Recreational [ ' ~ ~ ~  I1 11 
features inventory underway. IRk  B I ~ ' ~ B ~  
we are seeking information and I / ~ . l ~ ~  i: :;i:;~ ::!~' 
input on who uses the valley, r , l ~ ~ ~ ~  . . . . .  J ~  i EXChange Vows In Ter race  [ ,  
where and how so that accurate I J ~ J ~ l ~ , ~ l ~  ~ oan ikTernRosengren  . : .  ,~  
mapping can be completed• [ I  ~ .... are p leasedtoannounce I ; , ~ ~ ! ~  
Please call Greg Palmer at 250- I ~ ~ i . ~ !  ,2= 2 go . . . . . .  the engagement oftheir ~ ~ ~::i~7" 
son :,~e/.,,:t~ , :  '<" 
i 12 Birthdays:i : :  ~ ~!) " "OO~:~ i * 
. . . . .   ler i0 
fGetbaCkonyour  l i . _ _ . 
at erlne, :..: :..: :.:, m feet-it'sonly m ~Congratulations! C h . . 
/ i "K ( ' l " l  / Shelley oaushteror ~ - - ~  ~/~.~¢Z. . . . .~ ,* . . , .~  
Jim l Marion leiter K~' -~ J~ =~ ~'--  " '."~'~  : ' ;~ ' - '~  "= "'~"~"< ~r~r l l~ ,~-~. .~- - , .  ~ ~ 
Gagnon 
on completing your 
Bachelor of 
Technology 
in 
Specialty Nursing 
Degree 
~t~TELCOMEI  
30 In Memor iam 
Your Wekome ...... ~ < <~'~'~ ' ;~':~'~" ~'  '~";~:~>~"; ~' *~  on--or i I Terrace, B.C. is: 
Cathy I 
If you are new to ) ~ 
Terrace or having a I / 
baby, please call Your I , .- ~ 
Welcome Wagon I ~- Jack &- , ,= - /)~.i~J 
hostess for your free I ~ ~ \ ~ ~ ~',~ea"~ ~, ~!  
kg l~ts  and  in fo rmat lon . J  ..i "~ e , '~ ,~m,~/_ / , ,~  /~z~ tg~g:*<~' ~_ j ,-,,/..:'\. , ~.. - -~  ~ ~, '~-~, ,  ~!  
I~l ; ; l i [ ! l ' ; l=_[=l i i t=i i l t i  7""/-,7::Y"~'%'gm:erolOob a -Z - ":'i"L ..... .T37 ~ " ' ' ; .... 
~ i t ~ '  ' I : Li . . . . .  " O fC  -o Kathy HUlbert ~ ...... "~ MEMORIAL  .... ' ' * \V  
: : :  21 :~ /  
Congratu la t ions  
/.< 
1he Terrace Slandalt l  Is 
online'  ........ :~,,! i~i~:i!iii!i!:~:~ " 
 .lmaceflandar¢¢m 
Check out our cite or r.all 030-7203 for advert is ing Informnnon 
: 30:In:Memoriam ;,:: 
BIBLE TALKS told simply and 
without obligation each Sunday 
3:30pro in the Happy Gang 
Center, 3226 Kalum St, Ter- 
race, 
of Ontar io .  
Their wedd ing  
wil l  take place 
June 15/2003 in Ont. 
My Treasured 
Daughter 
My first Born. The first born 
child, is the one who gives you 
your first Love and Feelings of 
Emotions to Motherhood. It 
was a Pretty wonderful 
feeling. Your Dad and I were 
Morn and Dad now.We tried 
hard to take parenthood 
seriously for as young as we 
were. You were definitely 
always his "Little Girl". He 
would call you his "Little 
Angel". Amongst the Trial and 
Tribulations of Life that came 
• our way, are my Memories to 
Treasure in my Heart now and 
forever. I will not forget the 
Good or the Bad for they are 
what  made you all in One My 
Connie, For Dad has come 
back for His "Little Angel". 
Love Morn 
~,~/, t~,  ~ Gone 
~ ~ Stal ing 
~!~ KING, Lorne CarbOn 
~t'.,~passed away peacefully 
in the presence of loved 
ones in Burnaby on 
February 20, 2003. Lorne 
will bedearly missed by 
wife Lorraine, daughters 
Eleanor and Carolyn, 
parents Corbln and Lllllaa, 
brother Robert, sister 
Christine, beloved in-laws, 
nieces and nephews, and 
many special relatives and 
friends. 
"We are not  humans  on 
a spir i tual  journey,  
rather We are spirits on a 
human journey"  
Thanks for sharing your 
human journey with us, 
Lorne. A celebration of 
Lorne's life will be held at 
the Best Western Kings 
Inn - 5411 Klngsway, 
Burnaby on Thursday, 
February 27, 2003 from 
3:00 to 6:00 p.m. Terrace 
friends and family are 
invited to join us at a 
gathering at Lakelse Lake - 
date to be announced. 
In lieu of flowers, donations 
may be made to the Canadian 
~Cancer Society. 
Congratu,a,on., 
Sheri 
Yeast 
on completing your 
Bachelor o f  
Technology i7% T0n=b0O s landal~ls  ram ! 
in , / 
I specialOINursmg i ran i lnD,  
• ..::,~%%t~:!i~;.~6~% <~? It" Degree  ~ lllm mimm iu  
(w,th Honours)  www, terracestandard,c0m 
........ •" ,  , t "~]v Cheek out  our  emil) ~r ©i l l  638-7283 for adver l ln lng Information 
Robert "Bob" Jay Long Lois Patdcla Long (Peterson) 
Jan 27, 1934 - ieb 26, 2000 Oct I I ,  1936 - June 20,2002 
We do not need a special day to bring you to our minds 
The days we do not think of you are very hard m find 
Each morning when we awake we know that you are gone 
And no one knows the heartache as we try to carry on 
Our hearts still ache with sadness and secret tears still f low 
What it meant m lose you no one will ever know 
Our thoughts are always with you, your place no one can fill 
In life we loved you dearly; in death we love you still 
There will always be heartache, and often a silent tear 
But always a precious memory of the days when you were here 
If tears could make a staircase, and heartaches make a lane 
We'd walk the path to heaven and bring you home again 
We hold you close within our heartsland there you will remain 
To walk with us throughout our lives until we meet again 
Author unknown , ~  
Love, your  fami ly  ;~; ~ '  ~ 
HEART 
ANt) STIOKE 
FOUflDATION OI 
B.C. • YUKON 
In Memoriam Gifts fund Viral heart and stroke research and 
health promotion programs. 
Please print the name of the deceased or the person hanaured; 
the name/address of the next of kin for card; and your 
name/address for lax receipt (Visa and M/C acceptedL 
Please mail your donation to: ~ ,  .~ 
HEART and STROKE FOUNDATION OF S.C. & YUKON 
L ;  P.O. Box 22, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2 638-1966 ,.. 
7,• 
B 10 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 26, 2003 
So if at times they fall 
short, let their editors 
know, 
If they can't solve the 
problem, contact the B.C, 
Press Council, a 
voluntary body that 
looks into and tries to 
mediate unresolved 
reader complaints about 
news and opinion in B.C. 
newspapers. 
I :]~#1 u :] :~,l,[o]lj: [¢ i~! 
201-1290 Broad Street, 
VMoria, B.C V8W 2A5 
.... IANDERSON 
:WOOD.CASKETS 
Buy Manufacturer Direct 
at Wholesale Prices 
. Cedar Caskels from $1800.00 
' Birch Casket from $1400.00 
= Cremation Urns from $125.00 & up 
= Fully Insured 
Terrace Area 638"8411 
Call Toll Free 1"888"208"8324 
View Website 
http#/www.anderson.w0od-caskels.c0m 
TnADITIONAi. DI~iGN ' 
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP : 
Certified Rolling & Skillful Touch Massage 
At Mt, Layton Hot Springs Resort 
March 6-10, 2003 
Come and have a soak in the hot mineral waters and 
follow it with the bodywork. The combination isgreat!!! 
For into or to book an appointment, call us at 
1-888-889-8867 
or Mt. Layton Hot Springs Resort 
1-800-663-3862 
GOT HEALTH PROBLEMS? 
Want Results? Ocean 
Vegetables Research 
Breakthroughl Powerful 
answers to mineral-depleted 
soils. Delicious Liquid Health 
all in one bottle. Guaranteed 
exactly what's missing. T.F. 
Into 888-780-0100 Pet 
#137.447.101 Just Try A Bottlel 
Frieda 604-852-1475. 
IN BC massage therapists must 
be registered with the College 
of Massage Therapists in order 
to provide massage therapy. Is 
your therapist registered? Call 
1-877-321-3404. 
LOST a pair of brown and 
green plastic prescription glass- 
es. Lost anywhere between the 
college and downtown. If found 
please call 250-638-8098. 
LOST: BLACK young male cat. 
Thornheights. Please call 250- 
635-3624. 
LOST: MENS bifocals in glass 
case called Lense Crafters. 
Lost Feb. 6th possibly on car 
lot. 250-638-0402 
BORN AGAIN Christian female, 
53 years old seeking a born 
again Christian male for a 
meaningful relationship. Friend- 
ly, good sense of humour and 
family oriented. Please respond 
to: File #157, Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace, B.C. 
Was born Oct. 5, 1947 in Victoria, B.C. to 
Nel and Frank Barker. Passed away Feb. 19, 
2003 with his wife and sons always by his 
side. 
Dave will be greatly missed by family and 
friends. Dave fought a courageous baffle with 
M.S. for several years but was always able to 
still enjoy his news and programs on the radio, 
listen to his music and hear the news on TV. 
Dave has left a void already in his wife Barb 
and sons - Travis and Tim s lifel 
I Dave was predeceased by his dad, Frank 
,.Bdrkei~[in, June_1963. Dave will forever"be 
I!;;rniSsed, cind loved by his wife Barb and sons 
Travis and Tim, his grandson Trenton, his 
mother Ne l  Hughes, sister Joan (Bud), brother 
Joe (Marg), sister Pat (Walt), his aunt Mary 
Doell and all their extended families. 
Barb, Travis and Tim would like to thank Dr. 
Hay, all the nurses at Mills Memorial and the 
Dietician, for the excellent care in the hospital, 
in Dave's final days of his life. Thanks so much 
to Pat & Walt, Joan & Bud, far making the trip 
up from Victoria and Manson s Landing and 
for the love you guys showed Dave. always. 
Thank You, also to my extended family, at my 
workplace, the Terrace Liquor Store, for all 
their support, love shown, food and help with 
anything provided. 
Thank, You to Sherry & Don Kirkby and Bob 
& Gall Compton for their friendship and visits 
y.ou made while Dave was a l ive -  He enjoyed 
them 
Donations in Dave's memory, can be made 
to Terrace M.S. Society, 
% address in phone book. • 
": : 36Thanks::) :. . . .  , . ,  
SPRING SPEClALSI Seven 
beautiful Golf Courses on or 
close to Shuswap Lake. the 
ultimate stay and play or 
getaway. Sun 'Fun' Houseboat 
Vacations 
1-800-663-4028 website 
www.houseboatholidays.com 
PALMS MOTEL- Vancouver, 
B.C. *Prime location by sky- 
train..transit..&amenitiesl Men- 
tion this ad & receive 10% dis- 
count on weekly/daily ratel Call 
toll free 1-888-435-3347 month- 
ly rates availablel www.palms- 
motelvancouver.com 
Spring Skiing at 
I during the loss of our I loved one. I I  
[ From the White Family I 
A Special Thanks 
to 
Family and Fr iends 
MacKay's  Funeral 
Home,  7th Day 
Advent is t  Church 
Perhaps you sent a lovely 
card, 
Perhaps you sent beautiful 
flowers 
so we saw them there. 
Perhaps you sent or spoke 
kind words, prayers and 
prayer chains. 
Perhaps you were not there 
at all, just thought of us 
that day. 
Whatever you did to 
console our hearts. 
We thank you so much 
whatever the part, 
Special thanks to Mr Rock, 
Bonnie Montieth and 
Linda Perry and Mills Staff, 
Li~dratltzatt' Klm ~.~-~ 
O v e r t ~ , ~  
SKI SUN PEAKS BC " 
(45 MIN FROM KAMLOOPS) 
TOP OF THE MOUNTAIN ACCOM. 
Fully equipped 1,2,3 & 4 bdrm 
Condos & Chalets. Hot tubs. 
Saunas & Jacuzzls. 8kl in/out 
or 10 rain max. (walking) to lifts. 
Kids 12 & under ski free with 
adult full price ticket. Stay 6 
Nights & get 1st night freel 
Some restrictions apply. Lift 
packages avail.1.800-585-8834. 
www.topoflhemountain.ca 
email: sunpeaks@direct.ca 
WANTED: FREEZER burnt 
meat, fish, and bones for sled- 
dogs. Will pick up. 250-635- 
3772 
BIG VALLEY AUCTION 1-604- 
857-0800 We will be Accepting 
CONSIGNMENTS or CASH 
BUYS until Feb. 21st @ NOON 
for our Feb. 23rd SPRING 
ANTIQUE AUCTION. Unit #65- 
3347-262nd St., Aldergrove. 
Floori.ng Distributors Direct 
Laminate - $.49 sq/ft, Code - 
$1.98 sq/ft, lx6" Fir - $.80 sq/ft, 
Cork - $1.99 sq/ft, 3 1/4" oak 
prefinished $3.99 sq/ft, 3 1/4" 
maple prefinished - $3.99 sq/ft, 
Shaw realwood glueless 
floating, oak, maple, cherry- 
$3.25 sq/ft, Oak, maple, Marbal, 
Heaves floating floor - $2.50 
sq/ft. 1-800-631-3342. 
FLOORING FACTORY direct 
laminate..$.49sqft. Cork..$1.99. 
1X6" FIr..$.80. 3 1/4"Oak prefl- 
nished.,$3.99sqft. 3 1/4"maple 
prefinished..$3.99sqft. Shaw 
realwood, flueless, floating oak, 
maple, birch, cherry $3.25sqft. 
Granite & slate., $2.50sqff. Oak, 
maple, Marbal, heavea floating 
floor $2.50sqft TONS MOREl 1- 
800-631-3342 
the Burnie Hut 
Ski the magnificent Howson Range with Christoph 
Dietzfelbinger, ACMG Mountain Guide and enjoy 
li 
:- PRUNING ..~: I 
SNOW REMOVAL :~:: I 
-r~,o¢~, B.c. I 
RoQtb;rl~Fma~n man (250) 635-265 2] ! -.:~rq~rtmqg,U.=!~=r , 'r = ' , '  ~., "~ V ,, u~,'! ' =~ l " ,~,  " - .~"~, t "  ~ 
Can You An'oraro l 
~i Lose Weight? Yes? 
St=ck to your Year', Resolot=o9 1 I 
Guaranteed, Risk Free. Natural I:: 1 
Weight  oss & FOA  pprovedl I;]1 
Call Teresaat 635:"~1356~i K 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood. Mixed Hemlock, AI- 
der, and Birch. $800 to Terrace. 
250-638-7290 
3PIECE PALLISER sofa, love 
seat, and chair. $475. 
Taupe/brown in colour. 250- 
635-1238 
SAFELY UBE wood or coal to 
heat your house and buildings. 
Stainless steel outdoor boilers 
from $4500. Free Delivery. 
Phone: 250-364-2177 Trail, BC 
FOR BOY Miscellaneous items 
to get rid of. Some clothes nev- 
er worn(only washed). Some 
furniture. Call 250-615-3263 to 
view. 
:: ,.reply., .: 
MOVING 
: "~, '  your MOvihO prof~ssionais $ nc~ 1007 
~l~j~ Tfl~ck &Now 32 & 28 ft fiB/lee at Your Se~vioe/ 
• Across town or the country 
,4, • Will assist or load for you 
~ln"~J~L..= • Reasonable Rates 
"1.866.625-0002 
~1 2._ 1ADVA~E;  BOOK~NO DI~ OUNT 
: ~  ~!:615,;0002 N~638;6969 
flust House@epin# 
Tailored service to best meet your needs 
Lea Mclntyre 
635-2555 
Cell 615-6312 
House SiYdng, House Cleaning, Errand Running, 
Pat SifUng/Walklng, House Painting, and much more 
M¢ltSOf $ IlOll¢.qT tERYI¢[$ 
S~0wRemsval K¢~ Gill landscaping 
II Excawtlno H~me2~.R~.~r.~ aeanup 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  in L "~ndln I: SeptlcSystems ,..,,, o=n==¢=.v,mAPart g at g
] ~,=. ,=,Ju-u ,,~-,~o.~ Sweeping 
II 4813 PoNe Ave. 
II Terrace, BC, V8G 1J4 Email:mkbackhoe@monarch.net 
Dry  ~ 
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES •SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
"AIR DUCTS •SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
,,BOILERS .CATCH BASIN & SUM? PITS 
• FIREPLACES •REST. GREASE TRAPS 
"ATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL .ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS •FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTHS •VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635-1132 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
I PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE ] 
the comfort and fahuious food of the Burnie Hut. SPRINGWALL PLATINUM Daiy scheduled bus service from Stewart to I 
double bed/frame, $300. Moffat Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- ] 2 spaces available March 23 to 30 7cublc ft. frost free fridge. $400. 
6 spaces available for Easter Week, Apr i l  ]3 tO 20  Both in excellent condition. . up and del ivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and I 
Compac computer, 3yrs old. courier service, j 
Call Christoph at 250-847-3351 250-638-8172 after 5pm. 
into @bearmountaineering.ca ~ P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
www.bearmountaineering.ca ~ Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
, Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
• . . . . .  , . ,  . . . . . .  
. . . . , . o  Social Worker ~,~u,~'~i i~ i l  ~: ....... . ~i.w~:~i.~!d~2~.~..Z, :: acoustic piano in good condi- 
~ . . . . . . . .  ~ .... ...... tion. Asking $1200. Phone 250- 
~: ;.; THOMPSON 0 ~ ~  Fi~:::~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . :... :: 635-9695 
Thomas Victor S impson 
April 13th, 1924 - February 5th, 2003 
Soldier, Husband, Brother, Father, Crane Operator, Skydiver, Grampy 
Thomas passed away in Terrace, B.C. at the age of 78 years after acoura9eous 
battle with cancer. He will be dearly missed and is survived by his loving wife Gayle 
of 39 years, Brother: Robert Simpson (Betty) of Abbotsford, Sister: Pauline Murray of 
Quesnel, Children: Sherry-Lynn Lawson (Doug), Joyce Jackson (Charlie), Gait 
McAllister (Bob), Thomas Simpson (Marina), Marlane Clifford, Melody Harem, Roger 
Simpson (Elan), Bonnie Wilson (Randy), Cindy Hedstrom (Richard), Rebecca 
Simpson, Wanda Simpson (Vern) 
24 Grandchildren and 18 Great Grandchildren 
Predeceased by his parents, Harvey and Alice Simpson, brothers Percy Simpson 
and Albert Simpson and Granddaughter Temple Simpson. 
Tom was born and raised in Winfield, B.C., the second son of Harvey and Alice 
Simpson, l ie served overseas with the 28th Armoured Regiment in Northwest 
Europe during World War II as a Sherman tank gunner. He was a well known crane 
operator in the Terrace/Kitimat area. Tom was young at heart, loved life and lived it 
to the fullest. One of his favorite pastimes was Skydiving. He started jumping in 1970 
and made his 834th jump at the age of 76 years. He was an intregal part of keeping 
the skydiving club together over the years and spent many a weekend out at 
Woodcock with the Jumpers, sitting around the campfire in the evenings, 
occassionalty sharing a Yucca Flutz. He loved animals, especially his Scottish 
Terriers, which he could often be seen walking in the golf course. 
Tom will be forever missed and fondly remembered by all who knew him, 
A Memorial Service was held in Terrace on February 8th, 2003. 
As per his wishes Tom's ashes will be scattered over the Seven Sisters Mountain 
Range by the Skydivers later this year. 
The Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society is 
FABRIC, CRAFT/YARN store 
for sale. Well established, 
excellent location in Mill Bay 
Centre, profitable business, 
growth potential. All enquiries 
directed to Gay Wise, (250)743- 
1153. 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS 
Grants & loans information 
for all business & farms. 
Call 1-800-505-8866 
HOME WORKERS NEEDEDII! 
Assembling Products 
Mailing/Processing Our 
circulars - Copy/Mailing PC 
Disk Program. No Experience 
Neededl Free into senc 
S.A.S.E. to: CRAFTS, 8-7777 
Keele St. Ref # 7-702, Concord 
Ontario L4K 1Y7. 705-726. 
6795 for more Into. 
Train to Work In The 
Computer Industryl 
Network Technician 
Computer Technician 
Programmer Analyst 
Office Administrator 
For Program or Student Loan 
nformation From our CDI 
College Abbotsford Campus 
Call toll Free today 
1-888-229-1855 
COASTAL MOUNTAIN 
Excavations requires a pipe. 
layer experienced in all aspects 
of underground utility 
construction to work in the 
Whistler area. Please fax 
resume 1-604-932-5462, 
WANTED OFA Level 3 
Instructor, OFA Level 3 
evaluator, St. John's and/or 
Red Cross instructor. Must be 
willing to relocate. Contact 
nhst@telus.net Phone 250. 
635-5500, 
VALLEY ROADWAYS requires 
lease operators for S/B's 
B,O./Alta, Insurance, fuel cards 
and benefits available. Require 
good abstract and 2 years 
experience. 250.374.3467, 
CAMP CALEDONIA is accept- 
ing applications for summer 
slaff. Send resumes for DIREC. 
TOP, SPORTS, WATER- 
FRONT, COOK, YOUTH 
COUNSELLORS to Terry Ro. 
berte, Box 3328, Smlthers, BC,, 
V0J 2N0 by Mar 10. We are 
also seeking volunteer staff. 
seeking to fill one Social Worker position to deliver 
culturally appropriate family support services. 
This challenging opportunity is available for an 
experienced child welfare practitioner to provide 
the highest quality services to children and families 
in six Gitxsan communities, 
Prefer BSW. Police record review required. Must 
have valid BC driver's license and may be required 
to use personal vehicle for business. Knowledge of 
Gitxsan systems an asset. 
For complete details of the responsibilities and 
qualifications for this position, 'please contact the 
GCFS (250) 842-2258 or fax (250) 842-2481. 
The deadline for receipt of applications Is 
extended to: 4:00 pro, March 7, 2003.  
Only those selected for an interview will be contacted. 
CONTRACT SALES PERSON 
Terrace Builders Do-it Center Ltd. is seeking a
qualified individual tbr the position of Contract 
Sales. The successful candidate will be responsible 
for compiling lists of products and materials from 
Builder's plans for the purpose of quoting and 
bidding on jobs. 
The preferred candidate will posses the following 
qualifications and abilities.. 
• excellent customer service skills, 
• knowledge of tile construction i dustry, 
• ability to read and understand Blueprints, 
• an understanding of Truss Systems, 
• ability to do material take-offs, 
• good computer skills with the ability to learn 
construction related software programs relating 
to  engineered floor systems, beam sizing and 
materials estimating, 
This is a full time position offering an enjoyable 
working environment, excellent benefit package, 
current industry training and a competitive salary 
in accordance with experience. :7 
Applications will be accepted until March 5'", 2003. 
We thank all applicants, however, only those 
selected for an interview ill be contacted. 
llot t 
Please app ly  to: 
George McCullough, General Manager 
Terrace Builders Center Ltd. 
3207 Munro, St, 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 3B3 
Tel. (250)635-6273 Fax. (250)635-5392 
emalh gmccullottgh@terracebuilders,com 
Tecn  Ba l l lm 
270 He lp  Wanted  FULL TIME TECHNICAL SUP- 
PORT ASSOCIATES to handle 
EPICURE SELECTIONS CON- inbound calls. Qualifications: 
SULTANTS needed in Ter- Grade 12/GED, technical pro. 
race/Kitimat. Specialty cook- blem solving skills. Salary 
wear and gourmet spices. No $11/hr. Apply to Convergys, 
MSG/Preservatlves. Sales by 2121 E.T.C.H., Kamloops, B.C, 
catalogue and home parties. V2C 4A6 or fax 250.571-5870. 
Earn free starter kit, great cam- Email kamloops.jobs@conver. 
mission and Incentives. Karen gVS.COm \ 
Reined. 250-635-4454 
i Northern Motor Inn 
is accepting applications for the position of 
WORKING BAR SUPERVISOR 
Duties will also Include organizing 
promotional events for two licensed 
venues 
APPLY IN WRITING TO: 
Northern Motorlnn " 
3086 Hwy. 16 East, Terrace, B.C. V8G 3N5 
Attention: Darren 
www.innbc.com 
II "÷ '  Northern Motor Inn Ltd. 
[ ~ 3086 Highway16 East, Terrace 
270 Help Wanted  350 pa in t ing  
PART-TIME CASHIER 
Terrace Builders Do-it Center Ltd. has an opening 
for a Part-time Cashier. The successful applicant 
will be custaraer service oriented, enjoy dealing 
with the public and a team player. Retail cashier 
experience and a knowledge of building 
materials would be an asset. 
The applicants must be dependable and flexible 
regarding days and hours of work, availability to 
work Saturdays i required. Remuneration will be 
in accordance with experience. 
We thank all applicants, however, only those 
selected for an interview will be contacted. 
Please apply to: 
Charmaine Schmidt, CGA 
Terrace Builders Center Ltd. " 
3207 Munroe St. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3B3 
Tel: (250)635-6273 ]Fax: (250)635-5392 
emaU. cschmidt@termcebuilders.com 
The Terrace Standard has an immediate opening for a 
Retail Commission Sales Representative. This is a one-year full 
time position owing to a maternity leave. It will be followed 
by part time employment, possibly leading to full time. 
. . . .  '~" ' " "  ' i  "q" '  '~ '  " ' " '  ' "~""~, '~  "!i. ~ ,~,~ ;Terrace i s .  located inTJhe : .no i : Jh~,~' i~oxnP4~ 
"app rox~ ma~ly "90- I~'~a~'~.,of .~r m~ !'~]1~ e r~v~/~"~:~ ~t~ 
majestic beauly, it is the home of fantastic downhill skiing on 
Shames Mountain, located 1/2 hour west of town. Cross 
counlry skiing and snowmobiling are a large part of the 
winter scene. Spring, summer 'and fall allow for some of the 
best fishing] and back woods hiking, camping and mountain 
biking in the province with fresh seafood right at your back 
door. 
We are looking for a person who has excellent 
communication skills, can meet deadlines, can thrive in a 
competitive environment. A valid Class 5 drivers licence and 
a reliable vehicle are required. 
The Terrace Standard offers a comprehensive benefits 
package. 
Please send resume to: 
Br/an Lindenbach, Sales Manager 
3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
Fax: (250) 638-8432 
STANDARD 
'::~:!.... 
M E T 
A Responsible Cere~ Company 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Methanex Corporalion, a Canadian Company and the world leader 
in the production and marketing of chemical grade methanol, has 
three employment opportunites available at their wodd scale 
pelrochemical plant located in Kitimat. BC. The Kitimat Plant 
produces methanol and anhydrous ammonia. 
All successful candidates will have a Grade Xll education or 
equivalent and will be team oriented anc self motivated individuals 
with excellent roubleshooting skills and the ability to communicate 
effectively. 
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN - ELECTRICIAN 
Repealing to the InstrumenUElectdcal Supervisor, the successful 
candidate will have a BC Trades or Inter Provincial Electdclan 
qualification. A minimum of four years of heavy Industry experience 
in the electrical field Is required. Computer skills, good problem 
solving and planning skills are essential. 
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN - WELDER 
Reporting to the Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor, the successful 
candidate will have a BC Trades or Inter Provincial qualification with 
an A or B pressure ticket. A minimum of two years of journeyman 
Welder experience in heavy industry is required. Design and 
fabrication and blue print reading experience as well as GTAW and 
SMAW performance aualificatlon are necessary. Good problem 
solving skills are essential. Petrochemical Industry experience, NDT 
qualifications and Plpefitfing experience will be assets. 
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN - INSULATOR 
Reporting to the Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor, the successful 
candidate will have a BC trades or Inter Provincial qualification and 
a minimum of four years of heavy Industry experience as a qualified 
Insulator, Good problem solving and planning skills are essential. 
This position Is primarily self-directed and works with minimal 
supervision. 
Methanex offers a competitive salary and is proud of Its high quality 
working environment, 
Individuals interested In pursuing a career with an Industry leader are 
Invited to submit heir resumes by Friday, March 7, 2003 to: 
Human Resources Department - Methsnex Corporation 
PO Box 17(;, Kltlmat, BC VSC 2G7 
Emall: hrmall@methanex,com 
West Fraser Mills in Terrace, B.C., is currently seekinfl a 
person [or a part-time relief Rosition at the trent desk. The 
succes.~ful candidate will pr~uce and distribute daily and 
weekly reports, answer switchboard, typing, photocopying 
ancl other duties as require. Please submit your resume to 
Rick McKinnon by March 5th at: 
Skeena Sawmills, a division of West Fraser Mills 
P.O. Box 10 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A3 
Main (250) 635-6336 Fax (250) 635-4335 
Emaih rmcki@west[raserlimber.ca 
~ 51.,lllma .Rammills 
A [~v~llOtt OI
Ulest 6as~ffl~lls Ltd 
McElhanney  
Administrative Assistant Needed 
An Administrative Assistant is needed for reception, NP, A/R 
and invoicing duties. Applicants must have 3+ years current 
office experience. Experience with Microsoft Word & Excel 
required. We are looking for someone who is a self-starter, 
organized, quick learner andwho can multi-task. This is a 
full-time position, Includir~g benefits. Resumes with 
references and expected salary Io be submitted by March 6, 
2003 to: 
McEIhanney Consulting Sprvices Ltd. 
1-5008 Pohle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4S8 
Attention: Colin Adam, Branch Manager 
Resumes can be mailed or taxed to 635.9566. 
No phone calls please. 
i ~  Employment  Oppor tun i ty  
~ Full Time Position 
I[ II[ IJ 2 Social Workers-Prince Rupert Office 
Nisga'a Child and Family Services 
Nisga'a Lisims Govemment ls seeking applications from qualified 
individuals for the Social Worker position in our Pdnce Rupert 
Office. 
This position will be responsible to Nlsga'a Child and Family 
Services in Prince Rupert. A program of Nisga'a Lislms 
Government Central Office. This position monitors services 
provided, suppods the resource providers and liaisons with staff 
in providing child protection services, 
outles.' 
• Responsible for recruiting, developing and maintaining a
range of resources and services in which to place Nisga'a 
Children in Care 
• Provide guardianship function for Nisga'a Children 
• Must be able to work with Society groups and service groups 
(M.C.F.D., R.C.M.P., Church, .Alcohol & Drug Counsellors, 
Medical and Nursing Stations, School Officials, etc) 
• Must have the ability to estal~lish_a: petwork of services for 
Nisga'a in Terrace and Pdnce Rupert, 
• Delegate authority Level 12/13 from Aboriginal Social Work 
matdx, 
• Must be willing to work in Pdnce Rupert Corridor 
• Other duties as required 
Qualifications: 
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CAREER EXPLORATION: In- 
vestigate how your interests 
match up with suitable .lobs, 
Take a personal style indicator 
to determine preferences for 
work and team environments, 
Learn how to get along with 
others by determining your em. 
ployment style. Free career 
counselling at InterConnect, a 
program of Terrace & District 
Community Services Society, 
Located at 205 - 4650 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Spon- 
sored by Human Resources 
Development of Canada. Phone 
to make an appointment 250- 
635-7995 
HOUSEKEEPER/NANNY. Pos- 
sibly long term position, drivers 
license, vehicle an assert. 
Criminal record check. Fax ref- 
erences. 250-615-2895 
PAVING CREW required for 
early March, highway paving 
contractor would like resume's 
for all positions immediately. 
Fax to 250-374-9223 or small: 
sibc@xroads.ca 
FREE CREDIT COUNSELLING 
• Consolidate debts 
• One Low Monthly Payment 
• Eliminate or Reduce Interest 
• Rebuild Your Credit Rating 
Credil Counselling Society of BC 
NON PROFIT SERVICE' 
1-888-527-8999 
STEELHEAD MACHINE & 
FABRICATING LTD.in Salmon 
Arm, BC offers custom design 
machining, fabricating and 
welding. Visit our website: 
@ www.steelheadmachine.com 
or phone (250)832-1 t 61. 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANIC 
Slocan Group Plateau 
Division. Slooan Plateau is 
looking for an individual who 
has strong safe work habits, the 
ability to work within a 
motivated, mobile shop team 
and has a strong desire to 
learn. Plateau is an innovative 
forest products corn pany 
situated in the Nechako Valley 
20 km west of Vanderhoof, B.C. 
Excellent outdoor and 
recreational activities abound in 
our community. Predominantly 
an SPF faculty, Plateau is one 
of the largest producing 
dimension mills in the province, 
- must be certified 
- good communication skills 
- good organizational skills 
- Shiftwork 
Please submit your resume (by • Must have Bache or, Soqla Work Degree (oreauivalent) 
~°' Must hav~I~r~,~. 'e~r  ofchild ~~,d~nC%o 
~.1  ~tU~ ~ylea~i~. ~aM~ices  field ................ ~. , .:.mail or21ax),noqeter than .March  
~; * Must  have valid B~FD~ivers  Llcence • " . 3, 2003 to: Dave  Melo-Mobi le 
Preference will be given to candidates with general knowledge of 
the Nisga'a culture and language and those who have experience 
with Abodginal people. Must be available for extensive travel and 
training. Applicants are subject to cdminal record check. 
Salary will be determined by Nlsga'a Llsims Government 
according to the Nisga'a Llsims Government pay scale. Must 
have cover letter and resume',submitted p or to March 4, 2003 at 
5:00 p.m. Please forward to: 
Edward Allen 
Chief Executive Officer 
Nisga'a Usims Government 
PO Box 231 
New Aiyansh, BC 
VOJ 1A0 
Fax: (2S0) 633-2367 
Emaih human.resource @nisqaa.net 
NORTHWEST ADDICTION SERVICES 
Job Posting 
Residential Supervisor/Youth Counsellor 
Northwest Addiction Service is part of Terrace & District Community 
Services Society, offering addiction counselling programs to 
individuals and their families. We are currently seeking a highly 
motivated individual who is interested in working a youth residential 
setting. The program offers innovative lifestyle change, youth 
assessment, non-medical withdrawal management, and group 
facilitation, as well as designing and implementing educational and 
recreational programs. Knowledge about Community Care Facility 
Regulation and other appropriate Regulatory bodies is an asset. 
Dullea: 
• Program design and implementation 
• Providing stable environment for youth 
• Linking youth to schools 
• Linking youtl~ back to their communities and families 
• Work as part of a specialized youth team 
* Able to work flexible work schedule 
• Provide support o youth during non-medical withdrawal 
management 
, Supervision of employees 
• Scheduling employee staff levels 
• Inventory control 
Qualifications: 
• Graduate degree in social science and or related field , 
• Must have nursing/health related experience 
• Will consider equivalent training and experience 
• Experience working in Residential settings 
• Knowledge of stages of development 
• Knowledge and skills in behaviour management and 
limit setting 
• Basic knowledge of substance misuse issues 
• Experience in youth individual or group facilitation 
• Excellent written and oral ~ikills 
• Ability to work with the public and other professionals 
, Ability to work as part of a team 
, Valid BC Drivers License 
Subject o Criminal Record Check 
Wages & benefits in accordance with experience 
Posting Date: February 17, 2003 Closing Date: March 15, 2003 
Please submit~esumes to: 
Manager 
Northwest Addiction Services 
#311 3227 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 2N1 
Fax: (250) 638.1600 
email: nwadster@telus,net 
Shop Supervisor, Slocan 
Group-Plateau Division, R.R. 2, 
Vanderhoof, B.C. VOJ 3A0 
Fax: (250)567-39'11 
WILL TUTOR math and phys- 
ics, grade 12 and higher 
$15/hr. Call Sidney 250-635. 
2695. 
A-1 SIDING and gutters. We in- 
stall 5" continuous gutters in as- 
sorted colours. Best rate in 
town. Also install soffit, fascia, 
and vinyl siding. 20% Seniors 
discount. 250-635-9714 
FOR HIRE: OWNER/OPERA- 
TOR of 2000-CAT 325BL 
Butt'n'top log loader, c/w high 
walker. Looking for work in the 
Terrace forest district. Log load- 
ing as well as forwarding and 
brush piling. I.S.O. Certified, 1st 
Aid Ticket as well as WCB 
Ndmber. Contact Syd at 250- 
847-4628 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint Fall and Winter interior 
resldiential and commercial 
painting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier. Seniors 15% la- 
bour discount. Professional 
quality work. Reasonable rates. 
Free estimates. References 
available. Call Kad. 250-615- 
0199 
l& 2BEDROOM apartments 
available immediately. Call 
250-635-5136 or 250.635-6428 
1, 2, AND 3BEDROOM apad- 
ments available. Heat, hot wa- 
ter, electdcity included. Live in 
manager, on site secunty. 250- 
635-3409 or 250-638-0015 
1.2.3 BEDROOM apadments. 
Available immediately. On-site 
management. References requ. 
ired. 250-635.6428 or 250-638: 
0015 or 250-6t 5-0345 FELTSTORIES[ WANT to 
make storytime fun? Try e felt 1BEDROOM APARTMENT; 
story. Great for daycares, pre- Cable and laundry facilities 
schools, schools and at home. available. New management 
Call Sandra 250-635-3191 onsite, No pets please. 250- 
evenin.cls. 615-5441 
LITTLE RUGRATS DAYCARE 
wants to take care of your childl 
Our licensed facilities is located 
on Haltiwell Ave, We are close 
to uplands school and play- 
ground. Spaces available for all 
ages, For information and regis- 
tration call Robin 250-635-4947. 
r Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information  
child care options and on 
choosing child care, 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or cell 638-1113, 
Skeena CCRIt is a program ofthe Terrace 
Woman's Resource Society 
and is funded by the MinlsW of Community, 
~.= ~ .Al~i'glnal anclWomen's Services 
GET BACK ON TRACK! Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need money? We lendll If you 
own you own home - you 
qualify. 1-877-987-1420. 
www.pioneerwest.com Member 
of the Better Business Bureau. 
. a  , . - . . .  
: 322 Education/I ' .  i' 
" ~ IL "~ " Tutor ing  i 
Northern Hearing & Safety Training 
WCB OFA Leve l  1 
Sat., March 1(Full) Wed., March 5 
Sat., March 8 ............................................................ S90 
WCB OFA Transpor ta t ion  Endorsement  
Sun., March 2(Full) 
Thurs., March 6 Sun., March 9 .................................. $90 
WCB OFA Leve l  3 
March 3-14 ................................................................... $675 
WHIVUS -- Anytime via computer .............................. S55 
TDG C lear  Lanquaae 
Anytime via Computer .................................................. S7S 
~4443 Keith B.C. V8GI1J~ 
: pli0nb::25o635-5500Avenue; Terrace' Fox 250 635=5524 1 ~ 
' : .  Ema r~st@td!us,ni3t q" ".''ql ': q: ~ .
WHMIS $50 
Feb 28 • Fri • 12:30pm-4:30pm 
Internet Safety $39 
Mar I , Sot • 1:00pm-4:00pm 
The ABC's of Cooking $249+gs1 
Mar 1-Apr26• Sat • 9:00am-12:00pm, 
Massage Fundamenlals . ~ : ,  $59÷gsl 
Mar4-6 * Tue/Thu * 7:00pm-10:00pm 
Intro lo Scanners $47 
Mar 8 * Sat * 9:00am-12:00pm 
MS Project 2000 $169 
Mar 10-19 * Men/Wed * 7:00pm-10:00pm 
MS Outlook 2000 Express 
Mar 11-13 • Tue/Thu * 7:00pm-]0:00Pm 
MS Word 2000 Level 2 
Mar 11-15 ° Tue/Thu/Sat • 7-10pm/7-10pm/9-4pm 
OFA Level I $89 
Mar 14 * Frl • 8:30am-4:30pm 
Forklift Cerliflcale Training [•new dates) $250 
Mar 14-16 • Frt-Sun • 6-10pm/9.4pm/O-4pm 
Building Service Worker Level I $265 
Mar  14-16 * Fd-Sun * 6-10pm/8-5pm/8-5pm 
Worksafe: Supervlsor Safely $99 
Mar 17 • Men . 8:30am-5:30pm 
NORTHWF.ST 
ID~X~,~I~s~ CO M M U N l l r l t  COLLECE 
Take a closer look. 
1BEDROOM FURNISHED 
apartment in Thomhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, refer- 
ences required. $360 + $180 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065 
2BEDROOM APARTMENT 
available immediately. Secudty 
entrance, rec facilities, on-site 
management. No pets. $400mo 
+ security deposit. Call 250- 
638-7608 or 250-635-6824 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Apartments 
CLOSETO:: 
SWIMMING POOL 
..... ANDTOWN i .  
~eiere"¢es re<luired: 
~,vailable immediately 
615-7665 
i • i 7 
COACHMAN 
APARTMENTS 
4204 N. Sparks II 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. II 
On Site Management II 
Security Entrance with III 
Undercover Parking II 
& Elevator. Laundry II 
facilities on each floor I| 
On Bus Route II 
No Pets Ill 
To View a Clean & II 
Quiet Building I| 
on the Bench [I 
, 638-8554 IJ 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus mute 
• On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Couds 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monies Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
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.404 Apartments ~ 
APARTMENT FCR rent. Top 
floor, southern view, 2bdrm, 
balcony, raquetball and basket- 
ball courts. Laundry facilities in 
building $450/mo, hot water in- 
cluded. Security deposit and re- 
terence required. Call Kelly at 
250-638-5633 or 250-798-2535 
2BEDROOM UNIT in Thornhtll, 
utilities Included. Laundry facili- 
ties available: $550/month, no 
pets. Available immediately. 
Damage deposit lrequlred. 2 
bedroom duplex in :town, f/s 
w/d, $600/mo plus damage de- 
posit. Small pets welcome. 
Call 250-635-5992. 
2BEDROOM UPPER suite in 
Horseshoe. Utilities included; 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
3BEDROOM CONDO, 1 1/2 
baths, close to town and school. 
3bedroom rancher, fenced yard, 
storage shed, close to town, 
and school. 250-635-6858 
DOWNTOWN 3BEDROOM 
condo, 2 3/4 baths, alarm sys- 
tem, 5 appliances, a/c, b/i va- 
cuum, star choice, Private on- 
trance and garage. Available 
April 1/03. Deposit & references 
required. $975/mo. 250-635- 
3845 leave message. 
3BEDROOM CONDO. Wash- 
$550/mo. Quiet people, good or/dryer dishwasher, fridge, 
references. 250-638-8639 stove, 1 ii2 bathsl separate 
ECONOMY 1BEDROOM on 
Brauns Island. $300. Pets wel- 
come. 250-635-9102 
LARGE, QUIET 3 bedroom 
apartment, fridge, stove washer 
and dryer, gas fireplace and 
electric heat. $600/mo. Please 
call 250-635.7321 
NEWER SPACIOUS 2 and 3 
bedroom, security entrance, 4 
appliances. No pets/smoking. 
Walking distance to downtown. 
Available Immediately. 250-638- 
0046 eveninqs or 250-635-4852 
STUDIO SUITES, secured 
building right downtown. We 
pay heat, laundromat upstairs. 
Great for working couple or 
older single person. Call 250- 
635-7585 
TWO AND A HALF BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS. 4623 Hau- 
gland, full kitchen and living- 
room. Recently renovated, elec- 
tric heat. $600/month plus $300 
deposit. Available February 
lst,2003. Call 250-638-1348 
Maria or 250-635-5800 Tony. 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Apart., 
$600.00 month, includes 
heat. Close to swimming 
pool & downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
58 Out o f ;Town 
, CLINTON MANOR 
I WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
I FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
l 
i s420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
. $500.00 month. 
I One block from swimming Fx:ol. 
I No Pets, references required. 
I Phone 635-3475 
1 BEDROOM BASEMENT 
suite. Bright, clean and quiet. 
Private entrance. N/S, No pets. 
Available immediately. 
$475/month includes heat, light 
and extended basic cable. Call 
250-638-8436. 
1BEDROOM ON Straume Ave. 
Comes with fridge, stove, wash. 
er and dryer and storage. Non. 
smoking, quiet working persor 
please. Available immediately 
$550 includes utilities. 250-635. 
4672 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
in Thornhill, Close to schools 
laundry facilities on i~remlses, 
no pets. Recently painted anc 
with new appliances. $475/mo 
Phone Rob. 250-638-7290 
W w w , e p i l e p s y . c a  
2BEDROOM SUITE partially 
furnished. Rural. Vehicle neces- 
sary. Hwy 16W, 5 rain to Ter- 
race.$600/mo. Call 250-635- 
3772 
786! Tru Cks: 3BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
close to town and schools. 
Available immediately. Phone 
250-635-2360 
ONE BEDROOM bachelor suite 
downtown. Close to mall and 
bus route. $375/mo. Available 
Mar 1st. 250-635-6350 
SMALL 2BEDROOM suite 
available immediately. Close to 
downtown. No pets. $400mo + 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
6824 
storage, No pets/smoking. 
$750/mo. Available March 1/03. 
Call 250-638-7608 
NEWER LARGE 3bedroom 
condo. 2 bathrooms, carport, 
yard, n/g heat, fridge/stove, 
blinds, washer/dryer hookup. 
250-638-1053 or 250-635-3932 
2 AND 1 BEDROOM DUPLEX 
carport, washer/dryer, dish- 
washer, utilities included. Full 
cable, storage shed. Available 
March 1/03. Upper Thornhill. 
Call 250-635-3756 
2 SUITES for rent, 1 bedroom 
$550/month. 3bedroom $800- 
month. Hydro, cable and laun- 
dry included. No pets, damage 
deposit. Close to town. Call 
250-635-292t. 
2BEDROOM APARTMENT in 
5-plex. 3145 River Drive, Thorn- 
hill. New paint and tloodng. No 
pets. $400 plus hydro. 250-638- 
1648 
2BEDROOM DUPLEX, f/s 
$400/month. 1 bedroom cabin 
includes utilities. $425/month. 
Both $200 damage deposit. 
Quiet neighborhood. Well main- 
tained properly, on site land- 
lord.. Call 250-635-5859. 
2BEDROOM GROUND floor 
apartment. Located on Pine 
Ave in Thornhill. Close to 
schools. $450/month. Available 
immediately No pets. Call 250- 
635-4774 or 250-635-3583. 
2BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE in 
4plex. Clean, quiet. Fridge, 
stove, washer/dryer. No pets. 
References required. 250-635- 
3796 
2BEDROOM, & 3BEDROOM 
duplex. Available immediately. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer 
hook-up. Call 250-638-18.22.. 
3BEDROOM DUPLEX. One 
bathroom, washer dryer hook- 
ups. Located at 4639 Soucie. 
$500/mo. Call 250-635-1998 
References required. 
3BEDROOM;~ DUPEEX~:I 1/2 
baths, carport, large lot, 
fridge/stove, washer/dryer 
hook-ups. Pet ok. Upper Thorn- 
hill. Available immediately. Call 
250-635-6905 or 250-615-9128. 
3BEDROOM, DUPLEX. 1 1/2 
baths, large rec morn, new kit- 
chen with dishwasher, hard- 
wood floors, hot tub. Damage 
deposit and references re- 
quired. $600-month. Available 
immediately. Call 250-635- 
1355. 
4BEDROOM DUPLEX in Ter- 
race. N/g heat, washer/dryer in- 
cluded. No p adles, no smoking. 
Written references and deposit 
reguired. Phone 250-798-9554 
BRIGHT, CLEAN 3bedroom 
duplex. F/s, w/d, dishwasher. 
Horseshoe area. No pets or 
smoking. References and dam- 
age deposit required. Available 
March 1/03. Call 250-635-3555. 
SMALL 2 BEDROOM duplex at 
3735 Pine Ave,. Thornhill. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer 
hookup. $375/mo. References 
reguired. 250-638-8639 
SPACIOUS 2BEDROOM unit in 
4plex. Close to downtown. 4ap- 
pliances included. No pets. 
Available immeditately. $600 
mo + security deposit. Call 250- 
635-6824 or 250-638-7608 
FOR LEASE SPACE 
998 sq. ft, Office/Sales Pohle Ave 
1,735 sq. ft. Sa~es/Warehouse Kenney St 
5,205 sq. ft. Sales/Warehouse Kenney St 
1,700 sq. ff. Soles Grelg Ave 
1,920 sq. ft. Shop Kelth Ave 
],280 sq. ft, Office/Sales Kelfh Ave 
7,450 sq. ft, W~rehouse Hwy lb W 
JUST RENOVATED, two bed- 
rooms, upstairs suite of duplex. 
Private entrance. Yard with fruit 
trees, downtown. Fridge/stove 
included. $550/mo. No pets. 
Available immediately. Call 250. 
638-0790 for appointment o 
view. 
LARGE 3BEDROOM duplex. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer, 
blinds, finished attic, garden 
level basement, fenced yard, 
pets negotiable. Non smokers 
only. In upper Thornhill. 
$675/month + damage deposit. 
Available immediately. For ap- 
plications call 250-635-4368. 
NEWER 3BEDROOM apart- 
ment in duplex comes with 
fridge, stove, washer and dryer. 
Has carport and large yard. 
Quiet area :and on bus mute. 
Available Immediately. No pets 
please. Phone 250-635-4571 
WELL KEPT 2bedroom, 2bath, 
side by side duplex at 3316 
Sparks. 5 appliances, hardwood 
on main floor. QUIET people 
with good rental references and 
no dogs. $600/mo. $600/mo 
250-638-8639 
3BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE in 
Terrace. 1 1/2 baths, full base- 
ment. Fridge/stove, wash. 
er/dryer. For sale or rent to 
own, will consider trade for 
Prince Rupert property. Call 
250-615-0181 or 250-624-9591 
leave messa.qe. 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitcher 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an. 
niversaries, reunions. Day anc 
evening rates. 250:635-777"/ 
email kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tending Services available. 
1200 SQFT, 5 bedroom, 3 bath- 
morn home. Covered deck, 
fenced yard in quiet neighbor- 
hood. Available March 1/03. 
$850/month. Call 250-635- 
4611. 
1BEDROOM HOUSE close to 
town. Suitable for single person. 
Washer/dryer, fridge/stove. 
$500/month plus damage de- 
posit. References required. Call 
after 4:00 pm- 250-635-9466. 
2BEDROOM HOUSE, close to 
town. $400/month +$200 dam- 
age deposit. Available immedia. 
tely. Call 250-635-8675 after 
5pm. 
2BEDROOM, FURNISHED 
house, great for young couple 
or single person. 5appliances, 
satellite "IV, utilities included. 5 
: :~,min~. from;. NWCC.. References., 
required. No smoking, no pets, 
no children. Phone 250-635- 
5859 or 250-638-8857 
2SMALL HOUSES, also one 
bedroom for single gentleman 
with kitchen facilities, no pets 
please. Call 250-635-5893. 
3BEDROOM AND single house 
4600 block Scott. $700/mo no- 
goUable. Fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer. For inquiries call 250. 
635.5348or 250-635-5762 
3BEDROOM HOUSE with full 
basement on the Bench. Ap- 
pliances included. Available 
April 1st. $800/mo. 250-638- 
7958 evenings. 
3BEDROOM RANCHER, on !0 
private acres. Large shop, mas- 
ter bedroom w/ensulte. 15 rain- 
utes Nodh of town. Rent = negoti- 
able. Available immediately. 
Call 250-635-8835. 
4BEDROOM, 2BATH house, 
close to college, large family 
morn, fireplace, Jacuzzi tub, 
Washer/dryer, fridge/stove, 
suite in basement could be sub- 
let. Available March 1st. Refer- 
ences required. $950/mo. 
Phone 250-638-0808 week- 
days. 250-638-6365 eves and 
weekends. 
5BEDROOM HOUSE, fridge, 
stove, washer dryer hookup. 
Close to High School, fenced 
yard, taking applications, avail- 
able March 1st. $800/mo. 250- 
635-2159 
CLEAN, BRIGHT 3bedroom 
house main floor, downtown, 
close to mall and bus route. 
$650/mo includes heat. 250- 
635-6350 
FOR RENT two bedroom units, 
electric heat, quiet area. 
$450/month. Smuff village, call 
250-635-4838. 
SMALL 2BEDROOM house. 
Newly renovated. Washer/dry- 
er, close to downtown. Electric 
heat. No pets, no smoking. Call 
250-635-0052. 
TOP FLOOR of 3 bedroom, 2 
bathroom suite. Fridge/stove in- 
cluded. Washer/dryer hookup. 
Well kept. Small pet ok. 
$625/mo. 250-638-8544 
COMMERClAL ISPAeE FOR1. 
RENT ON KI ITHAVENUE 
- . . .  ., , . .  , . ,  . , . . ,  . . 
Double bay 2,400 Sq. Ft. space 
Shop door openings 
18xl 4 and 12xl 2 available 
Phone 635-4843 
: * Ask for Jim 
2BEDROOM MOBILE home on NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
2.5 acres. Very private, fire- in The Terrace Standard and 
place, soaker tub. Call 250-. Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
635-9664. and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
2BEDROOM MOBILE home, (3TS) & (3WAy $26.75. Addl- 
washer/dryer, fridge/stove, tional words over 20 -.25/word 
$550/mo heat Included. 250 -~ plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
635-8772. ~. Fax 250-638-8432 or emall to 
advedislng @terracestan- 
CLEAN MOBILE home in dard.com. We accept Visa/talc 
upper Thornhill trailer park, with or cash. 
2large bedrooms, and 12X8', PICTURESQUE DOLL house 
addition. Updated and renova-., character home. Big sunny 
ted kitchen and bathroor~ fresh, deck, cedar fenced yard, huge 
ly painted. Fddge/stove', wash-' 
er/dryer. $500/mo. Phone 250; apple tree. 2 bedrooms, one 
bathroom: Hardwood floor, n/g 
638.7139 ' " :' fireplace, suitable stader home. 
MOBILE HOME for rent in To?-.' Double lot. 4601 Haugland Ave. 
race Trailer Park. Fddge/stove, Asking $110,000. Call 250-615- 
washer/dryer. 2 bedro0n~ with; 5581. 
20'x8' addition, $500/month. WELL MAINTAINED large 
Call 250-837-6788 . . . . . . . . .  . " 5bedroom home in quiet Park- 
side area on large city lot. Has 
established fruit trees, and a 
fenced back yard wtth good 
QUIET, COUNTRY LIVING' 2' 
bedroom trailer with wood stove 
in New Remo (10 min from 
town). Fridge-/stove, w/d 
hookups, pets allowed. Garden 
plot. $500/mo. 250-635,-9266..; 
WANTED BUYERS: ;PL'A'CE' 
your word ad in The Terrace. 
Standard and Weekend Adver- 
tiser for 1 week and RaY. only,, 
$14 45, 3 weeks (3TS).& (3WAy. 
$26.75. Additional words over 
20 - .25/word plus GST.IPhone 
250-638-7283 Fax 250-638 :,
8432 or email to advedising 
@terra~estandard.co m. We ac- 
cept VisaJm/c or cash.. ' 
VACANT 1650 sq. ft. RANCHER 
TOTALLY RENOVATED, 3+ BEDROOMS 
3688 K'SANAVE. 
Spectacular view, 5 appliances, large kitchen, huge liv' 
ing room, 2 bathrooms, new flooring throughout, minutes 
from downtown, large 1/2 acre riverfront lot on quiet cul- 
de-sac, huge bathroom w/Jacuzzi tub, stall shower, 
double sink ~ 
Asking S l 51,900 Phone 250-638-0160 
siding & windows, 5 appliances. 
Fenced yard with shed, large 
addition with sun porch. View @ 
D2- Skeena Valley TC, anytime. 
Asking $22,000. Call 250-638- 
7931. 
sized wooden garden shed. Is 
wired for both ADSL and Cable 
modems. Six major appliances 
included in price $135,000. 
Phone 250-638-8737 after 6 pm 
for appointment to view. 
21X68, 2BEDROOM, vinyl 
GREATBUY! 
PRICE REDUCED! 
USED 
SNOWMOBILE 
BLOWOUT 
19981 polari  
1991 Phuzer 
10ngTrock 
'!,500.00 
FACTORY DIRECT CHAPARRAL 
modulars. Factory tour.s, 
conventional ' designs, 
Residential interiors; ~NOW 
selling showhome/office. Open 
to offers, SHELDON, CUSTOM 
HOMES, 3075 Sexsmith, 
Kelowna. For more information 
toll free 1-888-765:899;2. 
DL10146 
ROOM FOR rent. Close to 
downtown. All facilities, no par- 
ties. Call 250-638-8944. 
1 year old 14x70, 
3 bedroom, 2 bath mobile 
home located in a quiet 
downtown park. Fenced 
yard, 2 clecks and cement 
patio. Includes all 
appliances & 8x12 shed. 
Asking ~62,000 
c~, 635-5005 
OSOYOOS, Be. Located in the 
South Okanagan valleyl Brand 
new LAKEFRONT apa~ments 
and townhomes. *Plus 
recreational facility and pdvate 
beach. Prices start under 
$100,000. 1-866-738-1002, 
www.casa-del-lago.ca 
Co-operators Real istate 
Services Inc. 
/ usec 
Haulinc 
: 6rt2 Farm : ~ 
: Equipmenti~ .... 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
Farm Equipment. Quality 
sales and Iooators. 
available. Fcc financing oac 
Dave Cmssan,: 250-567-260;; 
ENID ., ~ .I ' a . . . .  
~ome ~wil i l~ ~ l ~ s ~ P r  "~ 
and mobile. Includes heat, light, 
phone, free laundry facilities, 
cable. Close to downtown. 
Available April 1st. $450/mo. 
room/board $600/mo. 250-635- 
2744 
IN THORNHILL looking for one 
non - smoking room mate, to 
share full house with large yard. 
$250/month includes utilities 
Ca11250-615-3401. ~ ~ I 
PORTUGUESE SAUSAGE. 
Homemade, fresh pork, chouri- 
co. 2 per pack. Great bar- 
becued, fried or baked. Call 
250-638-1506 or 250-635-7747 
1993 Ski Doo 
P LLEY 
Sl,699.00 
+2,SO0.O0 
, ZR 500, 2" L0nglruck 
~:i ;ii:i; ,i i ........... iii!iiii~i; 
LONE FIR Ranch- Polled 
Hereford bulls. Good selection 
of beefy 2 year olds. (easy cal- 
ving, proven genetics, excellent 
disposition and AFFORDABLE. 
Phone 250-690-7527 Ft Fraser 
I 
BIG BuI"rS LIMOUSIH | 
BULl, & FEMALE r~,LE | 
April S, 2003 i 
Westlock, AB II 
64 Lots I 
CALL 780-349-213S I 
FOR YOUR ¢ATOLOGUE| 
LOOKING FOR a non-smoking 
female roommate to shai'e 3. 
bedroom home on Southslde. 
Includes all utilities, laundry 
facilities, satellite t.v. Close to 
bus stop. Rent $425/month. 
Call 250-635-1981. 
STARRESORT.INT. 
WE BUY & SELL TIMESHARES 
www.starresort.net 
PUREBRED 13 week sable 
1-800-985-4395 male sheltie puppy for sale to 
SKI SUN Peaks Resort BCvisit approved home. Good ob- 
our website at: www.sunpeaksJ . edience/agtlity prospect. Call 
Karen 250-847-3860 reservations.corn or call Sun 
Peaks Online at 1-888-578- 
8369 Hotels, condos, and cha- 
lets, Ski In/ski out, hot tubs. 
Great Accommodation - Great 
Rates - Great Service. 
2BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE 
2811 South Sparks. $550/mo. 
3bedroom townhouse 4632 
$oucie. $600/mo. 3bedroom- 
house 4704 Goulet $650/mo. 
1993 PETERBUILT 357 clw 
1995 (single axle) Jeep & 
Trailer $46,000. Nodrail Log 
Jeep T/A $17,500 rigged for 
short or long logs. Call 250- 
567-9668, 567-5883, cell 567- 
0881 or leave message 567- 
9668. 
QUENCO SHAKE + shingle 
bandsaw mill, jolnter saw, blade 
No pets. Call 250-638-1648 sharpener. 200 square of wood 
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 baths to saw, packing box + bander. 
newly renovated. Close 1o town $24,000. Call 250-849-5705. 
and schools. Includes f/s, 
w/d.New blinds. Available im- 
mediately. Call 250-635-3908. 
3BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE, 1 j 2SETS OF triples (chains) for a 
1/2 baths, downtown. Lots of i.. Semi. Call 250-635-7115 leave 
new additions. $650/month ' message. 
Please call Andrea 604-607-I ALL WOOD Fibre Ltd. Hard- 
6487 " wood cants and lumber wanted. 
PAY 1/2 MO RENT for Febr-~ All Wood Fibre Ltd requires 
uary, March, April. 3bedroom cants and lumbe in all hard- 
townhouses close to downtown wood species. (Aspen, birch, 
and schools. F/s, w/d hookups, cottonwood and alder) For more 
apartments with w/d available, information contact Leonard Le- 
Please call TERRACE MANQR !' qualt at 250-563-1770 or Albert 
250-635-4980 ~ h, Smith 250-613-7908 
' LOOKING FOR work: contract 
or hourly. Have 1998 Cat 525 
Grapple skidder, 1995 Timber- 
VIEW LOT for sale Close to jack 450C grapple skldder. Call 
downtown Terrace. Asking 250-971-2250, 250-613-9347 or 
$25,000. Call 250-632-7502 250-692-3960 
14X62 MOBILE home 2bed- 
rooms, large storage room, cov- 
ered deck. Fddge, stove inclu- 
ded. Rent $550 or obo sale. 
Call 250-635.4181 
14' GRUMMAN River Boat. 
High sides with trailer. $1800. 
20hp Mariner Factory Jet. 
$2500. 15' Gmgor welded alu . . . .  
mlnum boat with trailer. $3500. 
250.638-1665 . 
\TOYOTA SUPRA, nice car c/w 
winter tires and $1000 audio 
system. Also 1988 Mazda 
B2200 Pickup has to be seen. 
Call 250-635-2456 or 250-638- 
7073 
I Bank , says. NO? 
say 
 Yes! 
All Credit Applications Accepted. 
Easy, Fast and Confidential. 
No Hasslesor Embarrassment.=.. I 
YES to poor credit/no credit .~ ~1 
NEW YEAR, HEW START! :~ J i~]  
No money after Christmas?~ ,~ 
for 90 days OAC.Ask for de , , i~  
:t:t:~NiBH;t~t]I 
r WELCOME~ 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. is: 
Cathy 
6 ! 5-9286 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
~f ts  and informatio~ 
• h e | e  
our livingroom,., 
KEEPIT 
Research will bring 
a cure 
BUT 
I We need 
your help 
today 
" "  EPILEIPSY ~IP CANADA 
I 877 SEIZURE l y . .~m 
1999 GMC Jimmy 4door, fully 
loaded, no leather, 73,000km. 
$21,000 obo. 250-638-1831 
1994 NISSAN Pathfinder. Ex- 
cellent condition. Must sell. 
White, 5speed, CD, roof rack, 
driving lights, hood guard. Will 
take $9500. 250-627-1294 
1996CHEV 1 ton, 4x4 diesel, 4 
door. $19,000 firm. 1996 37' 
travel trailer. $19,000 firm. 
$35,000 as a package. Call 
250-635-0671 evenings only. 
1997 FORD Expedition Full 
load. 160,00 kin. One owner. 
Dealer maintained. Records 
available. American racing 
mags. Stock rims & tires. 
$24,500 OBO 250-395-5215 
evenings, 250-395-6659 days. 
jst@ bcinternet.net 
2002 Civic DX-G 1995 Ford 4WD Ext 
$17,995 Cab w/Plow 
2001 Chev Venture WAS $16.g95 
$17,995 NOW $14,995 
2001 Civic DX-G 1994 Jeep 
$16,995 Grand Cherokee 
2001 Civic LX-G $13,995 
$18,995 1994 Jeep YJ 
2000 Volks Jetta $9,995 
$2o,995 1994 GMC Suburban SLE 
1999 Honda CRV-LX NOW $16,995 
$21,995 1994 GMC 2 WHDR 
1999 Volks Golf Wolfsburg $7,995 
WAS$19,995 NOW $16,995 1993 Subaru Loyale 
1999 Ford 4 WD S Cab XLT NOW $8,995 
$25,995 1993 Chev S-Blazer 
lg98 Ford F150 $10,995 
$19,995 
1993 Civic SI 1996 GMC EXT Cab 4x4 
$16,995 $8,995 
lg96 Ford Crown Victoria 1990 Ford Festiva 
$11,995 $2,995 
1996 Chevy Suburban LT 1988 Nissan Pathfinder 
$22,995 $8,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 1988 flissan Sentra 
NOW $15,995 $2,995 
-I'e r ra  ee.j   H o n d a , 
4838 Hwy 16 W ~' J '  (250)638-8171 
O# 9662 ~ t-BOO-COS-re90 
www.bchondo.eom 
2001 Subaru Impreza ~.i:~ !i i 
RS W.O, ::::::::: 
~ ~ ~  ~ ~'- ~ Turbo Charged, PowerW n~ows, Lo~ksi::::!i; 
P~. ' . . : . : . . . . .~ ,~ .,~ll l  Mirrom, Cmlsedt"llllAtrC~ditl0nl~i:!.;i;.i;i 
• ~ was S24,gg5•iNOW$21;995i;;:il 
....... ~ i  . . . .  :::: !' ~ 
!~ i .  i];:"~i~i~;:il ' " ...:: . .  :.i..:'./.::':::';~':~.~:::'::.::.:~:~:::: 
~ " :.. _ / :T I  .: Cru ~'te ~r ~n~ ~lng ¢c0 ~yekiiii;! 
:; WAS $20,ggsi No~/$16;995';:~ii~ 
:i.; ' :... .i.. ,:: ;: ~i '; ~;; ~::"::i];ii;i ii~; :i~i 
  iil Auto;P~ei;Wln~;;[~:~li~i~iii! .....: :: :: :..: 0nly 2 i ;380 Km s:.;iii~i::iiii::!@:b:!i!~i 
i 
~ ~ l  :: : ~,:::!: i . !i ~ii ' :i::4 O ~.4  x4 ii;i;iii;::;:iiiiii~i~i~;ii::::;'::.iii i ::; i;! 
; .. Auto; PowerWi~i~;~j~:;i~ii:::=! 
- -: _",:% crulse/111t, Alrlcond~ing~ e&~ 
~ ' . :  WAS $24,ggs :i:iNoW::$~;g~:::;i::ii:: 
~ J ; !  ...!.;i: .;/::;'.:?:.:~3 Door~4X41ii i~ i;iiiii;iiii;( ~!!i ( 
~" .  ............... ::::~::;..:J.:::~: ~>;i;]; :Air Co~iti~hi~;: c~ai:~e~i;!~i 
~ ~ : . .  ,~tol Power w~;  ~i~;M ~ ~i 
~ ~ A ~  ::i~i. i. ;:.:i:::::.~:.:.:i!!::...! 0nly 68 ~00 ~ s:;ii::i~]ii~::iiiii!i:ii~:!;:~i'i~.i 
i::~'~::"~: : .:~i:i~.~ :~  :.. ~ • ~:: .;.: ~. :.-: .: i!;~ .~ ~:: ~..."..:;.~i 
~:~'i :i:~ii~i~i~ !:i l;i;i~ ~;i • .~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~:,~ ..... .::. 'i~i~&!;~,.. :,'~: 
~ i~;~# . ::;:~:~ ........ ~! ~!i!i~i 
, :  .~:~'~'~i' ",t~: i~::.~ii:i>!.~ ~ '~.?!.~; ::~;';i~i~ "" .'~ >.%?~. '::; ;~:: ~ ;~::::::~ .  ~ ~ l  .. .~ ~ .~ , ;.;;~ .  ..::.. .... :
......... ' ' .:~:!i~;~::i~:~':::~'°~ 
• :.?::il)~:.:i~;:i!;: .. ..... .:~: : 
Ted Taylor Eddie Vance VEctor Cavalhelro 
www,p i tch4n .ca  i 
4912 Hwy:1*i: W~St :1635~655~7 i.;800;3i 3:61;I~8:':;;DUR~5:95; 
. - wW~/.lerraceaulbmaIIicbm ., '.,.: ...... 
815 Lega lNot ices  
i 
CiTY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
Schedule "B" (Land Use Plan) of the City of Terrace Official 
Commun ly P an By aw No. 1771-2002. 
THE SUBJECT LAND: 
The application affects the portions of land, within the Ci.ly of 
Terrace, as indicated on the accompanying map and described as:: 
Part of'Lot B, District Lot 360, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 9881 
[4427Highway 16 West] 
Part of Lot 12, District Lot 360, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 970, 
except the northerly 660 feet and except Plan 3967 
[4459 Feeney Avenue] 
THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule "B" (Land Use Plan) of the Official Cpmmunity 
P an by changing the land use designations as follows: 
Part of Lot B, Plan 9881 
FROM: Service Commercial 
TO: Park 
Part of Lot 12, Plan 970, except the northerly 660 feet and 
except Plan 3967 
FROM: Park 
TO: Service Commercial 
To increase the amount of usable parkland and the amount of 
usable Service Commercial and. 
.l::Z~----_,__---z-. --'_l ..... - - - -F -,'4 J • I 
.BYLAW INSPECTION" 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the recep- 
tion area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of 8:'30 a.m. to 
4 30p m each day. from Wednesday, February 26111, 20.03, to 
Monday, March 10Jh, 2003, exc uding Saturdays and Sundays. 
pUBUC HEARING DETAILS: 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding this appll- 
Laban may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT 'rile PUBUC 
HEARING TO BE HELD IN TIlE MUNICIPALCOUNCIL CHAMBERS, 
AT 7:00 P.M. ON MONDAY, MARCH 1011"1, 2003. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT. R.S.B.C, 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. ~- 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RaN POOLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
TENDER 
Sewage Treatment Plant 
Chamber Addition 
Scope of work: 
• Construction of a 5.6 x 3.0 metre by 5.5 metre deep 
concrete chamber additionto the headworks building 
to accommodate a new influent grinder and auger. 
• ~iscellaneous works to include piping, valves, steel and 
aluminum fabrications. 
Tender Documents are available from* February 28, 2003, 
at the Public Works Building, 5003 Graham Avenue, 
Terrace, weekdays belween the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 
4:30 p.m., for a non-refundabb fee of $25.00. A site 
meeting will be held at 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, March 6th. 
Tenders to close at 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, March 13, 2003. 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
The Ministry of Water, Land and Air Pi'otection invites inter- 
ested parties to submit a bid for the following Contract at 
Lakelse Lake Provincial Park in Furlong Bay Campground 
(19 km south of Terrace on Highway 37) 
Furlong Bay Sewer Farc emain Replacement 
Work will consist of excavati6n~and replacement of the 
existing Sewage Forcemain (dp~i'0X!rhately 1100 meters 
total length.) ",, ' ,  4" 
. ~. ~ '. , " • . 
Mandatory Conlractor Meeting: h'c~ntractor meeting w,II 
be held at Lakelse Lake Provincial' Pork Headquarters 15 km 
south of Terrace on Highway 37',o110.00 am, February 27, 
2003.'  IF weather permits d: ~il~"~sil at Furlong Bay 
Campground will commence dire~t]y 1offer the contractor 
meeting. 
Tenders must be received by Sl~en~' I~roject Services, 4445 
Greig Ave, Terrace B.C. by 2:00:l~mon'iVlarch 27, 2003 at 
which time tenders will be Forwq~: (0  Ministry of Water 
Land and Air Protection (B C. Pc~rks) ~P'r ~pening. 
The lowest or any tender may not necessarily be accepted. 
To receive a Tender Package, please contact Skeena Pro i ec 
Services~ 4445 Greig Ave, Terrace B,C~ or by fax: (2.i0 
635 4667 or by E-mail: deb@skeenaprojeds.com 
All Inquires should be directed'to R0b Seaton, Regional 
Pro ect Coordinator for B.C. Parks. .. Phone (250) 638-0808 
or Ce (250) 615-2271 
~ t," " ~ ~ "' ~ ; .  
DRITISH 
• COLUMBIA L,,.'" . 
. . '%• ' " i  % '* . Ministry of Water, land and A~r. Protection 
OF..TERRACE-: -: 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
Schedule "A" (Zoning Mapl of Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995. 
THE SUBJECT LAND: 
The appl!cation affects legal parcels, within the Cily of Terrace, 
described as: 
~44 t B, Dis.~ct LOt 360, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 9881 
27Highway 16 West] 
Lot 12, District Lot 360, Range 5, C .oast District, Plan 970, except 
the northedy 660 feet and except Plan 3967 
[4459 Feeney Avenue] 
Lot 3, District Lot 360, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 10874 
No Address 
TI-IE INTENT; 
To amend Schedule "A ~ [Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 1431- 
199.5 by changing the ning classifications as indicated on the 
accompaying map for tl bllowlng portions af land: 
Part of Lot B, Plan 9881 
FROM: Service Commercial [(:3) ! 
TO: Park (P2) 
Part of Lot 12, Plan 970, except the northerly 660 feet and 
except Plan 3967 
FROM: Public and Instituional (P1)) 
TO: Service Commercial ((:3) 
Part af Lot 12. Plan 970, except the northerly 660 feet and 
except Plan ~967 
FROM: Park (P2) 
TO: Service Commercial (C3) 
Lot 3, plan 10~74 
FROM: Lightlndustrial (M1) 
TO: Service Commercial (C3) 
To create parkland adjacent to the Skeena River in exchange for 
Service Commercial Land in the generaJ~vicinity of the Animal 
Shelter and to bring the properties at 4443 Keith Avenue, 4511 
Keith Avenue and 2900 Kerr Street int~ conformance with the 
Official Community Plan. 
EESI-~T-~ I _r--Z---~ ~:" _ /~ 
8YLAV/INSPE(;IION; 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT"  BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the rece~- 
tian area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., betweeh the hours of 8:'30 a.m. to 
4 3010 m. each day. from Wednesday, February 26th, 2003, to 
Monday, March 10~t, 2003, excluding'Saturdays and Sundays. 
PUBLIC HEARING DETAIL~; 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding this appli- 
cation may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT THE PUBUC 
HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAl.COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 
AT 7:00 P.M. ON MONDAY, MARCH 10114, 2003. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT, R.S.8.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RON POOLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
Schedule "A" (Zoning Map)of Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995. 
THE SUBJECT LAND; 
The application affects the portion of land, within the City of 
Terrace, shown shaded on the accompanying map and described 
as :  
Lot 2, District Lot 361, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 3198 
[3407 Kalum Street] 
THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 1431- 
1995 by changing the zoning classification of the property shown 
shaded: 
FROM: Local Commercial (C5) 
TO: Two Family Residential (R2) . . . .  ~=~ ,i 
To allow for the conversion of the slngle dwelling and laundromat 
into two residential dwelling Units andbring the properly into con- 
formance wlth the Official Communily Plan, i 
• ~ ~ '~ 
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CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
OLSON AVE 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the recep- 
tion area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., belween the hours of 8:"30 a.m. to 
4:30p.m. each day. from Wednesday, February 26th, 200. 3, to 
Monday, March 10111, 2003, exduding Saturdays and Sundays. 
PUBLIC HEARING DETAILS: 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regardingthis appli- 
cation may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT THE PUBLIC 
HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 
AT 7:00 P.M. ON MONDAY, MARCH 1011-1, 2003. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RaN POOLE; Chief Administrative Officer 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
In The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14,45, 3 weeks 
(JTS) & (JWA) $26.75. Addi- 
lionel words over 20 -.25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or emall to 
advertising @tarracostan- 
dard.eom, We accept Visa/m/c 
or cash. 
i ReduCe.Ga}bage! 
: '.Bec0me~a ', *i"i: 
: : :GREEN 
:SHOPPER.'.:; 
. T':, i 
Visit 
PITCH-IN 
CANADA'S 
Resource Library 
to f ind out howl 
1R.E E: 
I• f"~ e j  T0placey0ur I .Nmml  inlRf Commun, c,, ,,,,d 
J..u..z J. ,t.l JUL I., y call this newspaper o
. f .  .r I toJlfffe1.86 669.9222 
~ l  ql= I ~ J J  | ' |  1 IW ~ J www,c0mrnUnityclassifi~ls:ca '. * 
P I REACH 2.3 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,443 ! 
I 
AUCTIONS BUSINESS EDUCATION HELP WANTED STEEL BUILDINGS 
SELLING UNRESERVED OPPORTUNITIES BECOME ,~ EXPERIENCED PAVING FUTURE STEEL 
Truck & Equipmenl CASH CASH CASH. COUNSELOR by PERSONNEL required: BUILDINGS. Durable, 
Auction, Monday, March A1 vending specialist, correspondence or on Bakermen, Screedmen, Dependable, Pre. 
10, 9320.52 St. S.E. Canadian Company. campus through Canada's 
Calgary, Alberla, For leading accredited Paving Operalors, and Engineered, All.Steel 
information/brochure Cash in on pop, snacks 
call CPA • Canadia~ and heel jerky. Looalions Institule lor the counseling Crushing Operators, All Structures, Custom.made 
Public Auclion Ltd., supplied, Minimum 1OK, prolession, Yiclorla to company benefils to suit your needs and 
4 0 3.2 6 9.6 6 0 O, All cash business. Toll. Halifax, Free catalogue, available, Relocation requirements, Faclory. 
Visil our homepage: Free t.866.789.4692, 1-800.665.7044, Visit: allowance may be 
~,~.=na~anpuBi~ucUon,~ www.looatorsgroup,net vnvw,counselodraining,com available. Mail or fax Direcl, aflordable prices, 
T H E R A P E U T I C resumes Io: Peters Bros. Call 1.800.668.8653 ext, 
AUTO FINANCING CAREER TRAINING RECREATION, In lhe Construclion Lid, 716 536 Ior lree brochure, 
BUYS OF THE WEEK, BE AN INTERIOR Therapeutic Recreation Okanagan Ave, East. TRAVEL 
2002 Inlrepid $295; 2002 DECORATOR wilh our Program at Douglas Penticlen, B,C. V2A 3K6, TIMESHARE RESALES- 
Grand AM $289; 2002 unique home.study College, you'll acquire the Fax:250.493-4464 
Cavalier $198; 1999 Ford course, Call lot your Iree skills and knowledge to • Rii® STROMAN • Since 
4x4 $325; 2000 Chev, 
BlazerS375; 2000Chev, brochure, 1-800-267. assisl ill, disabled, or WEEKLYPAYCHEQUES! 1979, Buy-Sell.Rent- 
Van $299; Payments t829. SheIlield School of older persons wilh leisure Simply processing Exchange, World Wide 
monlhly plus tax, Marly Interior Design 1535.38 activities Ihat promote grocery coupons from. Selection, Call nowl 
604-464.3941,_ McArthurAve, OUawaON Iheir personal homepad.Ume/lull.lime, 1-800.201.0864, 
NEED A CAR? You're KIL6R2 independence and health, 
You'll earn in a dynamic No experience r quired, www,fimesharelink,com 
a p p r o v e d - s l o w ATTENTION: BUSINESS classroom environment Call toll.flee 
repayment, repo, divorce, MINDED people neededl thal engages ludenls in 1,800,279.0019 or visit TRADES 
We can help-need a Free: business training hands.on activities in v~,su~nnarketking,can/34g7 WANTED: PLUMBERS, 
visa? Randy 604.817. package, Potential six order Io maslerltte heory 
5337, figure Income, and praclice of PERSONALS Pipe and sprinkler litters, 
BUILDING SUPPLIES www, rags2wealth,com Therapeulic Recreation, EXPERTPSYCHICS,,,Try apprentices, Ior Lower 
ALL NEW WINDOWS CARS Graduates find rewarding Us Flrsll Your Future Mainland and Whistler 
from $25, All new patio doors (6') from $295, CREDIT GUARANTEED careers In a wide vadety Revealed by Your area, Full.time work, Fax 
of health, social service, Personal Psychic, Sincere resume to 604-276-8426 
Westeck Windows, TODAY, We oiler all and recreation agencies, & Genuine Readings, Call 
Chilliwack, B.C, Ph 1.877. makes, No hassle, For more informalion 24 hours, 1-900.561.2100 TRUCKS 
606-1166, Fax 604.792. Finance or leasing al call 604.777.6238 or 
6714 6,5% OAC for cars, 604.777.6239, email $2,95/min.18÷ 0 DOWN O,A.C,' 
Guaranteed credit BUSINESS FOR SALE trucks, vans, including roparj@douglas,bc,ca or DIVORCE SURVIVAL 
4x4 diesels. Sell. see www,douglas,bc,ca, STRATEGIES.,,Belore approvals, Trucks,4x4's, 
CLASSIFIED ADS WORK employed, bankrupt, This program isoffered at spending large sums on crew cabs, diesels, sport 
• you're reading them divorced, orcredit issues the David LamCampus in utilities, cars & vans. 
nowl Place a 25.word legal fees, call ~o Family 
classified in ~)9 B,C. & No big deal, We have Coquitlam, B,C, Law Centre to underaland Repo's, broken leases, 
Yukon newspapers for the money, Call FOR SALE MISC. 
only $309, Call t.800.650.4829, yourrights&obllgafions, heavy duty equipment. 
this newspaper for ~w, credit.klng,com Ior SAWMILL $4995.00 All Our lawyers will present Takeoverpaymenls, Free 
new Super Lumbermate you with your oplions & delivery, Call Lawrence details, or phone 1.866. inventor] listings 2000, larger capacities, 
669.9222 exl, 3, COMING EVENTS more options, Norwood Oiler smart & proven Siccia, BC's largest 
~rw,cornmunitydassiF~s,ca MASTER YOUR Industries, manufacturer slralegles to help reduce finance broker, 1.800. 
BUSINESS SPIRITUAL destiny of sawmills, edgers yourlegalfeos, saleguard 993.3673, Vancouver 
OPPORTUNITIES through past lives, and skidders, Free your assets & delend your 604.327.6377. 
ZESTO'S OVEN BAKED dreams, oullravel, Begin information, 1.800.566. child custody & access 
Subs & California Slyle the adventure today. For 5699, exl. 400,OT rights, Don't be a victiml CREDIT GUARANTEED 
Wraps are looking for free book, call Eckankar, NEED A COMPUTER? 'Separate Smarl',.Toll. TODAY, We offer all 
motivated franchisees, 
Join thisdynamlcandfasl 1,800.LOVE.GOD. Ask Oont have cash? IBM, Free1.866.879-3529, makes. No hassle, 
growing Canadian for hook #F18, Gateway & Compaq as Finance or leasing at 
(:ompany, 1.888.922. ~,~ankar,org low as $1 a Oayl No RECREATIONAL 
moneydownt Call Brands VEHICLES 6,5% OAC for cars, 
trucks, vans, Including 2 www,zeslos.oom, EDUCATION BOWl 1.866.2594f71, OVER 200 NEW and 4x4 diesels, Sell. 
INVENTORS.PRODUCT A NEW CAREER? Train www,dollaraday,com ' used molorhomes, 5th employed, bankrupl, 
IDEAS wanled[ Free to be an Apartmenll i00% PURE MARINE wheels, trailers, van. 
Information package. Condominium Manager, Coral Calcium Irm conversions, truck divorced, orcr~t issues, 
il op & professionally Many]obsl Job placement 
present your new product Okinawa, Japan, ie seen campers, Total RV Centre No big deal, We have 
idea to manufacturers asslstanoe, All.Areas. on TV. Slaggering the money, Call 
tl on uavison, an Government Registered resultsl For sale Coral RV Listing Service. Free 
a r~ winning firm. Program, Information/ Calcium Supreme Exira, pick.upWeslemCanada, 1.800.650.4829. 
Patent assistance brochure (604) 681.5456 Businese opportunity. Voyager RV, Hwy 97, www.credil.king,com f r 
available: 1.800.544.3327 1.8 00o 6 6 5.8 3 3 9, 1.866-319.0708, Calgary; Winfield, B,C, 1.800,668. !nvenlorylisttngs 
(24 hrs). wvw, rmli,ca, www,curecan~,¢om, 1447. v,~tw,voyage,'RV.ca 
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I Weathering 
the Storm 
THE SMITHERS Storm and the 
Terrace Totem Ford midget reps 
went head to head in a pair of 
games at the Terrace Arena 
Feb. 21-22. Terrace picked up a 
3-1 win in Friday night's game 
but weren't able to keep their 
cool Sunday going down to the 
Storm 10-4. The teams have a 
serious rivalry going on and will 
be ready for battle this weekend 
as the zone playoffs take place 
in Hazelton• Kitimat, Prince 
Rupert and Smithers are all 
vying for ashot at provincials. 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
PHOTO 
Fast paced bantam action here 
as Terrace hosts zone playoffs 
The Smithers Storm know how to 
capitalize on power-plays and Ter- 
race will have to keep its tempers in 
check to avoid penalties if the boys 
want to beat their eastern rivals. 
Kitimat is also expected to put up 
a good fight - that team +has taken 
Terrace by surprise on occasion and 
has two rookie goaltenders putting in 
hot performances recently. 
Terrace played its last regular 
season games against Kitimat Feb. 
15,16 coming out with a win and a 
tie. The first game ended in a 6-6 tie 
with Nick Lindstrom and Brad To- 
manocy each scoring once and Tri- 
stan Murray picking up two. Bryan 
Hull led the way with two goals and 
three assists. 
"Murray's econd goal was scored 
with the Terrace goalie pulled for an 
extra attacker with 30 seconds left in 
the third period," Amos said. 
i 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
THE TERRACE Inland Kenworth 
Bantam reps have high hopes for this 
weekend's zone championships in
Terrace. 
The team finished the Skeena 
Valley League season sitting at a 
better than .500 record and coach 
John Amos is hoping the boys can 
pull through in the playoffs, 
"Everyone's getting geared up for 
it it's going to be a fun weekend," 
Amos said. "The ones who are the 
most prepared mentally and physic' 
ally are going to do well - 1 think 
we'll be ready,,' 
Smithers, Terrace and Kitimat 
square off in the playoffs and some 
fast-skating hockey is definitely be 
on the bill. 
Smithers and Kitimat have both 
proven lo be formidable opponents 
for the Terrace crew. 
"Their goalies have been playing 
really well lately - they made some 
beautiful shves." 
The next day Terrace came back 
defeating Kitimat 3-1. Hull, Toma- 
nocy and Ryland Macdonald each 
picked up a goal in the winning 
cause .  
The Bantam AA zone champion- 
ships are here Mar. 1-2. 
Terrace and Kitimat kick off the 
action Saturday at 8 a.m. against Ki- 
timat. Kitimat and Smithers quare 
off at 2 p.m. and at 8 p.m. Terrace 
meets Smithers. 
The championship game is set to 
go at 9 a.m. Sunday, Mar. 2. The 
winner advances to the provincial 
championships in Dawson Creek 
Mar. 17-23. ~. 
There's plenty of room in the 
arena bleachers for fans to come out 
watch some great bantarn hockey, 
I ciuwirl   
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675 MOTOR VEHICLE 
CRASHES PER DAY IN BC 
TERRACE HAD 82 IN JANUARY 
There have already been 82 motor vehicle accidents in 
Terrace during the first month of the year. The cost of these 
accidents is estimated at $575,754. This breaks down into 
$184,622 for properly damage and $391,132 for injuries. 
About 75% of motor vehicle collisions, attended by the 
RCMP, involved multiple vehicles. The most common place 
for accidents is at intersections. These crashes amount to 
over one-third of all auto accidents. The most frequent colli- 
sion type is right-angle collision at 23% followedby turning 
left across on-coming traffic at 11%. Unless they are spec- 
tacular crashes, they never make the news, so they are 
often not given enou~lh attention. The property and injury 
costs use up a very/arge amount of auto insurance pre- 
mium dollars. Other costs, such as use of our medical facili- 
ties are rarely considered, but are huge. 
How can all this pain, suffering and claims cost be 
reduced? That is a question all drivers should be consider- 
ing. The answer is all drivers must Follow the basic rules of 
the road to make a difference. Every driver carries that 
responsibility. 
Some reminders to get us safely through intersections ably 
are: 
i As you approach: Always be extra cautious. Check the 
traFFic controls ahead. Slow down and use your turn sig- 
nals well in advance. Be prepared to stop. Go through a 
yellow light only if it is unsafe to Slop. 
When),ou st0p: Stop behind the line or crosswalk. Leave 
space between you and the vehicle in front, about a car 
length. 
Wlmn you proceed: Check the intersection before you 
move forward. Someone mlght be running a red light or 
jumping a slop sign, Don't enter the intersection iF traffic 
is backed up on the other side, Accelerate moderately to 
flaw with traffic. Always watch for cyclists and pedestri- 
ans especially when visibility is poor. Yield to them when 
making a turnl Assume nothing. 
Your Autoplan Brokers and ICBC are encouraging you to 
drive safely. 
! I1[  k I O[  . • =' .R  ~ ~ • 
Ringers+bring home silver 
THEY'RE called the R'ain- : ~Two injuries late in. the with a penalty shot awa.r- 
coast Ringers and they 
came out o f  a Kelowna 
ringette tournament with 
silver medals all around. 
Terrace's petite ringette 
team went undefeated in 
round robin play against 
Kelowna, Surrey, and 
Shuswap thanks to an out- 
standing team effort and 
exeptional goaltending, 
( Says coach Allen Hamp- 
ton. 
The gold medal round 
saw the petite squad go up 
against Surrey. ', 
game gave :Surrey the 
chance it needed to pull 
ah¢'ad. Team captain 
Alexa Grant responded 
with two quick goals in the 
dyingminutes of play for- 
cing the Surrey coach to  
call a time out to regroup, 
Hampton says. 
In the last minute of 
play Terrace player Mi- 
chelle Main suffered a cut 
wrist from a skate. 
"Although the injury 
ended up being minor, 
when you combine that 
ded toSurrey with 40 sec, 
onds left On the clock it 
made for some intense 
moments on the bench and 
for goalie Josh Wafzig," 
Hampton said. 
The Ringers meet Sur- 
rey again at the ringette 
provicial B playdowns in 
Prince George Mar. 13-16. 
.The Kermode Cubs - a 
novice team - also atten- 
ded the tournament and 
some intense competition 
posting one win and two 
losses in round robin play. 
Although prescription drugs Improve the health of millions, they ma'y also 
cause harm if not taken propeFly.They can interact with other prescription 
drugs, over-the-counter n~ediclnes, herbal remedies and vltamlns, certain 
medlcal conditions, and even food.So next time when you are In, book an 
appointment with our pharmadst and have your medications reviewed.This Is 
one Interaction we insist onl 
Our pharmacy Is committed to providing you with a complement of 
professional health services: 
• On-line Pharmacist & Certif ied Diabetes Educator 
• Free Blood Pressura Monitor ing : 1 : ~ " 
• On-line Nutrit ionist 
. Free Video Lending Library 
' i : • brlghtl l fa TM Hea l th  P rOgram ~ ~ ' + :, : 
' Shop Smart®Tours " : 
• Health & Wellness Cllnl,", :+ + " 
. in.store Healthtouch® Computer Kiosk + '  + . . . .  
. Medication Disposal Program 
Monday to Friday 9 am to  S pm 
Ter race  Save-On-Foods  
4731 Lake lse  Ave .  
(250)635-4021 
save foods 
2 0 03  ~ ~ ~ + i ~ + ~  2 0 03  
CIVIC LX SEDAN CIVIC LX COUPE 
aOmeT Eez  
i I t ' r t t~ l l . ' y l . '~ l  lliltT|+4 t'rim= e~mEtq n 
~~~q|q ,n~:mmmmm 
Sporty, spirited, economical 
- city or highway. 
More bang for your buck wiLh,..NBH Larger steering wheel 
NEW Redesigned Instrument Cluster 
NEW Driver's Seat Height Adjustment 
NEW 'Wave' Style Key for enhanced 
theft deterrence 
NEW Centre Armrest with Storage - -  I l l  ~ a!  
to keep essentials handy 
Well-equipped? Enjoy all this... ~ 
, Responsive 1.7L SOHC 
t6-Valve Engine • CFC-Free~ 
• 6-SpeakerAM .. ..... . ' : '  / 
• Keyless Remote Entw ~ _  ~ 
• NHTSA 5-Star 
Safety Rating ,T_,...and much more 
moR  
PER MONTH O.k,C, PRICES INCLUOE FREIGHT& P.O.I. TAXES EXTRA 
Powerfully enriched in style, ~ l J~~ 
safety and value. ..... 
lust a few of the impr~vements.,. 
NEW Improved Seat Support & Durability 
HE//Rear Seat Adjustable Outboard Headrests 
NEW InnerTrunk Emergency Release Handle 
NEW 'Wave' Style Key for enhanced theft deterrence 
NEWTachometer . . . . . .  
Plus these Civic Sq 
1.7L 16.Valve SC 
• 4-Speed Aut0ma 
Transmission • Pc 
Windows, Door Lm 
& Mirrors • CFC.Fn 
Air Conditioning 
• AM/FM/CD Stere 
• Keyless Remote 
,..and more! 
PER MONTH O.k.C+ PRICESINCLUOEFREIGHTN P.D.I.TkXESEXIRA. 
2 0 0 3  
CR-V LX 
GO FURTIIERI ~ 
I :  ~ I l l / ( :~ I  lJ |O[O] ~LvJ~'lillHi 
l :  ~ I '~ ' I IH I~ ' I I :+ J I I  e l  l l ] l l t1~;m Ii5i~ 114 
Pure freedom in a compact 4 x 4 
In addition toIts signature R afflme TM 4.Wheel Drlve. for the 2002 
model year CR-V unvelted a complete redeslgn that dellvered MORE power... 
a MORE environmentatly frlendty engine... MORE Innovatlon... MORE room... 
MORE cargo capacity... MORE fun wlth a Earner picnic tabte.. 
and MORE versatility wlth an easy-to-use swingout taltgate 
Now for 2003 + 
NEW Centre instrument Panel ; 
HEW 2nd Row Grab Rai ~ , j~  
MORE functional Park / Brake Lever More than ever, CR-V for 2003 is 
the smart choice 
in the compact class. 
2OO 
PILOT CX 
Meet the BIG SUV built for 8 
PiloL.,Honda.dosigned and buitt-in-Canada,Cambiningthe toughness of a 
traditional sport utility with legendaff Honda quality, refinement and innovation, 
gIG on power.,240hp V6 VTEC m engine with smooth.shifting 
5.speod automatic transmission, BIG on towlng...3,500 ibs, 
towing capacity (4,500 with boat) BIG on cargo space,,.2,SS7L 
(with 2nd & 3rd raw seats folded1 
BIG on our envl 
Pilot is a Low En 
Vehicle (LEV) 
BIG on confide, 
advanced VTM. 
4 wheel drive fol 
traction and 
contmlin all 
road conditions 
W O R ~  OR 
PER MONTH O,A.C. PRICES INCLUOE [REIGH| N ED,I, lARES |XTRA PER MONTH O.k.C. PRIC£$ INCLUOE FREIGHT& P.O,I. TAXES |XIRA 
The Honda tes t  drive. It costs nothing, it proves everything. Exclusively at: 
4838 Hwy 16 W J /  (250)638-8171 
D# 9662 ~ 1-800-665-! 990 
Lease and finance offers are from Honda Canada Finance Inc., on appcoved credlL #Based on a 2003 Civic, Uoupe ix .  rondel LMZ 1 b~F (~ttL;IVIC ~eoafl ix .  model L~511~OLIFLX) (1(;H-V IX. model Mu/t q,,~lqj ff'i'tqlo| i:,% ITIO~¢I r r 1 ~,~l:f. I,.~ aso rof 4u m ~  8! ~z4 U 
(##$258) (f$838) (tt$478) per month with 96,000 km allowance (I 2c/km exceeeding allowance). $1,154.07 (##$t,754.79) (t"$3,960.14) (tt$7243.62) down payment or equivalont trade acceptable to dealer ($8 down on approved credit from Honda Canada 
Rnance nc.). Down payments may vary to reflect fluctuating A.P.E after February 3, 2003.Initiation payment of $1,790.27 (##$2,489.54) (t$5,50627) (tt$9,5!6.15) !nctudes down payment, first monthly payment, sncudly degcalt of $0 (##9)) (t$4OO)(H$,.5. 0), 
freight and PDI of $850 (##$850) (t$850) (tt$sSO) and taxes. Total ease payment Is $15,136.39 (##$16,313.82) t$23,695.74 tt$85,299,73). O~on to purchase at ease end for $9,384.00 (##$10,608.00) (1'$13,550.00 1-t$20,090.00) plus taxes, 
#1##1tltt/V¢ Offers end February 28th, 2003 at participating dealers only. ADOOs not Include Civic Hytxld Sedan. See padtclpeUng dealer for full detalls.ZFor detaNs vl.sit www.nhtse.Oov, 'As rapoded by Canadian manufacturers in calendar year 2002, 
< 
